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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
By:  Dan Brunner

Dan Brunner

congratulations to all of you for the contri-
butions you have made to the sport of football
in Wisconsin. Your efforts go way beyond the
Xs & Os of the game. i hope all of you are en-
joying the “annual Journey” you take with your
team each season.  The impact you have on your
players lives is immeasurable!.

WFCA EXEC BOARD CHANGES
i would like to offer a sincere thank you to

our outgoing President, Doug sarver.  Doug &
his 8 team fb conference committee under-
took a monumental task and were able to work
collaboratively with the Wiaa to get the job
done.  as with all major changes, there will be
some adjustment pains and tweaks along the
way.  This will be a very positive step for high

school football throughout the state.  Doug will
continue in his role as the all-star Games
chair. i would also like to welcome John hoch
to the President’s chair. John will continue
wearing the hats of Wiaa liaison and hOf &
scholarship chairman. Tony biolo is the Pres-
ident elect, Matt hensler is the sVP, Jerry
hannack is the nVP. charna Kelsey continues
her invaluable role as executive assistant and
assistant editor, Tom swittel continues as our
corporate sponsor chair and Pa ii editor.
These people are the reason why the Wfca is
well respected nationwide.

PLAYOFF SEEDING
i remind you that we argued long and hard

for seeding in the playoffs. Overall, football
coaches have been outstanding in how they con-
duct themselves at seeding meetings. Please
continue to make every attempt to get the most
accurate seeding of teams in your group of 8.
We are getting close to setting up auto-seeding.
hopefully, that will become a reality in the very
near future.

WFCA HOSPITALITY
The Wfca will again host a hospitality area

for all Wfca members throughout the state
championship Games at camp Randall. begin-
ning at halftime of the first game on Thursday,
november 21st and running through the 1st half
of the Division 2 game on friday, november
22nd, the Wfca will provide complimentary
soda, coffee, hot chocolate and popcorn to
Wfca members.  The hospitality location is in
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the field-house behind the end-zone. Your
Wfca membership card is required for atten-
dance. feel free to bring your family members
in with you.

ALL-STATE TEAM
We will continue the procedure put in place

last fall of selecting 2 all-state teams (large &
small). The feedback was very encouraging.  

WFCA CLINIC
Please remember to set aside april 2-4,

2020 for our annual Gathering in Madison!
The clinic committee is putting together a
lineup that will be one of the finest in the coun-
try.  The clinic begins at 5 p.m., Thursday, april
2nd and concludes with the hall Of fame ban-
quet on the evening of saturday, april 4th.
Please make every effort to attend with your
staff.  We plan to use the clinic as a major forum
for Wfca issues in addition to providing our
membership with a first class in-service oppor-
tunity.  We will again have online registration
available for the Wfca clinic.  This year’s
clinic will again feature badger football Prac-
tice on saturday morning to conclude the
clinic!! The Marriott has concluded its renova-
tion and will provide an improved venue for us. 

CONCLUSION
i wish all of you the best as you conclude

your season.  Please contact your Region Rep
and pass along any concerns or ideas you may
have.  The football advisory committee will
be meeting with the Wiaa on December 3rd.  

THANK YOU TO OUR WFCA CORPORATE SPONSORS
WHO SO GENEROUSLY SUPPORT FOOTBALL IN WISCONSIN.

SUPPORT THEM BY USING THEIR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES WHENEVER POSSIBLE.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
By:  John Hoch, Head Coach, Lancaster High School 

John Hoch

i am excited to assume the position of Pres-
ident of the Wfca. i would first like to thank
Doug sarver for the past two years of leadership
to our organization. Doug and his committee
took on the project of football Only confer-
ences. in the past 20 years it might one of the
biggest projects the Wfca has taken on as an
association. his leadership, determination and
hard work were a key to having this project start
on the right foot. i am sure football Only con-
ferences will continue to be a topic of discussion
that the Wfca will continue to work on and

make improvements if needed.  i would also like
to thank all of the committee chairmen’s leader-
ship for what they have done in the past for our
organization, without all those volunteering their
time and energy the Wfca would not be what
it is today!

On July 20th we hosted our all-star games.
The weather was challenging with storms
threatening, then eventually causing delays and
shortening of games. all three games were very
competitive with the south winning the 8-
player game and the north winning the small
and large school games. The games were well
attended and very exciting for spectators to
watch.  We would like to thank the coaches and
players for their play on the field and their ef-
forts off the field to help raise money for the
children’s hospital.  Dan brunner did another
great job of organizing the all-star banquet.
The chairman of the all-star game Doug sarver,
did an outstanding job organizing the game day
activities along with making sure everything is
ready for the north and south teams.  i would
also like to thank “uncle” Jerry hannack and
Don Kendzior for taking care of the teams dur-
ing their week of preparation.

if anyone who has any concerns or thoughts
to contact their district reps or myself so we can
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compile a list. These concerns or commits will
be addressed by the Wfca and Wiaa at our fu-
ture meetings.  a few of the ideas we have heard
are concerns of the early start of the season,
youth football and football only conferences to
mention a few. hopefully your aD attended the
area meetings in your area as it gives you and
your school a chance to voice your feelings to
the Wiaa directly.  

This is the most exciting time of the year for
us as coaches. football is coming to a close of the
regular season with football playoffs just around
the corner. as the 2019 regular season comes to
a close remember all of the hard work your play-
ers and coaches put in and let them know you ap-
preciate their efforts. in advance i would like to
congratulate all the teams winning conference
championships and wish the best for your team
in the playoffs. a few closing thoughts for the
fall:  become a member of the Wfca if you have
not done so already (if for nothing else for the li-
ability coverage it provides each of the members),
take time to tell the officials you appreciate the
efforts they make, thank the administration and
support staff for their support during the season,
and most importantly let your family know you
are very grateful for their support. 

WFCA MENTORING MANUAL ORDER FORM

MAIL CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO:
Wisconsin Football Coaches Association 

C/O Dan Brunner
1499 Golden Dr.

Hubertus, WI 53033

Please send _______ book/s @ $10.00/Book =  $____________

SEND BOOKS TO:  ____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

YOU MAY ALSO ORDER ONLINE USING A CREDIT CARD AT:
http://www.wifca.org/page/show/1210876-mentor-manual

Contact Dan Brunner if you have questions  •  Email: Danielmbrunner@gmail.com  •  Phone: 414-429-3139
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Dear Wfca,
Thank you for your generous

grant dontaion of $3,000 for blocking
and tackling pads for the Delavan-
Darien high school and youth foot-
ball programs. 

We did not provide any goods or
services in exchange for this generous
donation.

sincerely,
Jill sorbie, ed.D.

coach hoch,
let me begin by saying a heartfelt thank you to you, charna, your
spouses and all others that were involved in organizing and putting
on the hall of fame banquet. all of you deserve a tremendous
amount of credit for all your work on this amazing evening. it was
the best night of my professional life that was full of memories
that i will have forever. i thank all of you for that!
The Wfca does such an outstanding job with everything that
they do. i am so proud to be a member of this great organization.
have a great summer and good luck to your team next season.
sincerely,
John stellmacher

Wfca,
Once again i wanted to say thank you for
awarding me the Wfca scholarship. i
have just completed my first semester at
uW la crosse WOW - it is a lot different
from high school. i studied a lot more, but
i had a lot of fun too. i was able to get out
to hike & play volleyball & basketball.
The la crosse area is so beautiful. 
Thanks again, i appreciate it.
Paetyn schmitz

Wfca,
Thank you for awarding me the
Wfca scholarship. it will be put to
good use for my college education at
carnegie Mellon university where i
plan to play college football. 
Thank you
Ty spaltholz

Wisconsin football coaches association,
Thank you all for choosing me as one of
your 2019 scholarship recipients. Your
generous donation will be incredibly
helpful in paying for my tuition. enjoy
the rest of the summer. Thank you all and
GO caTs!

Maddie berezowitz

Please accept my sincere thanks in awarding me the Wisconsin
football coaches association, hall of fame scholarship to further
my education. 

i will be attending uW-stout for my major of applied Mathe-
matics & computer science. i will arrive on campus for the year
on august 10th, as i also plan to play football for uW-stout. i felt
that continuing in a team atmosphere will help me to continue to
grow as an individual and as a leader. football has taught me so
much both on and off the field, in the weightroom and on captain’s
council. Thank you for the hard work your organization does to
bring football to all the youth of Wisconsin. i am excited to con-
tinue to play football at uW-stout and continue to grow not only
as an athlete through their program, but as a person through the
events they do off the field as well.

Wisconsin Rapids has been a great place for me to grow up in
and learn how to give back. i have had so many opportunities
through my education and extra-curriculars and it is truly my hope,
that one day i will be in a position to give back to those who have
helped me along the way. 

again, thank you for your faith in awarding me this scholarship
and i will work hard to make the goals i have set for myself be-
come a reality.

sincerely,
Drake biolo
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i would like to thank charna for all she does
for the Wisconsin football coaches association.
When we as coaches are coming to a close of an-
other season charna gets very busy with the
Wfca.  Many times charna is the one that
keeps the executive staff informed and on task.
i know i am glad she continues to keep me in-
formed and on task with the hall of fame.  i also
want to thank Travis Wilson for all he does for
football coaches throughout the state.  he has a
passion for football and is always looking for
ways our Wfca and football information can
be improved.

in the future. The agenda is not set yet at this
time. if you have items you would like us to dis-
cuss with the Wiaa feel free to contact me at
608-778-7951 (cell phone) or at  hochj@lancast-
ersd.k12.wi.us (work e-mail).

We want to continue with our efforts to raise
money for scholarships. every year we are
amazed at the great individual student athletes
that apply for our scholarships. With your help
we can continue to provide them with financial
support and it is a great way as coaches to give
back to this great game of football.  so at this
time i am sending you a friendly reminder to
help with the scholarship fund.  for all of you
that have already contributed – ThanK YOu!

The Wfca is proud to announce the 
hall of fame class of 2020!

HEAD COACHES
Joe LaBuda, Head Coach, Menomonie HS 

Kirk DeNoyer, Head Coach Wisconsin Lutheran HS 
Steve Rux, Head Football Coach, Waukesha West HS 

Dan St. Arnauld, Head Football Coach, Niagara/Brillion HS

HEAD/ASSISTANT COACHES
Steve Lyga, Head/Assistant Coach, Cochrane-Fountain City HS

Scott Statz, Head/Assistant Coach, Platteville HS
ASSISTANT COACHES

Tom Fugate, Assistant Football Coach, Homestead HS
Paul Martin, Assistant Football Coach, Waunakee HS
Bernie Schmidt, Assistant Football Coach, Cudahy HS
Mark Traun, Assistant Football Coach, Elk Mound HS

2020 award recipients 
NHSACA HALL OF FAME 

2020 football coaches from Wisconsin  
Dave Keel, Homestead HS

Bill Turnquist, West De Pere HS

DAVE MCCLAIN DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
Brad Arnett, Nx Level

MARGE & DICK RUNDLE 
POSITIVE INFLUENCE OF COACHING AWARD

Chuck Raykovich, Chippewa Falls HS

The POinT afTeR ii – fall 2019
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FROM THE HALL OF FAME CHAIRMAN
By: John Hoch, Athletic Director and Head Football Coach, Lancaster HS, WFCA Hall of Fame Chairman

John Hoch
The 2019 football season is past the halfway

point with the football playoffs just around the
corner. slightly over half of the teams will be
gearing up for the second season and others will
do what we all do at the end of the season – eval-
uate what was good and what areas we need to
improve. There will be a lot of memories, both
good and bad, but in the end what counts most
are the relationships you have developed with the
team members of this year’s team.  as i get older
i realize i do not remember all the wins or loses,
but i do remember those special moments created
with players during the seasons. 

i also would like to thank all the coaches
(young, old and retired) for the time and effort
you put into preparing your student athletes
every year.  coaches like you help these young
men grow up to be contributing members to our
society as husbands, fathers and leaders in our
communities. every year as i get older i realize
we lose some great individuals that have con-
tributed to Wisconsin football and the Wfca.
This past year we lost frank Matrise, a past dis-
trict rep, president and executive board member
for the Wfca. all of frank’s conversations
when talking about the Wfca were related to
what was best for football and football in the
state of Wisconsin.  frank was one of the lead-
ers of our association and will be dearly missed.
Please keep those family members and friends
of all those we have lost in your prayers

some of the most interesting articles i read
in The Point After II are from those coaches that
have retired – which might be due to my age.
We are again asking the hall of fame Members
to help in providing articles for the Point after
ii.  The knowledge you have to share from those
years in the trenches is greatly appreciated by
everyone. as you have heard we will be provid-
ing The Point After II in a digital-only format.  

The Wfca will be meeting with the Wiaa
in December to discuss football, in the season
past, and what we can do to make things better
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THANK YOU to all of you who so generously submitted articles for 
“The Point After II.”

If you do not see your article in this issue, please look for it in a future issue! 
Articles may be emailed to the WFCA office at office@wifca.org, or send paper copy to:

WFCA, PO Box 8, Poynette, WI 53955. Please include the title of the article, and the name, school 
and title of the author, along with the author’s photograph. Again, our thanks!

Y In Memoriam Z

Frank Matrise Jr.
Jauary 1, 1966 - July 11, 2019

frank Matrise Jr. of Kenosha, passed
away peacefully at his home on Thursday,
July 11, surrounded by his loving family.

born on Jan. 1, 1966, in Kenosha; he
was the son of frank and sandra (silk) Ma-
trise. he graduated from st. Mary’s Grade
school, st. Joseph high school (1984),

carthage college (1990) and from Olivett
nazarene with his master's degree.

On July 5, 1997, he married Wendy
hunkeler at Our lady of Mt. carmel
catholic church.

frank taught fourth grade at frank ele-
mentary for 8 years, and later was the Dean
of students at Tremper high school for 21
years. he coached football for 34 years, he
was the head coach at Tremper for 19 years
and then later coached at st. Joseph
catholic academy.

he was a member of the Roma lodge,
italian businessmen association, Wiscon-
sin football coaches association, Wfca
District Representative, President Wfca,
Wiaa football advisory board, american
football coaches association, and st. Mary
excellence education committee.

frank won many awards over the years,
but the most notable being the 2011 Dick
and Marjory Rundle Positive influence of
coach award; se conference and Wfca
coach of the Year, which he was awarded
on a few occasions. in 2016, he was in-
ducted into the Wisconsin football coaches

association hall of fame, joining his dad
who was inducted in 2010.

he loved all athletics, especially foot-
ball. he was a notre Dame, Wisconsin
badger, cubs, and Packer’s fan. he enjoyed
attending family gatherings, reunions, and
parish festivals, as well as, traveling to Walt
Disney World and taking cruises. christmas
was his favorite holiday. he enjoyed spend-
ing time with his family, especially with his
children, Katelyn and Kyle.

frank is survived by his wife, Wendy
Matrise of Kenosha; his twins, Katelyn and
Kyle Matrise both of Kenosha; his parents,
frank and sandra Matrise, sr, of Kenosha;
three sisters, Julie (David) Rivera of
Kenosha, Gina (adam) Wnuck of
Wentzville, Mo., Kathy (Tim) figlewski of
bollingbrook, ill.; mother-in-law, Dolores
hunkeler of Kenosha; and many loving
nieces and nephews.

he was preceded in death by his paternal
grandparents, Joseph and Minnie Matrise;
maternal grandparents, Mike and Mae silk;
father-in-law, lee hunkeler; and sister,
Marie Matrise.

2019-2020 WFCA HALL OF FAME 
SCHOLARSHIP DONATIONS

Thank you for your generosity year after year!

Mark Anderson $100.00
Dan Brunner $300.00
Robert Coy $100.00
Gregg Dufek $100.00
Gregg Dufek $  50.00

In Memory of Frank Matrise Jr.
Rudy Gaddini $100.00
Harlan Gruber $100.00

Jim Harris $100.00
John  Heinke $100.00
Glen Hinken $100.00
Doug Hjersjo $100.00
John Hoch $100.00
David Hochtritt $100.00
Richard Jones $100.00

James Kinder $100.00 
Bob Knight $100.00
Gary Kolpin $100.00
John Koronkiewicz $100.00
Ed Krcmar $100.00
Carlos Kreibich $100.00
Gary Larsen $100.00

Rock Mannigel $100.00
Gary Raether $100.00
Michael Sexton $100.00
Fred Spaeth $100.00
Bob Suter $100.00
Robert Thomas $100.00
Bill Turnquist $100.00
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FROM THE EDITOR 
By:  Tom Swittel, Editor and Director of Communications 

Tom Swittel

approximately five years ago, i was ap-
proached by Wfca executive Director, Dan
brunner, about taking over as editor of The
Point After II. initially, i was a bit intimi-
dated by the request.  What did i know about
The Point After II at that time?

first was The Point After IIwas the brain-
child of the late Wfca executive Director,
Dick Rundle.  around 35 years ago Dick had
a vision for a Wfca newsletter that would
connect coaches from around the state with
information and coaching strategy. also, in
this vison was the idea of being able to keep
Wfca members up to date with what was
going on with the association.  This concept
grew into the fine magazine we know today.

second was i knew how much time and
effort Dick put into The Point After II.  Dick
was passionate about The Point After II and
put in an inordinate amount of work into its
publishing. along with charna Kelsey,
Wfca executive administrator, Dick made
sure each issue was unique and informative.

lastly, i knew that i, along with many
other coaches around the state, was a dedi-
cated reader of the publication.  i enjoyed all
of its content but, in particular, really got into
the Xs and Os articles.  Those articles directly
influenced how i coached.  i learned a lot of
football by reading The Point After II.  

With all of this as a background, i agreed
to do it. i had the great opportunity to work
and learn from Dick and basically apprentice
with him. sadly, Dick passed away shortly
after i agreed to do this.

since then i have never forgotten all of
these things. it has been my goal to publish
each and every The Point After II in the same
way Dick Rundle would have.  i’m still work-
ing with charna, many times taking her direc-
tion, trying to publish a magazine the Wfca
is proud of.

i wonder what Dick would be thinking
right now?

Most of you are reading The Point After II
digitally for the first time.  some are reading
the last printed issue ever.

as has been reported and discussed many

times over the past couple of years, a decision
was made to discontinue printing and mailing
The Point After II. The cost of printing and
mailing was prohibitive. The Wfca would
rather put these financial resources into other
areas like the Wfca Grant.  

We do know this. feedback tells us the
Wfca membership still reads and values The
Point After II. The Point After II will continue
as we know it. Only the delivery of it has
changed.

in the future, you will receive an email
with a link in it from the Wfca when The
Point After II is published. The publication is
scheduled to come out in february, June, and
October.  The link will open a .pdf file that
you can either download onto your tablet or
computer or print so you can read it on paper.
You can print the whole issue or, by adjusting
your printer settings, be able to print individ-
ual articles.  The online version of The Point
After II will be in full color.  at some point,
all back issues will be available digitally.

Without question, the time has come. The
future has arrived. i believe somewhere Dick
Rundle is giving us his approval.   

Please feel free to contact me with any
thoughts or ideas you may have for The Point
After II. i can be reached via email at:
tom@epochrecruiting.com or by cell: 414-
315-1131.  Thank you for your continued sup-
port of the Wfca.

NOTHING EVER STAYS THE SAME! 
By: Charna Kelsey, Executive Assistant, Wisconsin Football Coaches Association

Charna Kelsey

if there is one thing time has taught us, it is
that things never stay the same. When we are
young we embrace it as our great time to show
the world what our generation is about with the
boundless energy that comes with youth. i don’t
know about all of you, but personally, my energy
is no longer boundless, as a matter of fact the
boundaries are getting clearer and clearer. That
constant change can be a bit overwhelming.

Just the other day i was talking to my adult
offspring about a memory. My youngest daugh-
ter looked at me and said “Why didn’t you just
call?” easy for her to say, she doesn’t remember
when the phone was connected to the wall.
There wasn’t even a hand held receiver without
a cord. imagine kids today dealing with that!
“Yes,” i told her “if we wanted to talk on the
phone we had to stand in the kitchen.” even
worse, my youngest memory was having to wait
for all the seven other neighbors on the street to
be off the phone... remember the party line? 

it’s kind of funny because i don’t see myself
as that “old,” but change seems to come faster
and faster. The first computer i worked on had
an operating system with very limited interface.
You can get a look at what i am referring to by
watching some of the “old” movies like Ghost
or Sleepless in Seattle. Yes it is true guys, they
qualify now as “old” movies. 

but now we find ourselves in the digital age.
Things are moving faster now than the speed of
light. We really need to think about what we say
and do because the impact will be felt practi-
cally before we can push the send button. i am

constantly reminding myself to slow it down,
remember to check the spelling, read it again to
make sure it will be received the way it was in-
tended, check my worst impulses, etc. etc.

We can laugh about it or cry about it but one
thing is for certain, we will not be stopping it.
in order to stay relevant we must embrace the
change in ways that help us to keep up, not nec-
essarily with everything, but at least with those
things that matter to us. 

football is no exception. changing
schemes, changing plays, changing technology,
changing regulations and on it goes. You  have
seen changes to tackling methods, climatization
and schedules making the game safer than ever.
new tools have given you ways to stay con-
nected to each other, tools to promote your kids
and yes, even keep up with change! 

as an association, we too must keep up
with change in order to stay in the game. The
Wfca’s executive board and District Reps.
have been discussing the costs associated with
printing and mailing The Point After II, which
serves as our official newsletter, for the past
five years or so. it has been in circulation since
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the very early 1980s to some four thousand mem-
bers and schools mostly in Wisconsin. The feed-
back we receive indicates that it is popular among
coaches, young and old, and we believe it is still
useful as a tool for communication. but, is it the
best use of our resources? by utilizing technology
we can save the costs of printing and sending the
magazine while still maintaining the publication’s
usefulnesss as a method of communication, con-
necting members to the Wfca, and members to
each other. 

The Point After II will continue to be the
Wfca’s official newsletter with the same style
and content you have grown accustom to. Only
the method of delivery will change. You will re-

ceive an email from the association when the
newsletter is published in february, June and
October with a link that will open a .pdf file. You
will be able to download it to read on your tablet
or computer, or you will be able to print it and
read it on paper. 

a clear benefit to the online version will be
full color pictures and images. Obviously it is
also much more ecologically responsible and
we believe we will be able to make past issues
available digitally at some point in the future,
although we are still working on this. freeing
up resources will make it financially possible
to consider new programs like our new state
grant program. 

altogether, we see so very many advantages
we have decided the time is now, so this is our last
printed and mailed issue of “The Point After II.” 

it is our hope that you will continue to sup-
port the publication with your articles and read
it for information about events, activities and op-
portunities provided by the association, along
with Xs and Os and updates from colleges
acrosss the state. 

The Wisconsin Football Coaches Association
has long been regarded as the best State Football
Association in the country, leaders and innova-
tors in the sport, it is our intention to continue
that tradition long into the future!

WFCA GRANT BENEFITS FOOTBALL PROGRAMS! 
REPORTS FROM ACROSS WISCONSIN

by John barry - GazetteXtra
Reprinted from www.gazettextra.com
The Wisconsin football coaches association is in the first year of a

grant program designed to supplement high school football budgets on
the health and well-being of student-athletes participating.

as long as the head coach was a member of the Wfca, any school
in the state had a chance to apply for a grant that would be given to
schools with a yearly or three-year average budget under $3,000.

four area programs met the criteria and were awarded Wfca Grants
prior to the beginning of the 2019 season.

Janesville Parker, Delavan-Darien, brodhead and beloit Turner all re-
ceived the allotted $3,000 and were able to provide equipment and other
materials for their programs that would not have been otherwise affordable.

Parker’s grant includes a Pro 3 solution machine—which uses ozone
gas to disinfect equipment and uniforms.

“We were very pleased to get the grant,” Parker coach clayton Kreger
said. “We’re just trying to keep our kids safe from skin infections, etc.

“They come in 3-4 times a year and clean all of our equipment.”
Delavan-Darien was awarded $3,000 for a tackling wheel, shortboard

and manshields, while Turner received a mobile tackling dummy.
brodhead, which shares a co-op with Juda, used it’s $3,000 grant for

a number of equipment upgrades, including a medium tackle wheel and
numerous tackling dummies.

“This was a great boost for our program, especially at the middle
school level,” brodhead coach Jim Matthys said. “Our freshmen were
able to get new jerseys, and our middle school got equipment such as
tackling dummies and a tackle wheel that they’ve never had and that cer-
tainly was never in our budget because of cost.

“My assistant brent
bockhop applied when
the opportunity first
came out to do so, but
we didn’t know what to
expect.

“now that we’ve
gotten the grant, i can’t
begin to tell you what a
positive impact it’s had
at all levels. We’ve now
got the equipment
where all our drills, es-

pecially at the middle school level, don’t have to be one-on-one all the
time because we didn’t have enough equipment to go around.”

a total of 64 schools applied for a Wfca Grant. Of those 64 schools,
42 schools were deemed “eligible” for the grant.

Originally, the Wfca Grants were going to be capped at $60,000
year, but because of a large number of schools meeting the criteria for
the grant, the Wfca awarded more than $96,000 in grant money.

The grants are certainly a win-win for everybody involved, because
let’s face it, not everybody is on the same playing field when it comes to
what some programs can and can’t afford.

____________________________
fROM: chad buss, Principal, barron high school
Dear Wfca - Thank you for the $3,000 grant to be used for our

mobile tackling dummy. Your support for our students athletes and
football program is sincerely appreciated!

_____________________________
Hub City Times
Reprinted from www.hubcitytimes.com
The Greenwood football program has received a grant to purchase

equipment to improve the safety of its athletes.
Grant funds were used for equipment to “reduce player contact, re-

duce the risk of concussion, and overall player protection.”
The program was awarded a $3,000 grant for assistance with its pro-

gram needs through the Wisconsin football coaches association.
With funds from the Wfca Grant, the Greenwood football Program

was able to update equipment for the protection of the players including
Guardian caps for the entire team, hand pads, tackle dummies, two sling
tackle balls, and padded girdles. 

head coach, chris schmitz said “being a small district, our budgets
are tight and we would have not been able to purchase the equipment if
it wasn’t for the grant. The Greenwood football program has already seen
the positive results from this equipment which limits contact for our play-
ers thanks to the Wfca’s grant program.”
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FROM THE ARCHIVES

• coaches and players that use the words
“we,” “us,” and “our” while avoiding the
self-serving “i.” These individuals know
that the graveyard is full of people who
couldn’t be replaced.

• all the many volunteers who contribute
countless hours to the youth programs and
booster clubs.

• former players who twenty years later ask for
advice or assistance and still call you “coach.”

The Bad
• Poor treatment of referees and sport officials

by parents, fans and coaches that we would
not allow of any other authority figure.

• coaches who treat student athletes as a
commodity and not a person.

• school board members that interfere and
thus exceed their role as policy makers.

The epic western, “The Good, the bad, and
the ugly,” starring clint eastwood, was re-
cently re-released in an extended version on
DVD. This title provides a good framework to
share some thoughts for this issue of “Point
After” article. so with the ennio Morricone
“spaghetti western” soundtrack as background
let me share some observations and refections
gathered over a number of years of playing,
coaching and officiating.
The Good 
• coaches who earn the respect of players,

fans, and the community because they are
teachers first and positive role models in
everything they do.

• Parents that understand the value of co-cur-
ricular activities for the development of

teamwork, pride, work ethic, camaraderie,
and a host of other intangibles. They also
know that playing time is a bonus.

• administrators who are supportive, appre-
ciative, and visible because they value the
tremendous time commitment of parents,
athletes, and coaches.

• championships and recognitions that are
won and accepted with humility.

• The findings of a north carolina study
that reported athletes make higher grades,
get into less trouble, drop out less often,
and have higher grade point averages than
non-athletes.

• student-athletes who not only come back to
visit but also actively contribute.

• The friendships developed through co-cur-
ricular activities that last for a lifetime.

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES: 
THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY

By: Steven LaVallee,  District Administrator, Adams-Friendship Area School District
Reprinted from The Point After II, Summer 2004   

fROM: Mark siegert, head football coach, Potosi-cassville foot-
ball Program - Dear Dan - On behalf of the Potosi-cassville football pro-
gram i want to thank the Wfca for it’s generous donation! We were able
to purchase equipment that we would have never been able to afford oth-
erwise. We are using it to teach safer and better tackling techniques. 

i also want to thank you for everything you do for the Wfca and es-
pecially all-star week. What an awesome event that changes the lives of
so many. To use football as the platform for that kind of impact is truly
inspiring. Thank you! 

Lakeland Times
Reprinted from June 11, 2019
Mercer butternut football Receives Grant
The Mercer-butternut Pioneer cooperative football Team recently

received a grant through the Wisconsin football coaches association
(Wfca) for player safety. The Pioneers were one of 42 other member
schools to receive this grant. 

The purpose of the grant is to supplement high school football budgets
with an emphasis on the health and well-being of the student athletes par-
ticipating in state high school programs. 

head coach Matt schoeneman said “This eqipment allowed us to
continue our growth as a program. being only our 4th year, we had very
limited options for our equipment.  We were not able to teach and coach
our players in a manner that was affective and safe.  The Wfca Grant
allowed us to get the RiGhT equipment so we can teach blocking and
tackling in a safe manner for our student-athletes”.  

___________________________________
Mercer and butternut high schools are extremely grateful for the

support the Wfca is providing to programs and their commitment to
player safety.

“Oakfield football received a partial grant, with which we purchased
a crash pad.  This has allowed us to work on tackling, without having the
players take each other to the ground.  form tackling is so important and
being able to teach and work on it with a lesser chance of injury is bene-
ficial for our program.  We would never have been able to purchase this
pad without the grant. Thank you,” corey Rickert, head coach Oakfield
high school. __________________________________

On behalf of the school District of Manawa and the Manawa Wolves
football team, we would like to thank you, the Wfca, for the gift of
sideline capes!  The capes look awesome and are of the best material. We
have not had the opportunity to use them yet this year but look forward
to using them as we approach the playoffs. The capes have taken a lot of
stress off the coaching staff and players in planning for the possibility of
playing games in inclement weather in the near future. budget constraints
made it impossible for us to purchase these but you have fulfilled that
need for us. - ThanK YOu, brad Johnson
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• a loss of co-curricular opportunities for stu-
dents due to budget issues.

The Ugly
• coaches being fired for the wrong reasons.
• student-athletes who are encouraged to quit

because they might not have the best physi-
cal skills.

• assault of coaches and officials occurring on
a more regular basis in our country.
There are lots of other ideas that could be

added to each of the lists. Of course, it is obvious
that the good certainly outweighs the bad or ugly
when it comes to participation by our students
in any type of cocurricular activity. Participation

by all students in any of the valuable activities
available should be our goal. it is up to all of us;
administrators, school board members, coaches,
parents, and student-athletes to continue our
commitment to this ideal.

THE EXTINCTION OF THE THREE-SPORT ATHLETE
By: Ben McCormick, Athletic Director, Janesville Craig HS  – Reprinted from The Point After II, Fall 2014

Ben McCormick
i would like to thank the Wisconsin football

coaches association for the opportunity to
share some of my thoughts with you.  This is
my 16th year in education. i spent my first nine
years teaching and coaching in Rosemount, Mn

and returned to Wisconsin in the fall of 2007. i
have been fortunate to be able to coach numer-
ous sports, including football (15 years, 5 as
head coach), basketball (11 years), track and
field (3 years), and baseball (2 years). i cur-
rently serve as head football coach and ath-
letic Director at Janesville craig high school.  

You only get four years. ask any senior ath-
lete about their time in high school and there is
a recurring theme – “i can’t believe it’s over and
i can’t believe how fast it went by.” i was for-
tunate to be a three-sport athlete in high school,
and when asked what sport was my favorite, it
was always the season i was participating in at
the time. unfortunately, i see the number of ath-
letes participating in three sports on the decline.
in fact, people are shocked when i inform them
that last year we did not have one senior male
in our school of over 1600 students that partic-
ipated in three varsity sports. While this saddens
and concerns me, i am not surprised. The spe-
cialization of athletes is becoming more and

more frequent and it is starting at earlier and
earlier ages. as youth sports become more or-
ganized, there seems to be greater demands
placed on young athletes.  There are so many
opportunities to participate in a given sport on
a year-round basis that sports often overlap and
kids are put in conflict. They ultimately feel like
they have to choose only one or two sports if
they want to remain competitive.

i need to add a disclaimer before i continue.
i truly believe that most youth coaches and par-
ents are well intentioned and only want what is
best for their kids. While i am a huge advocate
of youth sports (and my kids are very actively
involved in them), i think we have to maintain
perspective and balance. When it becomes a
chore to go to practice or kids are hoping for
bad weather so their game or practice will be
cancelled, we need to reevaluate.  as kids begin
competing in organized athletics at earlier ages
a few things happen. first, kids do not have to
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be as creative as they once were. They do not
need to organize a backyard game because they
have something organized for them on a seem-
ingly nightly basis.second, with so much focus
on competition, fundamentals often take a hit be-
cause there are more games than practices. fi-
nally, games lose some of their excitement simply
because of the vast number that are played.

how does this affect kids moving into high
school sports? burnout. by the time high school
arrives, many kids have already played in
dozens of organized seasons and hundreds of
officiated games. some just decide they have
had enough. it is natural for the number of kids
competing in sports to decline as they move to
higher levels of competition; this is nothing
new. What is new is the age at which this is hap-
pening. The number of students who try out for
teams in high school is down, in part, because
many kids have cut themselves along the way.
Others feel like teams are already picked or they
would not get enough playing time to make it
worthwhile. 

i also feel the need to talk about the role of
coaches and the pressure placed on them.  coach-
ing most sports at the high school level has turned
into a year-round venture. While the demands in-
season are high, it seems as though the out-of-sea-
son demands are nearly as intense. This can be
compounded, in part, by parents who are often
times heavily invested both emotionally and fi-
nancially in the athletic success of their children.
We are all driven to succeed and want our teams
to perform at high levels so we provide opportu-
nities for our athletes to train and get better. imag-
ine for a second that you have a female athlete
who competes in volleyball, basketball, and soc-
cer or a male who wants to compete in football,
basketball, and baseball. What are the expecta-
tions for these athletes outside the season? What
does their summer schedule look like?  how
many 7-on-7 passing league games do they have?
how many sweat league or aau games are
scheduled? how many double headers or tourna-
ments do they have to balance?  how many
camps will they attend? What about summer
strength and conditioning? This is not an indict-
ment of our coaches but simply a reality of where
our sports culture has gone. is there a way to com-
pete in multiple sports as you reach the later years
of high school? What is realistic? how can we
minimize conflict for our student-athletes?  

There is also the promise of the college
scholarship that influences some athletes to spe-
cialize and “put all their eggs in one basket.”
Many of you may remember watching chris
Kramer play basketball at Purdue university.
What you might not know is that he was all-
state in three sports in high school and had Di-
vision i offers in football, basketball, and
baseball. he is obviously the exception rather
than the rule but think of the opportunities he
would have missed out on had he chosen to spe-
cialize. according to ncaa website, about 2%
of all high school athletes receive some sort of
athletic scholarship to compete in college. There

are approximately 400,000 ncaa athletes. The
following are the percentage of ncaa student
athletes who become professional athletes in
specific sports:

baseball – 11.6%
Men’s ice hockey – 1.3%
football – 1.7%
Men’s soccer – 1.0%
Men’s basketball – 1.2%
Women’s basketball – 0.9%
as the ncaa says in their popular TV com-

mercial, “Most of us will go pro in something
other than sports.” i should mention that aca-
demic scholarships exceed athletic scholarships
by a 70:1 ratio – the real money is in academics.
last year alone, Janesville craig awarded over
$400,000 in academic scholarship money to our
graduating seniors.  

We also try to educate our athletes about the
college recruiting process and how collegiate
coaches feel about specialization. Most college
coaches want to see kids compete on a year-
round basis. in fact, several scholarships are of-
fered to high school athletes after seeing the
athlete compete in their “secondary” sport.
Multiple sport athletes are more likely to get
recruited as they are adaptable and often de-
velop a broader range of skills that crossover
between sports. The moral of the story is to
take the opportunity that is in front of you as
your time playing competitive sports is gener-
ally short lived.  

like many coaches, i will contact players
and their families to find out why an athlete is
planning on not going out for a sport and en-
courage them to rethink their choices. The an-
swer i hear is that it is not fun anymore or their
heart just is not in it. You cannot force someone
to do something, but it is our job as coaches and
parents to help guide kids in making good
choices. i am personally thankful for my high
school football coach and parents who sat me
down as a sophomore in high school when i de-
cided i was going to be a basketball star and
had made up my mind not to play football. i
eventually came to my senses and participated
in football for the remainder of high school and
all through college. if my coach and parents
had not taken the time to counsel and encour-
age me, i would not be where i am today.    

so what is the solution?  if there is an easy
answer, i do not have it. as you can see, i have
more questions than answers. What i do know is
that it is in the best interest of our student athletes
to search for these answers together as an entire
athletic department. as coaches, we need to
share athletes and be team players. We should
be encouraging our athletes to compete in multi-
ple sports, not just one. We are fortunate at craig
high school to have coaches that encourage kids
not to specialize but rather play multiple sports.
The reality is, however, that many athletes have
made up their minds by the time they reach us.  

Most of us also know the benefits of play-
ing multiple sports and also some of the haz-
ards of specializing. Overuse injuries now
account for 50% of all middle and high school

injuries. athletes who are not cross training are
more prone to injury. Kids should not train like
professional athletes; their bodies are not ready
for that type of pounding. They need rest – both
physically and emotionally. There is such a
thing as too much. additionally a study at uni-
versity of Queensland (australia) showed that
multi-sport athletes needed less time to master
new athletic skills because they had already de-
veloped some of them in other sports. Overall
athleticism increases when kids play multiple
sports, and they learn how to become better
leaders and be part of a team – skills that will
serve them well in the future.  

so what do we do?  These are just a few sug-
gestions.
1. educate kids and parents at an early age

about the benefits of sports and by using sta-
tistics and experts.

2. Destroy the scholarship fallacy – only 1% of
kids get a full athletic scholarship – most of
the money is in academics.

3. Promote the benefits of playing multiple
sports as an athletic department.

4. schedule opportunities for athletes that do
not put them in conflict between sports.
i find myself with more questions than an-

swers every day. What i do know is that you
only get four years of high school, and i hate
to see young people miss out on opportunities
right in front of them. Thanks again to the
Wfca for the opportunity to share. 

bmccormick@janesville.k12.wi.us

IT’S NEVER BEEN
EASIER!

Register online to be a

member of the WFCA
at

www.wifca.org
The official website of the

WFCA

The official website of the 

Wisconsin Football Coaches Association!
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FROM THE ADMINISTRATION
COMMUNICATION IS THE KEY

By: Brian Smith, Associate Principal and Athletic Director, Northwestern High School

Brian Smith

i would like to thank Wfca Region 1 Rep
coach Pete lawton for asking me to share a few
thoughts for The Point After II. i have been very
fortunate over my career of 36 years to work
with and be associated with hall of fame foot-
ball coaches Jim strommen (Pecatonica), Gary
larsen (brodhead-Juda) Pat Rice (Waunakee)
and now andy lind (northwestern). all are

great football coaches, but more importantly
great men who have shaped countless young
people over their coaching years and made a
lasting impact on me. i thank you for the knowl-
edge i have gained from you all. 

if you ask coaches for a one word response
to the question, “What do you want from your
athletic Director?” the answer would most
likely be support (which comes in many forms).
if you ask aDs what we want from our coaches,
it is to get nO suRPRises. athletic Directors
want coaches to communicate with us, ask
questions, and keep us informed regarding is-
sues surrounding their programs. The same can
be said about coaches and their athletic director
and other administration. coaches want to be
supported, they want to be kept informed about
school and player issues, and they want input
on changes that may be made. so, how do we
as athletic Directors and coaches work to keep
each other informed about our programs when
everyone is always so busy?

communication is key in building and
maintaining this relationship. now, communi-
cation comes in many shapes and sizes and it is
easy to say we just need to communicate and all
will be well. but the communication needs to
be two–way, efficient, and effective. here are
some strategies, thoughts, and ideas that i have
been able to make use of over the years to pro-
mote this type of communication:
1) formal Meetings: These take many forms.

There can be individual or group meetings,
pre-season or post-season, one topic/issue
or multiple topics/issues, or they can be for
evaluation purposes. My thoughts on formal
meetings are that there cannot be too many
of these type of meetings or too often. They
lose their effectiveness. Get them on a cal-
endar and do not make a habit of re-sched-
uling. There needs to be agendas and the
agenda needs to be followed. The meetings
cannot last forever. again, everybody is re-
ally busy, especially in-season. There needs
to be an action or outcome of the meeting.
Meeting just to meet is not productive.
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2) informal/Drop-in meetings: i find these very
effective, especially in-season. at north-
western, part of my job as assistant Principal
is supervising the commons area before
school and during lunch. (That Master’s de-
gree i got helps doing this job!!). but it does
give me a chance to talk to students and also
staff including coaches. each Monday dur-
ing fb season our head coach Jovin Kroll
and i have a conversation during this time
before school. not really planned it just hap-
pens but it is sure nice to catch up on how
the team is after the last game, how the staff
is doing, any injuries, or any equipment con-
cerns etc… i find this time very beneficial.
Quick and effective, can multi-task to save
some time. a key to drop- in meetings is to

make sure the aD or coach is not busy with
something else. 

3) email: i love email. i am an email freak. al-
ways checking it. as someone who worked
before email was invented, i find it to be ex-
tremely effective at giving and receiving in-
formation quickly. again, keep email brief
and have a point to them. To me the more
specific the better. also, do not leave them
sit around in your inbox. Do something with
them! act on them, pass on to someone else
who can act on them, or discard them!

4) Text Messaging: Due to my advanced age,
this is relatively new to me over the last few
years. sending a text, especially regarding
something that needs immediate attention or
discussion. When i get a text from a coach

saying please call asaP, i know to follow
through because something is up. same if i
text that message to a coach. 

5) Pick up the phone and call: sometimes, you
just need to talk to each other.

6) Other social Media platforms: i do not use!
They scare me! be careful! 
in this world of education-based athletics, it

is a relationship business and the best relation-
ships have the best communication. Think of the
great coaches and teachers you have known and
they very likely have the best relationships and
communication skills. 

i wish you all the best as you prepare for
your upcoming seasons and thanks for all you
do for the student athletes at your school.

ARE YOU AN ADMINISTRATOR?...  WHY NOT COACH?
By: Jim Hagen, Head Football Coach and Athletic Director, Colby High School

Jim Hagen

Growing up back in a time when no elec-
tronic devices or cable TV existed, kids like me
spent the majority of our free time playing out-
side doing things like sled riding, bike riding,
climbing trees, and playing games like football,
basketball, baseball, and so on. Going outside
was one of the few ways to entertain yourself.
back then there were no booster clubs, and the
only organized sport to play was baseball in the
summer. i remember fondly playing tee ball,
my first organized sport, and then moving up
to little league and having someone i could call
“coach.” finally the time came in junior high
where i could join a school sport. The seasons
weren’t very long but we could play year round.
Just playing a little bit meant the world to me,
especially wearing a uniform with my school
colors, and again i had the opportunity to call
someone by the name of “coach.” Moving onto
high school meant sports would become more
competitive and spending more time with team-
mates and coaches. When i look back at those
days growing up, along with my parents, my
coaches were my idols, role models, and men-
tors. i was so blessed to be coached by many
wonderful people through many sports, but the
sport of football always was first and dearest to
my heart. i think it had to do with being outside,

playing in the sun, heat, rain, snow or cold. it
had to do with getting dirty and being bruised
and sore all the time, and the pain was actually
welcomed.  furthermore, the mental and phys-
ical preparation of football was different and
more intense, and the locker room smelled just
a little different from other sports.

Growing up in horicon, Wisconsin, i was
fortunate to be a water boy for many years and
then a player for four years at the high school
level. i had the privilege to be coached by
coach Roger Meyer, who is now in the Wiscon-
sin football coaches hall of fame.  he, along
with several other coaches, formed my desire to
be a teacher along with being a “coach.” in 1991
i moved to colby, Wisconsin, because of a math
teaching job, and started coaching 7th grade
football and 9th grade basketball, and also be-
came the head middle school track coach. Those
first few years were hectic and busy, especially
being a young teacher who was trying to stay
afloat with lesson plans, grading papers, and en-
tering grades manually in a red gradebook.
however, i enjoyed staying busy as long as i
was involved and helping students and/or ath-
letes in a variety of settings. During my second
year of teaching i moved up to high school foot-
ball and had the wonderful opportunity for
twenty-five years to work under coach Jeff
Rosemeyer, who is also in the Wisconsin foot-
ball coaches hall of fame.

in time i resigned from basketball and track
so i could focus my attention on family and
football, and went on to earn my master’s de-
gree in educational administration as well.
Thankfully, an administration job was offered
to me in colby so i didn’t have to move.  how-
ever, one of the first questions i asked was,
“can i still coach football?”  The answer was
“Yes!” and to this day i continue to have the
support and respect of two wonderful superin-
tendents, Mr. Terry Downen and Mr. steve
Kolden. To my surprise, at a football scrimmage

about five years ago i was talking to another
coach who said, “i am pursuing my admin de-
gree so i won’t be coaching much longer.” My
first thought was, why not? Why is it that just
because someone becomes an administrator
they should no longer coach? Why would you
not want to continue to invest in student athletes
outside the school day? i understand the time
commitment and constraints, but i still believe
that i can be a great influence on a student ath-
lete in that sports setting. i think we all under-
stand that we are not going to get rich coaching
high school athletics, and we definitely don’t do
it for the money. however, the candidates to
choose from are shrinking and we need to keep
investing in our student athletes outside the
classroom. coaches have the opportunity to
play a powerful and influential role in the de-
velopment of your players, both on and off the
field. Many of the lessons we teach as coaches
will stay with them for the rest of their lives.  

i know of several administrators in the
colby area who are still coaching and do a
tremendous job such as Jeff Koenig from stan-
ley-boyd, chris lindner from loyal,  and Jason
Gorst from spencer. i am sure the list would in-
clude many from around the state, but it could
and should have many more.  

i would like to end this article by quoting
three prominent members of society and what
they have said about coaches and coaching. i
don’t think anything more needs to be said!

John Wooden – “a good coach can change
a game.  a great coach can change a life.”

Billy Graham – “a coach will impact more
young people in a year than the average person
does in a lifetime.”

Tom Laundry – “a coach is someone who
tells you something you don’t want to hear, who
has you see what you don’t want to see, so you
can be who you always knew you could be.”
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MAKING SPECIAL TEAMS SPECIAL... THE WARRIOR WAY
By: Steve Erato, Assistant Football Coach, Waunakee Community High School

Steve Erato

i would like to start off by thanking Dan
brunner and the Wfca for allowing me the op-
portunity to share some thoughts about our spe-
cial Teams at Waunakee high school.  i’d also
like to thank our head coach, Pat Rice, for al-
lowing me the opportunity to be a part of his
coaching staff. hopefully i can share some ideas
about the way we utilize special Teams in our
program at Waunakee that you could be able to
adapt to your program as well.

Prior to working at Waunakee, i spent 19
years coaching at three different schools.  seven
of those years were as a head coach. While on
those staffs either as an assistant or as the head
coach, we always talked about special Teams
being an important part of the game, but never
emphasized it as much as we did offense and
defense. at Waunakee, we not only talk about
it, we emphasize it and organize it just as much
as we do the other two phases. To us, it truly is
1/3 of the game that is just as important as the
others and directly correlates to us having suc-
cess on friday nights. 

at Waunakee, not one coach is in charge of
special Teams. each position coach has a respon-
sibility in helping to install the different units of
our special Teams.  having all coaches help in-
stall their groups, helps get a lot of eyes watching
each group and gives them an investment into the
importance of special Teams. We set up our spe-
cial Teams in 3 phases that we will use through-
out the course of the season: Pre-season
implementation, weekly scouting/plan responsi-
bility, and practice organization.

Pre-Season Implementation
Once the season begins in august, we will

install one special team each day of two-a-days.
During  coaches’ meeting each day we prep for
the next day. We personnel two or three teams

for the next day’s special Team.  We also per-
sonnel a scout team to go against the teams dur-
ing the next day’s practice.  This is sometimes
a tedious task, but one that is very valuable.  The
scout team personnel will most likely stay on
that scout team for the entire year, so you want
to pick responsible players.

a typical two-a-day practice schedule will
look like:
Day 1 Tuesday - none, defensive presentation

Day 2 Wednesday - Punt (indy, air, scout)
Day 3 Thursday - Kickoff (air huddle, Takeoffs,

indy, air, scout), Review Punt (air)
Day 4 friday - Punt block (indy, scout),

Review Punt (air, scout)
Day 5 saturday - PaT/fG (scout), Review

Punt (air, scout)
Day 6 Monday - Kickoff Return (indy, air,

scout), Review Punt (scout)

SPECIAL TEAMS
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Day 7 Tuesday - special Teams scrimmage
(Good vs. Good) 

Day 8 Wednesday - PaT/fG block (scout)
Day 9 Thursday - chalk/Demo unique special

Teams rules/situations
Weekly Scouting/Plan Responsibility
During the season, we have one coach who

will be in charge of scouting our opponent’s spe-
cial Teams schemes. his responsibility is to create
a special Teams play list in hudl of all clips we
have, share it out to the coaching staff, and break-
down those clips. We use an excel spreadsheet to
chart kicks, label personnel, and add pictures of
the opponent’s scheme to show our staff and play-
ers. as a staff, we meet on sundays to put together
the game plan.  The first hour of the meeting is
dedicated to special Teams. We meet in one room
as an O and D and go through any of our own per-
sonnel changes needed on a particular unit.  The
coach in charge of breaking down the opponent’s
specials will present the report and go over their
schemes, personnel, best player etc… as a staff,
we discuss what we will do against each unit
(kick location, fakes, blocks, blocking scheme).
We are always looking for the weak spot to attack
in our opponent’s special Teams.  The coach will
then print off the scouting report to handout to the
coaches and the players so we can discuss in our
Monday team meeting.

Practice Organization
after two-a-days are complete, we head into

our weekly practice schedule that we will use
from the first game until our season is over.  The
structure of when our special Teams begins and
ends at practice does not change so it helps our
kids know which unit we are working on and
where they need to be. Our personnel for both our
starters and our scout specials are posted in the
locker room and discussed in our Monday meet-
ing. The kids must know where to be when we
are in specials. Our scout team is given a red hat
during pre-practice so we can identify who they
are immediately after we stretch so the special
Teams portion can begin.

Daily Practice 
• Monday

• Team Meeting (entire team) - Recap last
week, Theme for this week, special
Teams scouting report displayed by
head coach

• split to O/D rooms for O/D game plan
install (D game plan will include
PaT/fG/Punt Defense)

• Practice field - cal, PaT/fG, Punt (pro-
tection)

• Tuesday
• PaT/fG (hustle), Punt (coming out, hat,

fake), Punt block/Return
• Wednesday

• PaT/fG (hustle), Punt (normal, Pooch,
fake), KO, KR

• Thursday
• sideline script, Punt block/Return, 

PAT/FG Block
special Team periods on Mondays are 15 min-

utes, while Tuesday and Wednesday are 20 min-
utes in length.  it is important to make sure we
organize all of our personnel with our players on
Monday so we don’t waste any of the minutes we
have to implement our special Teams.

The way we implement special Teams in
practice and in meetings, helps our kids and
coaches understand how important and valuable
this part of the game is to the success of the pro-
gram.  special Teams is not something we do in
one practice just to get through it all, it is some-
thing we do on a daily basis.  Our kids believe
in its importance and do not take that snap off.
They believe in playing the snap hard and win-
ning the snap because it may impact the outcome
of the game.

OFFENSE
RED ZONE GAME PLANNING AND STRATEGIES

By: Cameron Keller, Assistant Head Coach and Offensive Coordinator, Winona State University

Cameron Keller

as i head into my 9th year as the Offensive
coordinator & Qbs coach at Winona state uni-
versity, one statistic that i am very proud of is
that we have averaged over 30 points per game
during my tenure here. One of the big reasons i
feel that we have been able to score is the way
we prepare our offense to play inside the Red
Zone. but, it’s not just the types of concepts we
use while we’re down there, but the way we
prepare throughout the week, both as a staff and
as a unit, that has our guys confident when we
get down in the Red zone.

i get asked a lot from high school coaches
how we plan weekly for all the situations a
game will present. having coached for 20 years,
the one thing i have centered everything around
is the need to do everything we can to make our
practices replicate a game. in this regard, i’m
not talking about the speed of play. i’m talking
about the need to properly practice the right
amount of situational football that will mimic
the actual play calling on game day.  both for
the players and the coaches, the practices and
the plan need to mirror what a game will be like.
last season we ran 715 total offensive plays av-
eraging just over 32 points per game. Within
those 715 plays, 209 plays came inside the Red
zone (25-G) making up 30% of our total plays.
We also had 145 total snaps on 3rd downs
which made up 20% of our total plays. My goal
throughout scripting is to make sure my practice
plan reflects 30% of the calls in the Red zone
and 20% of the calls on 3rd down situations.
This is my starting point every week as i build
my practice scripts.

Our week is set up beginning with a Player’s
Off Day on Monday.  This day is used by the
staff to build the open down game plan and get
everything ready for Tuesday’s practice prior to
our position meetings at 7:00 a.m. Tuesday. be-
tween the end of the day sunday and all of

Monday, we can build about 95% of our Open
Down game plan and script practice for Tues-
day. after our position meetings on Tuesday,
our offensive staff will spend Tuesday morning
working on 3rd down situations and Red Zone.
Our goal is to be able to have a good idea about
what we want to do in each of those areas prior
to practice on Tuesday so that we can revisit
everything Tuesday night once we have re-
viewed our open down practice film. Our ability
to have the game plan ready to go prior to meet-
ings Wednesday morning with our players is es-
sential for them to be able to have time to digest
any changes. With the Qbs especially, i try to
have things to them as early as possible to allow
more time on their own for film and plan re-
view. We typically will come back in Wednes-
day morning after position meetings to make
any last minute changes or corrections to the 3rd
Down & Red Zone game plans prior to scripting
practice for Wednesday.  Once we get to Thurs-
day’s practice, everything on the script is review
for our players. We conclude our week with a
brief walk-through on friday in prep for satur-
day’s game.

Returning to the breakdown of plays by sit-
uation, we always look at the amount of plays
we are running during a practice between inside
Run, 7-on-7, and Team periods. as i said before,
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my goal is to mimic the number of plays during
the week along the same percentages of plays
for those specific situations from saturday.
Which leads me to our Wednesday practice.
With Tuesday being all open downs, Wednes-
day is more heavily focused with us on situation
football. During a Wednesday practice, we aim
for 3 team periods versus the scout teams, usu-
ally 12 plays each session.  along with that, we
typically have a seven-play script of 3rd downs
versus our defense, 1s-vs.-1s. We also have a

12-play 7-on-7 scripts which is all 3rd downs
and Red Zone. Our Red zone period will have
12 plays, four of which are open downs fol-
lowed by 8 plays of us moving the ball inside
the 25.  for 3rd downs, we run five  open down
calls, followed by seven, 3rd down calls. al-
though the percentages within the period does
not match saturday, the overall number of plays
in the practice is what i’m looking for to com-
pare to saturday. so, on Wednesday, if we script
53 plays including 7-on-7 against the scouts, 16

of those snaps are in the Red Zone (30%), and
11 snaps are 3rd Downs (20%). Where some
may make the argument that we could afford to
run more situational plays on Wednesday due to
running nothing but open downs on Tuesday, i
would add that we run a 3rd Down period ver-
sus our defense that i don’t include in our break-
down along with a tow-minute drill that we run
against our defense that we get to cover both sit-
uations. i have included a look at the 2nd half
of our Wednesday practice script.

The other piece to Red Zone game planning
i get asked a lot about is our favorite concepts
and things we like to hang our hat on once we
get into the Red Zone. at Winona state, we are
still a Pro-style offense spending about 50% of
our time in a formation with at least 1 Te and 1
fb in the game. as we get in the Red Zone, the
tendency for offenses who run the ball is to
jump into 12 or 21 personnel formations to gain
the extra hat.  for us, that is our normal offense.
The trick is to combine those formations with
our vertical passing game to create match-up is-
sues we can take advantage of. simply put, our
two main passing concepts in the Red Zone tend
to be our four Vertical Package and our West
coast Package consisting of shallow crossing
routes.
1. 4 Verticals: as i wrote about 4 years ago, one

of the building blocks in our 5-step passing
game is 4 verticals and we have about 10 dif-
ferent ways we can run it out of 30 forma-
tions. This becomes especially useful inside
the 25 when we can combine our run game
formations with our vertical passing game



The diagrams are what we have given to our
middle school program. The biggest circle is the
fullback. 

We also have a counter and a couple of other
plays off of this backfield motion. The key is
having a fullback who can block an edge player
by either kicking him out or pinning him in. We
have found this to be very effective since a lot
of teams are not running this type of series any-
more and are not used to defending it. if you
have any questions about how we added our
counter and RPOs to this please contact me at
Milwaukee Riverside university high school.
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concepts. The ability to put the defenses in a
situation where they must commit the extra
defender to stop the run, leaves us at a big ad-
vantage in the 4 vertical game and most often
leaves us facing a single high coverage. i
have included an example of one of our 4
vertical concept out of a 21 personnel forma-
tion along with a look at a Red Zone play ac-
tion out of 11 personnel:

2. shallow crossers: i have spoke on this at
clinics quite a bit recently and we really are
big believers in utilizing these routes in the
Red Zone to help take some of the stress off
our Qbs. The great thing about the under-
neath routes are not only do they allow for
built in hot-routes for the Qbs, but you can
add a lot of 2-man route combinations to go

with them. i’ve included an example below
that we love to use in the Red Zone:

hopefully through this article you’ve gotten
a chance to see a little into not only what we try
to do in the Red Zone here at Winona state, but
also how we get to that point. i want to thank
the Wfca for allowing me the opportunity to
write this article and encourage all of you to
contact me with any questions you may have.

FULLBACK READ SERIES
By: Patrick Wagner, Head Football Coach, Milwaukee Riverside University High School 

Patrick Wagner

We have kept the fullback lead series in our
offensive playbook over the years because we
will still get an athlete who fits the fullback
mold. We have been able to morph this series
with our power game and some RPOs. 

Our blocking rules are as follows:
1. The fullback will kick out the player in the

hole.
2. The playside guard and tackle will double

team the next closest lineman and then work
to linebacker.

3. center will either block on if there is a nose
guard or down on an a gap, or any player
lined up in the 2. 

4. The backside guard and sometimes tackle
will pull and find the first wrong color.
We have run this out of a 1 back double

wing look, an offset i, an i formation, an open
backfield. We have also run it under center, pis-
tol and gun. The rules have stayed the same. The
only small difference maybe the timing of the
quarterback hand off but we have been able to
work that out without any issues.

HAVE YOU MOVED
OR CHANGED YOUR 

EMAIL ADDRESS?

let us know. Drop us a line at: 
P.O. box 8, Poynette, Wi 53955
or by email at: office@wifca.org

THANK YOU!
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THE FASTEST PATH BETWEEN TWO POINTS
IS A STRAIGHT LINE

By: Cory Milz, Head Football Coach, Black Hawk High School

Cory Milz

i have been a member of the Wfca since 1994, and i have thor-
oughly enjoyed learning perspectives and theories from the great coaches
in the state of Wisconsin. The Point After II has contributed much to my
coaching education. as much as we learn from coaches around us and
from our playing experiences, nothing accelerates the learning curve
faster than having to put theory into reality. coaches figure out real quick
what their players can and cannot execute. We have heard many times,
“it is not what the coaches know, it is what your players know”, that
counts. early in my career, i fell victim to the trickle-down effect of col-
lege and pro football. listening to college coaches and going to clinics,
filled my mind with pretty plays and fancy formations. inside zone, zone
read, fly sweep, no-huddle, bubble screens, Mesh concepts, four verts ;

how can i guy not fall in love with all that great stuff. in the end, what
we leaned on was not fancy or modern at all. We use it because it works
and was based on a simple concept: The fastest path between two points
is a straight line. 

black hawk high school football is a moderately successful small
football school. located directly between the 80’s/90’s powerhouses of
the Monroe cheesemakers and Darlington Redbirds, tiny black hawk
traditionally finishes in the top three spots of the six Rivers conference
and former state line league. We have quietly qualified for the play-
offs 21 of the last 25 seasons, with state championship appearances in
1998, 2013, 2017, and 2018. Wfca hall of fame coach Dennis Murphy
built the Warriors around tough defense and fullback oriented offenses.
When i took over for coach Murphy in 2002, we continued to implement
a multi-formation Delaware Wing-T offense. 2003 and 2004 saw black
hawk football take a dive, as we ran out of athletic guards whom could
block in space, and quality depth in the backfield. in 2003, we went 3-6
after we lost a talented fullback to athletic code violations. in 2004, we
started the season 0-7. We could not sustain a drive in our fullback ori-
ented “i” , “double wing”, and “T” backfield sets. after seven weeks of
frustration, where we could not make a down block or sweep to save our
lives, we surrendered to the principle of: the fastest path between two
points is a straight line. We figured that even with a terrible line, we could
double and triple team the defensive tackles and run a diveback straight
through the line as fast as he could go. in prior years, we researched the
many styles of triple option offenses in an attempt to add midline and in-
side veer to our Wing-T. in that research, i stumbled upon a book written
in 1973 by homer Rice, entitled, “homer Rice on Triple Option foot-
ball.” The offense was based on the point mesh inside veer and a 5 step
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timing pass game. The offense utilized a three wide receiver formation, with
split backfield sets. in addition, we discovered Ken sparks and Mike Turner
and their version of the split back veer, while watching the 1998 Division
ii national championship game. They too utilize a point mesh triple option
offense. We decided to switch to this concept in Week 8 of that miserable
0-7 season. in Week 8 of that season, we played the number 1 ranked team
in Division 7; the Desoto Pirates. We played them to an overtime loss, 27-
28. i don’t think we scored 27 points total in the first seven games. from
that game on, we have never looked back. 

since going to the point mesh triple option in 2004, we have qualified
for the play-offs 13 of the last 14 years. black hawk won the Division 7
state championship in 2013, and 2018. We were state runner-ups in 2017.
Our offense revolves around three plays: the inside veer to the open side
of our formations, the outside veer to the tight end side, and an interior
midline over center. We attempt to keep these three plays alive by utilizing
many different formations, shifts, and motion. We attempt to “dress up
our pig” in many fancy suits, in order to steal a kiss from the prom queen.
We attempt to keep the veer alive by finding out how a defense wants to
stop those plays. We then try to move the defense with formations, or mo-
tion a man to cover up defenders who are assigned to a specific phase of
the triple. We utilize three different blocking schemes for all three above
mentioned plays: Gap, Over (modified zone), and Wedge. 

in this article, we will show a couple of examples of how we would
try to keep the outside veer alive versus a scrape replace defensive concept.

The point mesh triple option is predicated on speed and not deception. i
heard it once explained like this, “instead of the defensive end wondering
if the diveback will get the ball from a mesh, the defensive end’s response
is, “Oh *&%$!, there goes the diveback with the ball!” The fast and The
furious is our mantra. We begin our offense with a standard 21 pro forma-
tion with split backfield set. figure four shows this offensive formation
versus an under front with sky 3 rotation. We split 2’ between offensive
linemen and take a 3’ foot split between tight end and tackle. The backs
line up directly behind the guards. The diagram shows us running outside
veer with Over blocking versus the under front. We will zone scoop the
center and backside guard off on the nG to the Will, cut the backside 3
tech. with the backside tackle, triple zone block the 5 technique to the
Mike. The playside Z takes whoever stays deep, safety or corner. figure
five shows the classic and effective defensive game plan in stopping this
play. The sam lb will squeeze hard on “1st thing to show”, which is dive.
The strong safety rotates down and takes the pitch, while the Mike lb
scrapes off the butt of sam and stuffs the Qb. What we have found in ten
years of running this offense, is that many times because of the speed of
the dive, the sam linebacker who is squeezing to take the dive just can’t
quite get there. The Mike over scrapes and the dive hits big. Keep in mind,
the goal of our base three plays is 3.5 yards. That is all we are looking for
from our base. 

We obviously can attack this defensive strategy with different plays.
however, the scope of this article is to discuss how we keep the outside
veer alive versus this reaction. The first plan of attack is to move the de-
fensive front or lock the secondary into pre-rotation. One way we try to
accomplish this is by going to X Over, strong (figure 7). This is an un-
balanced formation that usually forces pre-rotation in the secondary or

some coaches will elect to bring corners over. The tight end is on the
backside of the formation. figure 8 shows how the formation adjustment
may allow us to get a hat on the scrape Mike lb, which would allow our
Qb the opportunity to go 1-on-1 versus the free safety. a few more of the
many formation adjustments that we utilize are depicted in figures
9,10,11. We will skip the details of each, but the main point is to move
the front or pre-lock the secondary. When the front has to move, the option
assignments may change. This often causes hesitation and confusion
amongst defenders. 

along with formation adjustments, another strategy we will utilize
to keep our base runs alive, is motion blocking. Versus the scrape replace
strategy, we will decide which phase we want to try and keep alive or
which defender is a little softer. This often results in one on one situation
with a ballcarrier and defender. it is impossible to account for every de-
fender with gap blocking schemes and two back sets. eventually, your
ballcarrier has to make a play. as long as we are getting 3.5, we don’t
panic. in figure 12, we bring the X in motion and “wham” block the sam
linebacker who is responsible for the dive phase. Mike over scrapes ex-
pecting sam to have dive. The strong safety flies to the alley for pitch,
opening up a running lane for the diveback. figure 13 shows us game plan-
ning for the Qb. here we pre-rotate the secondary with X Over strong,
and motion the left halfback into position to “seal” the scrape Mike lb.
The flanker backs out and then phases into pitch relationship. This will
usually put our Qb one on one with the free safety. 

These are but a few of the adjustments we will make in our offense to
keep our base running game alive. Our entire offense is built around de-
fensive strategies to stop the outside veer strong and the inside veer weak.
every play in our offense is there to take advantage of defensive reac-
tions/alignments to stop the veer. Obviously, motion causes defensive
shifts and we have counters anticipating this movement. We have counter
traps to take advantage of mesh disrupters. We have double options and
rocket tosses to take advantage of heavy blitzing teams. We also are mar-
ried to throwing the football. eventually we run into teams that can phys-
ically disrupt the running game, so we feel that we have to stay committed
to the passing game. We have had a 1,000 yard passer for each of the past
five seasons. by limiting our run game to about six plays, we can focus
more practice minutes to the timing that must take place to effectively
throw and catch the ball. Through the years our offense has been stuffed
many times, and each year adds insight to our attack. find something you
enjoy coaching, live and learn with it. Doesn’t matter if it is spread theo-
ries or double wing strategies; stay the course. limit what you do while
allowing for flexibility to adapt to personnel, and you’ll eventually have
success. if you would like more detail into our point - no mesh triple op-
tion, feel free to contact me via email at milcor@blackhawk.k12.wi.us.
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UTILIZING THE QUICK PASSING GAME
By: Benji Kamrath, Head Football Coach, Watertown High School

Benji Kamrath

i would first like to thank the Wfca for the
opportunity to contribute this article to “The
Point After II” publication. after graduating
from the university of Minnesota in 2004 i
began my high school football coaching career
as a freshman assistant at Watertown high
school. now, 15 years later, i am still at Water-
town and i just finished up my 10th season as
head coach. Throughout that time span i have
always enjoyed reading articles from this pub-
lication. i have also picked up a number of great

ideas that i have incorporated into our football
program. hopefully, after reading this article
you can take something away that you can use
in your current or future program. 

at Watertown high school we run a shot-
gun, spread, no-huddle offense. We try to create
one-on-one matchups for our athletes in space
by spreading the defense out as much as possi-
ble. We want our receivers to use the entire field
with their alignments, but we also want them to
be a viable threat to catch the ball no matter
what route they are running. Therefore, in our
offense our outside receivers will line up on the
bottom of numbers whenever the ball is spotted
at or near the middle of the field. When the ball
is at or near a hash mark the outside receiver to
the boundary side will still line up on the bottom
of the numbers, but the outside receiver to the
field side will move his alignment to the top of
the numbers. Our inside receivers will split the
difference between the offensive tackle and the
outside receiver. We have our outside receivers
line up with their outer foot on the ball. Our in-
side receivers will line up with their outer foot
on the back heal of the outside receiver. 

The main staple of our spread offense is our
quick passing game. We typically will throw the

ball 25-35 times in a game and it is very likely
that 60-70 percent of those pass attempts will be
some type of quick pass. in our offense the quar-
terback will line up five yards behind the center.
Our running back will line up at the same depth
as the quarterback with his outside foot splitting
the butt of the offensive tackle. Once the ball is
snapped by our center, our quarterback must catch
the shotgun snap, find the laces of the football,
make a flash fake to the running back that is
crossing his face and release the football to the
open receiver. if executed correctly every quick
pass should be thrown in less than two seconds. 

in order for us to use the quick passing
game effectively we have several route concepts
which allow the quarterback to get rid of the
ball quickly to an open receiver in space. These
routes can be run in a 2-by-2 or a 3-by-1 set.
The six most common routes we use are
hitches, slant-arrow, fade-out, double slant,
bubble-slant, and bubble. The route concept we
decide to call is based on the defense’s align-
ment, as well as which one-on-one match up we
like best. With every route combination the
quarterback must get a pre-snap and post-snap
read. When a pass play is signaled in he must
identify the coverage and determine where the
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defenders are that he is keying on. Once the ball
has been snapped the quarterback must deter-
mine if the defense has changed and what his
keys are doing. 

utilizing the quick passing game can be ex-
tremely beneficial for your team’s offensive

productivity. any of the above route concepts
can be incorporated into almost any system you
run. These routes can also be used if your inside
receivers are lined up in a tight end position.
The more repetitions your players get with these
route concepts the more comfortable they will

be when you use them in a game. 
i would like to thank the Wfca for giving me

the opportunity to share a few ideas about our
quick passing game. feel free to email me if you
have questions or you want to discuss any of these
ideas further. kamrathb@watertown.k12.wi.us

FUNDAMENTALS OF THE FIVE-STEP POCKET PROTECTION 
By: Andrew McGlenn, Offensive Line Coach and Recruiting Coordinator, UW-La Crosse

Andrew McGlenn

The fundamentals i am going to address
are in reference to five-step pocket protection.
i believe these do hold true in three step pro-
tection as well, but with the timing of the re-
lease of the football some of the later
adaptations are not needed in the progression
for three step protections. 

When teaching pocket pass protections, i
always start with the first two rules of pass
protection.
1. stay square
2. stay square

When you watch protection, the majority of
the non-assignment errors come from offensive
linemen opening their hips to the defender.
When trying to arrive at the launch point of the
quarterback, defenders should be taught to work
an edge of the blocker along with shedding and
stacking the blocker as soon as possible. i wel-
come defensive coaches to encourage their
players to work down the sternum of the
blocker. it would make teaching and performing
protections much easier. Offensive lineman un-
derstand what staying square to the line of
scrimmage means, but trusting this technique is
challenged early and often is only corrected
through failing with default technique. 
Why is staying square important? 

When an offensive lineman stays square, he
maximizes the amount of space he can cover
laterally. You will be two to three times wider
to the defender when you stay square in com-
parison to when you open your hips and shoul-
ders. When the defender is trying to work an
edge on the block, that edge becomes much
shorter to work, penetrate, and stack. Opening
to an outside edge defender will also make your
inside edge shorter. The inside path for a de-

fender is the shortest and most vulnerable area
to expose. The opening of the hips also prevents
the blocker from moving back as quickly as
possible.  

how does an offensive lineman stay square? 
Lower Body (Tank)
Stance

Teaching the lower body positioning and
mechanics will require slight variation based on
factors such as inseam lengths, flexibility of the
ankles, and strength through the posterior chain
(glutes and hamstrings). The feet should be
around shoulder width apart. i will often have
the linemen stand up straight and flop their feet
out in small jumps. They usually naturally find
the width that is comfortable for them. The toes
should be facing forward at 12 o’clock. Open-
ing the toes a half hour out works fine for the
stance. The lateral relationship of the feet
should also have a stagger with the outside of
foot being placed somewhere between instep
and heel of the inside foot. The knees should be
laterally placed over the insteps to become
slightly knocked. 
Movement

The fundaments from the stance will be car-
ried over into movement with one exception.
The brace foot is the one that is in the lateral di-
rection of travel. The brace foot can open up to
10 o’clock when moving left and 2 o’clock
when moving right along with increased inter-
nal rotation of the knee. The internal rotation of
the knee will allow the hips to remain square. 

The power of the movement comes from
pushing through the opposite instep of the di-
rection of travel. Reaching with the same foot
as the direction of travel will open the hips, and
causes the movement to be slower and less
grounded. having the knee inside the frame al-
lows for the most efficient energy recruitment
from the ground, to the instep of the foot, to the
knee. The spring is pre-loaded to carry through
the groin into the opposite instep. When done
correctly, the groin and hips will remain level
and balanced. The opposite instep should strike
the ground at less than a 45 degree angle. i com-
pare this action and angle to how one would hit
tent stakes into the ground when erecting a
camping shelter. This action is very short and
fast to allow for the constant readjustment to the
path of the defender. When first attempting,
“overstretching” of the groin often occurs, com-
promising almost all aspects of the movements
and goal of protection. 

This movement is categorized differently
depending if you are working toward or away
from the initial spot of the football. a kick step
is this action working away from the football.
The traditional mode to teach movement to-
wards the football was a post or power step
when keeping the inside leg high and the same
foot position as the kick step. i only encourage
this movement when a blocker has man respon-
sibility on a head up technique. This action also
helps to understand if the defender will try to
work inside or outside on the blocker. When the
direction of travel leg is up, we simply can’t
move as fast laterally over time and space. be-
cause of this, i now teach a flip kick for an in-
side movement or alignment. The blocker will
flip his brace foot while moving to the inside
and align the outside foot back to 12 o’clock to
help with lateral movement. The inside brace
foot must work to stay flat once flipped inside
for this technique to work. 
Spot  

The spot is the intersection of the straight
line between the defender and the launch point
of the quarterback where the blocker first makes
contact. The hard part in teaching this is that the
spot is constantly changing. i believe in an angle
set and not vertical set. angle sets allow the
blocker to redirect the energy of the defender
and stop their downhill momentum. The wider
the defender, the deeper the spot. if carried long
enough, the spot will also become wider. spot
should also correlate with the essence of a
pocket. alignments on the center and guards
tend to be tighter than what a tackle can see.
Putting a premium on longer and more spatially
aware blockers to play on the edge helps if you
plan to throw often behind the offensive line. 

if the blocker is square and on the spot, the
defender will often try to find a new and not as
direct path to the launch point. This often widens
the defender, taking time to find the longer path.
When this happens, the blocker must also recal-
ibrate to find the new spot. if this happens mul-
tiple times a play, the offense should feel good
about the time given in protection. 
Upper Body (Turret)

The effective use of the hands relies the
lower body getting the blocker into position.
When square and on the spot, your hands become
your weapons. i like to think of your hands as the
jumper cables compared to the battery that your
lower body represents. The use of both are
needed in a jump, just as they are in protection. 
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The upper body needs to follow the first two
rules of pass protection also. after around 10 de-
grees of rotation of the upper body, the hips will
follow. The reference to the tank and turret is a
nice visual to understand how these groups need
to work together to find the proper calibration. 

When adding up all the pieces of staying
square and the defenders desire to work an edge,
the result is the hands working independently.
When the defender is outside. i teach a pillar
with the outside. Only the outside hand will
punch the outside pectoral of the defender. The
pillar should never be more than 45 degrees lat-
erally to be effective. if you would have to open
more than that, you are underset and not cov-
ering the defender. involving the inside hand
and staying square becomes impossible on an
outside defender. The pillar works to disrupt the
defender and his path. This does not need to be
a kill shot, but it helps declare the defender. it
is still kind of amazing how vulnerable a de-
fender is when hand(s) are on him compared to
when they are free in space. if the defender
works inside, the offensive lineman’s inside
hand can then attach. ideally the inside hand is
at a different level than the pillar, placing lower
and protecting better for the incoming hand
clear of the defender. if the defender works out,
try to maintain the pillar and find the new spot.
When this happens to tackles and the defender
takes a wider and deeper path to the launch
point, a pigeon toe technique is taught. The

tackle must have a feel for the launch point of
the quarterback. When a defender is near the
depth of the quarterback and still at some
width, the tackle will drop his outside hand and
change his hips 180 degrees rotation out. The
original inside hand then attaches to the near
hip and you pigeon toe your inside foot to lock
the hip. You must be in a tight trail technique,
or you will be open to being back doored or to
have the edge bent. i do not teach this tech-
nique to the guards and center because the ini-
tial width alignment of their defenders in
relation to the width of the pocket.

When a defender works inside on a rush, i
do not teach a pillar or punch. The surface area
on an inside rushing defender is very small
compared to an outside rushing defender. The
timing has to be perfect with an inside punch
to land, i don’t feel it is worth it. i teach a lift
on an inside move with a tight elbow the
thumb facing out, the extended inside arm
comes up to act as a toll gate. if done correctly,
the lift will catch under the inside armpit.
When the lift is activated, the outside hand
should work to the hip and press it across. This
combined with the lift can corkscrew the de-
fender and get his hips facing the sideline
rather than the backfield. 

The development of these techniques are
my interpretations of learning from many great
teachers. as a player, Mike anderson first ex-
posed me to some of these thoughts. i am lucky

to continue to learn from him as a colleague on
our staff. bill O’boyle is the other great influ-
ence i have as an offensive line coach. i was
very fortunate to work as a graduate assistant
for him. he is a better person than he is a coach,
and he is a great coach. 

i would also encourage anyone looking to
maximize their offensive line knowledge to at-
tend the coaches of the Offensive line (cOOl)
clinic. This is held annually each May in
cincinnati, Oh. The weekend is impressive
with the amount of knowledge shared and calo-
ries consumed in a short time. 

“If you’re not in 
the parade,
you watch 

the parade. 
That’s life!”

--Mike Ditka
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WELCOME TO COACHING 101
By: Brody Dell, Director of Operations and Wide Receivers Coach, UW-Platteville

Brody Dell

This is for all the new coaches out there that
are just getting started. My name is brody Dell
and i am the Director of football Operations
and Wide Receivers coach at the university of
Wisconsin Platteville. i am new to the Wiac
and Wisconsin football. i am from indiana. i re-
cently graduated and finished up my playing ca-
reer at hanover college. Today i would like to
share some of the key essentials to being a new
coach and brief look into what we do here at
uW-Platteville for wide receivers.

being a new coach can be challenging, frus-
trating, tedious, and hard at times, or all the
time. as the young coach, you are often asked
to do a lot of the stuff no one wants to do. i en-
courage you to take on the task with a smile.
One thing my coach says is “you are never too
important to pick up the broom.” The message
behind that saying is nothing is below you.
Don’t feel entitled, be able to say yes to doing
the “dirty work”. it could be taking inventory of
all the player gear (which takes hours), opening
up the stadium thirty minutes early every day or
as little as sweeping the offices if you see its
dirty. You must be willing to do anything and be
open to learning new things early in your career.
Do more listening than talking, absorb it, and
take in all the knowledge around you. Know
when you can chime in and give input, but also
know when to bite your tongue. This will save
you a lot of problems early in your career.

be eaRlY every time and all the time.
being early is a way to ensure that you are
ample prepared and shows you care. here at
uW- Platteville we have something called Pio-
neer Time. Pioneer Time is showing up a mini-
mum of five minutes early to any team function.
This prepares our guys not only for football but
for life. being early does not guarantee you any-
thing, but it does give you the opportunity to out
work your opponent or coworker. if you are fif-
teen minutes early every day and the first person
your boss greets everyday versus the guy that
always walks in 5 min late, who do you think
will get the promotion? Who do you think he

will trust and be able to count on? These are the
little things we preach to our guys, if you can’t
be accountable with showing up how can we
expect you to do your job as a student and a
player in our program.

Don’t take short cuts! There are so many
things where it is a lot easier to take a short cut
or take it easy on a job. When you are watching
film, just don’t break down the last game of the
opponent, break down all of them. it’s about
showing your players you are going the extra
mile in all that you do, so when you asked them
to do the same they will follow your lead.
champions don’t cut corners, so don’t take the
easy way out. 

now for the goods, if you stuck around this
whole time i’m going to give you a little on
what we preach at wide receiver and a good drill
to go with it.  in our offense, i coach the wide
receivers under the offensive coordinator Ryan
Munz and head coach Mike emendorfer. Our
three biggest things we preach for our wide re-
ceivers is effort and attitude, blocking, and mak-
ing big plays. as you know wide receivers
prefer to get the ball and score. not as many
want to do the hard work of blocking and keep-
ing great effort and attitude when they don’t get
the ball. This is a keystone to our program be-
cause of how much we RPO. if we do not have
guys willing to dedicate to blocking our offense
becomes limited. 

EFFORT AND ATTITUDE
some coaches will say you can’t coach a

bad attitude. here at uW-Platteville we take the
initiative to help mold and improve the attitude
and effort of the young men in our program.
One thing we do during our camp is read a book
for personal development. This year’s read was
a book called “Kick in the attitude” by sam
Glenn. having something like this in your pro-
gram is crucial. This book talks about how atti-
tude affects your success and outlook on life. it
talks about what is your focus on. if you are fo-
cused on the negative that’s all you will see. You
won’t see any positive.  When you invest in
your players more than just on the field, you
will see results on and off the field. Your players
have to trust you before they will believe in you
and what you are doing. here at uW-Platteville
we take pride in developing the man and the stu-
dent and that is our highest priority. another
thing we do is our Thank You Thursdays. We
encourage our guys to send thank letters to a
few people who have had a positive impact on
their life and express their gratitude.  it teaches
your players that life is bigger than football. it
gives them the chance to give back and show
appreciation for those involved in their life.  im-
plementing little things like this can be very
beneficial to your program.

WIDE RECEIVER BLOCKING
blocking for a Wide receiver is like doing

the little things right as a coach. it might not al-
ways be the prettiest or most appealing job or
assignment but it’s best for the team.  Getting
into our choice “RPO” game is a big part of our
offense and blocking is a huge part of that.
There are many techniques and drills that go
with it. One of my personal favorites is the
towel drill. This is where you simply have one
defensive back and one wide receiver line up
across from each other. The goal of the drill is
to give wide receivers a realistic blocking look.
The coach will stand behind the wide receiver
and throw a towel to the right or left. The de-
fensive back will try to get the towel. The wide
receiver is told to stalk block and take the de-
fender the direction he goes. On the first whistle
the defensive back back peddles, on the second
whistle the coach that is behind the wide re-
ceiver and in front of the defensive back throws
a towel on the ground. This can bring some en-
ergy to practice or a competition period if you
do starting defense vs starting offense. We use
our scout for practical purposes. You can do two
lines at the same time to get more reps. i am a
huge believer in this drill and it has proved very
beneficial to our team.

The block technique we use is to gain lever-
age on the defender. Get between him and
where the ball is going to end up. We get lever-
age by alignment and technique. Once our guys
have determined who their man is in our block-
ing scheme they attack the shoulder or the de-
fender closest to where the ball is going. We
demand that our guys deliver the blow first, in-
stead of catching the defender. initiate the con-
tact. The only time we catch is if the defender
is not looking or on a crack block due to the new
ncaa rules. We try to make the game safer.
Most receivers do not get too excited about
blocking so here at uW Platteville our motto is
“no block, no Rock”. if you cannot block you
cannot play for the Pioneers. We ask our guys
to be well rounded and versatile. 

i would like to thank the Wfca for all the
great things they do for Wisconsin football. for
drills and more information about what goes on
here at the university of Wisconsin Platteville
football you can contact me with my cell# 765-
210-9590 or by email dellb@uwplatt.edu.

“Leadership is
the ability to

lift and inspire!”

--Paul Dietzel
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DEFENSE
THE HIT SQUAD: SKYHAWK LINEBACKER 

FUNDAMENTALS AND DRILLS
By: Eli Gardner, Head Football Coach, Stonehill College, Easton Massachusetts

in this article, i will be taking you through
the structure of our everyday drills during our
linebacker individual time. We try to have a fin-
ish to every drill we do at stonehill college,
whether it is a form-and-fit tackle or creating a
turnover. This creates repetitions of situations
that occur on a football field that you might not
have a chance to drill during a practice, like a
scoop-and-score.

all of these drills follow the guidelines set
forth for our linebackers prior to the start of
each fall and spring season, or as i like to call
them, “the sins of linebackers.” They are as
follows:
1. We do not look in the backfield; We read our

surface keys.
2. We do not cross our feet over in the core.
3. We do not run around blocks in the core
4. We do not miss tackles.

Prior to starting everyday drills, it is impor-
tant to completely lay out the expectations and
purpose of each drill. Therefore, each linebacker

knows the correct way to complete each drill and
understands how each drill will make him a more
complete player. i try to keep these drills the
same throughout the season so players have an
opportunity to improve at them. however, from
time to time, i will add a wrinkle to a drill in
order to break up the monotony of a long season.

SIDE-TO-SIDE SHUFFLE
To begin this drill, three players Will be up

on the line with the rest filling in behind (see
Diagram 1a)

every drill will begin in a proper linebacker
stance, feet slightly farther apart than shoulder-
width, a bend at the knees, flat back, eyes up,
and the outside of their wrists resting on top of
their knees. The coach will be 5 yards away
and—using a football—will give a directional
command of either left or right. in accordance
to the directional command, the players will
then shuffle, or step-replace, while maintaining
their low pad level. Their feet should never get
overextended nor should their heels ever click.
They must be prepared to make contact at any
point during this drill. This reminds them to al-
ways have a solid base.

it is important to stress that players change
direction in their shuffle by pushing off their
outside foot.

To finish the drill, the coach will act as the
ball carrier and press toward the players either
straight ahead or at an angle left/right. The play-
ers will then get out of their shuffle and ~ burst
to the ball carrier (see Diagram 1b).
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as they close the 5-yard gap, they should
begin to break down and ultimately come to bal-
ance in a proper striking position. The finish of
this drill will help them understand leverage as
the middle of the three players should be nose-
to-nose with the ball carrier, while the outside
players should get to the near shoulder of the
ball carrier. We typically get two reps per group
of this drill.

DOWNHILL SHUFFLE
staying in the same lines, the coach will

now align 10 yards away. The players will re-
ceive a left or right directional from the coach
and will shuffle downhill at a 45-degree angle
(see Diagram 2).

it is important that each player keeps his
shoulders and hips perpendicular to the line. as
the player changes direction, they must push oft
their outside foot to avoid crossing over. To
maintain a good base and avoid over- striding,
players should take short, choppy steps. Once
again, they need to be ready to make contact at
any point.

The purpose of this drill is to teach players
to approach the line of scrimmage without turn-
ing their shoulders and maintain vision of the
ball carrier. We will also get two reps per group
in this drill.

BAG DRILLS
for our everyday bag drills, we will evenly

set up 5 bags and will place 4 cones approxi-
mately 1 yard off the end of the bag, 5 yards
away from the bag (see Diagram 3).

This set up allows you to do 4-5 different

agility movements without having to move any
bags or cones, perfect for a one-coach opera-
tion. To begin, all the players will align on one
side of the bags, facing the coach, and will
shuffle over the bags. Players must maintain a
low pad level throughout the drill. as the
player comes out of the bags, he will plant off
his outside foot and burst downhill, staying in-
side the cone. as players approach the cone,
we will build in a finish to the drill. This could
be an interception, scoop—and-score or a
form-and-fit tackle. The players will then re-
peat this drill going the opposite direction, fac-
ing the same way. 

for the next drill, the players will shuffle
over the bags, plant off their outside foot, and
burst at 45 degree angle back towards the cone
nearest the start of the drill, simulating a cut-
back by the ball carrier. They will then repeat
this drill going the opposite direction, facing the
same way.

To finish, players will shuffle laterally in
and out of the bags, dragging their fingers on
the top of the bags to maintain a low pad level,
and then turn and burst through the cone.

During these drills, i try to get their hands on
as many footballs as possible so that i do not have
to use other individual time on take-aways. 

SEPARATE AND ESCAPE DRILL
for this drill, we use a single-man sled with

the coach standing behind, acting as the ball car-
rier. starting in a proper linebacker stance, play-
ers will line up 5 yards off the sled (see
Diagram 4a).

The player must step straight downhill out
of his stance toward the sled. stepping under-
neath themselves results in wasted movement.
When contacting the sled, their hands should
strike first with their thumbs up and elbows in.
Good foot drive is necessary to knock the
“blocker” backward as the player works to get
his hands above his eyes, emphasizing a low
pad level.

as the player contacts the sled, the coach
will pick a side of the sled while holding the
ball in his outside arm. The player must then
throw the sled the opposite direction of the ball
carrier while ripping his back arm across the
face of the sled.

The drill finishes with a form-and—fit on the
ball carrier by getting into a good tackling posi-
tion and slowly working his chest through the
ball carrier, attempting to “bite the ball.” separate
and escape is a good drill to use for defending
inside zone and isO plays because it teaches the

player to press the line of scrimmage with ur-
gency as the play is more downhill.

SHUFFLE PRESS
The shuffle Press Drill is like the separate

and escape Drill, but the player is now offset a
few yards from the sled (see Diagram 4b).

To start the drill, the coach will give the
player an outside zone look toward the sled. The
player must shuffle laterally, maintaining a good
base, and then press the line of scrimmage and
attack the sled.

in this drill, because the “blocker” is now
leveraged on the player, the player should split
the sled with his inside foot forward in a stag-
gered squat stance. This will allow the _ player
to free up his outside leg to clear over the top of
the blocker if the ball carrier continues his path.
if the ball cuts back, the player will strong—arm
the sled and throw it away from the ball carrier.

We still want the player to strike the sled
hands first with his thumbs up and elbows in.
While creating extension, the player should
work to get his hands above his eyes. The
player will then finish the drill with a throw of
the sled, rip across the face, and form-and-fit
on the ball carrier.

for both the separate and escape Drill and
the shuffle Press Drill, it is important to empha-
size leg drive at the point of attack with the sled.
if this is not emphasized, the player  will jump
around the sled, which in a game setting, could
lead to the blocker washing him for Width and
allowing cutback.

OPEN FIELD TACKLE/GOAL 
LINE TACKLE

When talking about and coaching tackling,
i try to avoid saying, “We cannot miss tackles,”
and prefer to say, “We must make tackles.”
staying away from negative language will help
players break down any self—doubt when the
situation presents itself.

Other than incorporating tackling form-
and—fit throughout everyday drills, i try to
make it a point to do a tackling-specific drill once
a day. for as much “thud” tempo and “tag-off”
tackles that we do throughout the season to keep
players healthy, we lose the repetition of putting
ball carriers on the turf consistently. These tack-
ling drills | are good for teaching proper tech-
nique, which is of most , importance, and can be
done without going full pads. 

in the Open field Tackle Drill, we are sim-
ulating a defender bursting toward the ball car-
rier, breaking his feet down and coming to
balance, and approaching the ball carrier at an
angle after he cuts. as seen in Diagram 5, the
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running back (Rb) will start with a tempo burst
toward the first cone and then make one cut ei-
ther to the left or right cone. 

The linebacker (lb) will burst straight at the
ball carrier and as soon as the ball carrier ap-
proaches the first cone, the lb will break his
feet down and come to balance. This must be
done under control while still closing field to-
ward the ball carrier.

after the ball carrier makes his cut, the lb
must then take a controlled step with either his

left or right foot, depending on the direction of
the ball carrier, and square up the ball carrier at
the cone. The tackler should make contact with
his head up and chest first. he should violently
throw upper cuts with his arms and grab cloth
on the backside. The tackler should work his
helmet across the ball carrier late and “bite the
ball.” The finish is the leg drive followed by the
roll of the hips.

With multiple spread offenses and the idea of
getting athletes in space, the art of the open—
field tackle becomes even more important in our
game today. emphasizing the burst and break-
down at the point of attack is the key here, fol-
lowed by the finish. We are constantly preaching
to our players about making “knock back hits”
when they tackle to prevent post-contact yardage.
in this drill, you can practice both, and once your
players get the hang of the drill, it can self-sustain
and becomes a rapid—fire drill. We usually will
position a coach at each cone where contact will
occur to coach the finish properly.

in our Goal line Tackle Drill, we simply
place the ball carrier at the 3-yard line and the
tackler with his heels on the goal line. The tack-
ler will begin chopping his feet and the drill
starts when the ball carrier decides to go left or
right at 45-degree angle toward the goal line.
because the tackler is already broken down and
under control, he must quickly make chest-to-
chest contact, throw upper cuts, and square the
ball carrier up. To finish the drill, we will drive
the ball carrier back through the 5-yard line.
This is an easy drill to do live because there isn’t
a running start, therefore the collisions aren’t
nearly as violent. again, this can become a self-
sustaining drill as the ball carrier dictates the
start of each rep.

This article was reprinted with the ex-
pressed permission of the AFCA. Chalk Talk di-
agrams are built using Just Play Sports
Solutions digital playbook and player learning.
For more information and special offers, visit
http://www.justplaysolutions.com/afcainsider

QUIET PLEASE! CLASS IS IN SESSION
By: Lamar Morgan, Defensive Backs Coach, University of Houston

figuring out the different ways our student-athletes learn on a daily
basis is of critical importance. here are some examples and applications
of howl cater to a room filled with different preferred learning styles.

VISUAL LEARNERS
Players who are visual learners prefer to see-information and visualize

the relationships between ideas. Visual learners need to see it!

in my meeting room, i reach my visual learners using 2 several tools.
They are more successful learning after they have seen an individual per-
form the task l am trying to teach them. it doesn’t matter if it is me demon-
strating the technique i want them to perform or if it is an old clip of a
former player using the technique successfully. They benefit when the
playbook and notes are color coded as well. it really helps when they can
see the connection between our play calls to a certain color. 
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for example, if all the 21P/12P calls are in green on the install sheet,
it helps them see the correlation. i have also had all of our 21p/12p per-
sonnel cards at practice and games be created on green paper. 

usually after we finish an install day, i try to get my guys to keep a
running chart on all the calls we have installed thus far. The intent of the
chart is to allow my players to have a visual picture of what personnel
each call is intended for, along with what family each call belongs to. My
freshman and summer Juco transfers have stated numerous times it allows
them not to get caught up in the number of calls, but focus on how the
call is just a variation of a previous call we have installed.

One of the biggest mistakes we make as coaches is the tendency to
teach calls independently. There is no way a player can learn what we do
on defense unless he can learn to become a conceptual learner. i try to
stick by the rule that if it doesn’t fit a concept we’re running, eliminate it
or create some more calls so it can become a family. 

Peer teaching on the dry board is a great method for visual learners.
in my meeting room, i make certain that i’m not always making the cor-
rections on the film. i like for the guys to watch the tape and tell their
peers when they are using techniques correctly and how they would fix
the problem. i know we don’t believe this, but players get tired of hearing
their coaches 24/7.

finally, my student-athletes who are visual learners love receiving a
playbook. Whether it’s a physical playbook or on an iPad, it is necessary
to have them available for your players. as i mentioned before, it also
helps these learners when the playbook, notes, zone pressures, and calls
are color-coded. You can have the players take notes, but visual learners
like to read instructions; they struggle with having to create the playbook
from their own notes. adding daily or weekly handouts with the
necessary notes and corrections are essential for this type
of learner. 

AUDITORY LEARNERS
Players who are auditory learners prefer to

hear information rather than reading it or
seeing it displayed visually. it doesn't mat-
ter if the position coach is explaining a
coverage, or a player is asking a ques-
tion about a blitz, auditory learners are
listening. 

You can sometimes see players
with this learning preference use
“self—talk” or try to recite rules and
little catch phrases to help themselves
learn the information. i know we all
have that player who asks right after
the meeting is dismissed, “so, coach,
you’re saying my eyes should go from
no. 1 to no. 2 in cover 2?” usually the
player who is asking you that is an auditory
learner and wants to hear it one more time be-
fore they hit the field.

it really helps auditory learners in the meeting room
if you use rhythms, buzz words, or catch phrases to assist in
teaching certain concepts. for example, in Zone Pressures, the nickel is
a no. 3 to no. 2 player unless no. 3 disappears. if this happens, now he
is a no. 2 to no. 1 player. My auditory learners easily grasp the catch-
phrase “n0. 3 to no. 2” or “no. 2 to no. 1.” When i ask them something
about Zone Pressures, i usually snap my fingers twice. The first snap, they
answer n0. 3 to no. 2, while on the second snap, they reply no. 2 to no.
1. i believe the rhythm of the snapping and having a rule every time there
is a Zone Pressure allows the learners to catch on to the buzz words and
catch phrases.

it may take some work, but i believe voice-over corrections and play-
books really benefit auditory learners. it is convenient for a player who
may be in his dorm, or even at home for the first session of summer
school, to still improve his craft while he is away from the fieldhouse.

READ/WRITE LEARNERS
Players who are read/write learners prefer reading and writing infor-

mation you want them to learn. The best way i have found to reach my
read/write learners is by using written tests. i know a lot of coaches aren’t
a huge fan of written tests before games, but i like to know what each
player knows individually. it also shows me which players i shouldn't put
on the field together.

The tests give these types of learners the opportunity to jot down What
they know. i either grade all of the tests myself, or i hand them back to
the players and they grade each other’s papers while we go over the an-
swers. i prefer when they grade each other’s quizzes because it allows
them to know what their teammates know. it also assists the reading learn-
ers once they have their corrected test and can skim over it leading up to
game time.

Read/write learners benefit from having playbooks just like visual
learners. i have a place for notes in the playbook and in the game plans
we give them during the season. The note section allows them to gather
their thoughts along with putting things in their own terms. also, if you
have any notes for them or a slide deck, it’s always good to give them a
copy of the presentation while you go over it with them. it allows their
minds to stay focused and jot down any questions they may have after
you finish going over the install.

KINESTHETIC LEARNERS
Players who are kinesthetic learners prefer learning by being hands-

on and doing the task at hand. Kinesthetic learners love to be active.
because of this, it can be difficult to reach them in your typical lecture
style meeting room.

luckily, this preferred learning style can also learn from jotting
down notes during a position meeting. like writing learn-

ers, the action of writing the notes aids in their learn-
ing. i enjoy having my guys draw up the new

blitzes we are installing from time to time in-
stead of already having it done on a handout.

sometimes i’ll draw the blitz on the dry
erase board, or on the video, and then let

the players copy it in their notes section.
We go over everyone’s responsibilities
and illustrate that in our drawings as
well. usually seeing everyone’s job
allows them to grasp the concept we
are trying to run, as well as how their
role fits into it.

The most successful way that i’ve
found for these players to learn is dur-

ing our walk through. During this time,
players are granted the opportunity to

perform the techniques or plays being
taught. first, we have a special teams

walk-through where the coordinator goes
over the drills for the day. next, we usually

have a separate defensive/offensive walk-through
before practice. During that segment, we will go over

the new material (install) for the day, diflicult notions, un-
usual formations, and anything we need to revisit from the pre-

vious day. finally, we go to a walk-through against our offense with a “three
hard step tempo”in which both sides get to work their new concepts being
installed for the day. With this schedule, it allows these players to learn by
repetition.

This leads me to the last piece that i believe is important in reaching
your kinesthetic learners: practice and game reps, if they’ve earned them.
This isn’t “Participation Ribbon” deal, however, it is hard to evaluate a
player if they never get reps. everyone should get reps at practice but the
reps aren’t equal.

bottom line, if your players don’t get reps, they won’t learn from their
mistakes. if they don’t learn from their mistakes you'll never be able to
evaluate them. if you can’t evaluate them, you’ll never have the courage
to put them in on saturdays. 

This article was reprinted with the expressed permission of the AFCA. 
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USING DATA TO BREAKDOWN AN OPPONENT
By: Nate Hochmuth, Defensive Backs Coach, Manitowoc Lutheran High School

Nate Hochmuth
Thank you to the Wfca for The Point After

II and continually providing a great resource for
football coaches. i have learned much in the
past from other coaches, and am grateful for the
opportunity to contribute to this edition.

in choosing a topic to write about, i decided
to write about something that has been a main
passion of mine in my previous and current
coaching positions. Maybe not everybody is ex-
cited about entering data and looking for statis-

tical tendencies, but being a stats teacher, i re-
ally enjoy working with numbers and making
calculated decisions. it is all worth it when those
tendencies show up in an opponent on friday
night. any extra edge that we can gain to help
our team prepare to be able to make the crucial
stop or force the turnover is worth it.  The ability
to use hudl to filter breakdown data or make re-
ports is quite beneficial in finding tells in an op-
ponent’s tendencies in Dn/DisT, Formation,
Personnel, or Motions. breaking down data is
an art and each coaching staff has their own
methods and process, so i am not saying that
what i do is best, everybody has to adapt their
own system to fit them. My goal is to explain
my process and why i do it.  

The key to a good opponent scouting system
is to approach it scientifically and keep it concise
and usable. You can enter every single data point,
but you would inevitably get lost in the data. find
important data points to tag from each play that
will be of most benefit for your program. use ab-
breviations that make sense to everyone who will
be watching film. if you aren’t able to use your
tagging or codes to sort and identify information,
then what is the point?

Situational Data
When i get game film, the first thing i enter

(besides ODK), is the situational data for each
offensive play from our opponent.  

i label these columns as follows:
DN/DIST: Down and distance information

is a vital asset as it provides the ability to look
at run/pass tendencies on different downs.
What are the go-to plays for our opponent on
1st and 10, or 3rd and short?  When do they like
to run the Draw or go to the screen Pass?

Yard Line: This data is so important for ob-
serving an offensive coordinator’s choice of
plays based on field position. What is their bread
and butter on the goal line or in the Red Zone?
When they are backed up in their end Zone?

Hash: Does a team play to the field, or into
the boundary?

Play Type: Tagging plays as a run or pass
helps in filtering clips or picking out tendencies
in the run or pass game.

Result: This is helpful for labeling touch-
down plays, explosive plays, turnovers, gadget
plays, or deep shots.  This is beneficial for sort-
ing special clips.

Play Direction: is a team right or left-handed
in the run game?  Where do they like to pass?
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Formational Data
next, after entering the framework of each

play, i name the formation and play.  This data
sets apart the breakdown and really makes it use-
ful, as you can now see how formations, back-
fields, or personnel groupings affect play calls.
in naming formations and plays, coaching staffs
need to be on the same page in how they call dif-
ferent formations and sets.  

i label these columns as follows:
Formation: a staff must have a set of rules

for formations so that anyone can tag any for-
mation.  every different formation needs to be
tagged.  for example, not every 3X1 formation
is the same.  how do you label the formation if
the #1 receiver is on the line, when #2 is on the
line, when they have a Te?  

Strength: labeling the direction of a team’s
strength can help determine if the opponent likes
to run or pass toward or away from strength. 

Backfield: how the backs line up is a great
indicator of what plays an offensive coordinator
likes to run.  Differentiate backfields in a sepa-
rate column, that way you can use all of your
formation data to see why a team adjusts their
backfield.  Does a certain backfield indicate a
passing situation? Does it indicate the type of
running game they will use?  how does it affect
the Qb run game?

Play: be simplistic in naming plays.  Teams
adjust the gap or run plays slightly differently
from week-to-week, so no need to name the spe-

cific gap.  name the base play and strength to
get a good idea of where they like to run.  for
example if a team runs power to the weak side,
i label it Power Weak

Gap: i use this to track if a team is running
inside or outside the tackles for a particular for-
mation.

Pass Zone: i use this to determine which
section of the field an offense likes to target in
the passing game.  hudl uses a numbering sys-
tem to identify sections of the field.

Motion: Does the offense run a motion or
shift?  label it accordingly so you can identify
why or when it occurs, and how you want to
adjust.

There are other items i will tag depending on
teams we play or offensive styles we face.  also,
i am constantly adjusting and modifying how i
tag my opponents based on my understanding of
the game and the needs of our team in preparing
for friday night.  

Breakdown Reports
after everything is tagged, you are left with

an enormous amount of data.  Most of the data by
itself is meaningless, so it is important to be able
to gather and interpret reports based on the data.
The more games you can gather the better your
data will be. You can even differentiate data based
on the most recent games, or against teams that
play a similar defensive style.  
Ways that i use the data:

Create playlists: You can use the tags to sort
plays for specific playlists. (Red Zone clips,

Goal-line clips, 3X1 set clips, special Person-
nel clips).  

Create Practice Scripts:You can filter plays
for writing up your scout offense play cards for
the week.  if you are running a Goal-line session
or 3rd and long session in practice, you can filter
those clips in order to draw up and run those spe-
cific plays with your scout Offense.

Run Breakdown Reports: One of the most
important benefits is running reports (formation,
Down and Distance charts, field Zone, back-
field, etc.)  here is where you can mine the num-
bers to look for tendencies in play calling based
on formations, downs, or locations on the field.
The formation reports are the biggest help for
our staff in setting up fronts, blitzes, and cov-
erages for the week. 

Know that your process may be different,
but you will want to have a system for breaking
down film that is efficient and usable for your
coaching staff. This is important so that when
your staff meets to game plan for friday night,
you will have data-driven information at your
disposal to help take the guesswork out of your
decisions. We as coaches can pick up a lot from
just watching film, that we will want to take ad-
vantage of gathering the extra edge that the data
analysis of film can provide. This is data that
you can share with your players, so that they can
play fast and will have a better idea of what to
expect from their opponent.
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THE EFFECTS OF AAU PROGRAMS ON FOOTBALL 
AND ALL HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS

By: Casey Knoble, Head Football Coach and Joe Hackbarth, Head Track Coach, Logan High School

Casey Knoble

how many times have you heard this state-
ment, “coach, i can’t make it because i have
aau this weekend.” There is a consistent prob-
lem in our school with the ‘delusion’ that every-
one is a scholarship basketball player; and from
what i gather from many other coaches it is hap-
pening in their schools as well. The basketball
craze has a power that no other sport can claim,
and from my experience no words of wisdom
seem to be able to stop this glacier sized force.
i feel as though i’ve stood quiet and reserved on
this issue for far too long, so we started to write
down what we’ve seen as not only the effects
on kids but all of our interscholastic sports pro-
grams as well. 

Raw Data
My blood pressure starts to rise and boil as

our head Track coach (i coach jumps in the
spring for boys and girls track) starts to tell me
who will be missing track meets this spring be-
cause of aau. i quickly jumped off my chair
and headed out to the team picture displays we
have hanging in our hallways. in the last 10
years, we have had 48 different boys play aau
basketball in the spring. Of those 48 kids,
we’ve had 2 partial D2 basketball scholarships,
and 3 kids playing at non-scholarship level.
TWO!!!! Out of these kids, 17 did not play a
spring sport because of aau and 14 of them
didn’t play football because they didn’t want to
get hurt for basketball. 

This means 46 kids at logan high school
alone have chased the “hoop dream” to no avail.
Granted there are 3 kids playing at the D3/naia
level but i think everyone would contend that
they could play at that level without having
played aau in high school. 

The amount of opportunity missed by these
kids is staggering. for the kids that didn’t play
a spring sport, even more so. What’s even worse
is the “culture” aau has permeated throughout
our programs. 

When Pride Still Mattered
The glorification of self and ‘me first’ is the

center piece of aau basketball. nobody cares
what anyone’s record is… it’s not posted in the
paper. The thing you tend to see posted on Twit-
ter is “Jimmy scored 28 points saturday vs. the
iowa barnstormers”. Whether they won or lost
the game is completely inconsequential. i be-
lieve this puts kids into a competitive quandary
where each game they play means less and less
from a team perspective. sure, they are trying
to ‘win’ the game, but if they don’t… there is
another game in 2 hours or maybe they’ll play
better in las Vegas next week. either way, team
has no value in this “me first” environment. The
culture created is how many shots, how many
stats, how did i do for the scouts.  

Many times the kid that is playing aau is
one of the better athletes in your school. This
does not always translate to being a scholarship
basketball player… but the kid usually has some
general athleticism. When these same kids aren’t
at workouts and they aren’t at summer practices
with their high school teammates… they wonder
why they aren’t put into leadership positions.
The true leaders show up daily and are invested
in the team. leaders build relationships and de-
velop pride throughout their team. aau kids are
there when it’s convenient for them… their club
team takes precedent and puts them into a
predicament of “where is my investment”? not
to mention the ere that tends to go with it… i
play for insert tag words “elite, select, showcase,
exposure” so i’m above hard work and commit-
ment. i should say that we have had and do have
a few kids that aren’t like this. They are hard
workers and really try to commit as much as
possible… however whenever aau calls, that
pull of basketball is still #1. 

Glamour/Inflated sense of self, until...
When spring hits our kids then get caught

up on which team they are playing on. it be-
comes a glamour shot and they feel important
and proud to be playing with such team. logan
high school or “Your school name here” be-
comes the secondary responsibility. This
“pride” they feel to be playing on an all-star
aau team is false and deals with perception
rather than any accomplishment they’ve actu-
ally achieved. consequentially, the kid per-
ceives they are better than they are based on
their ‘placement’ (or what they paid for) and de-
velops an unrealistic sense of self. 

The biggest problem we see then is the same
kid is put into a situation in basketball, football,
baseball, or track where they are counted on to
make a play and they can’t. The time the kid puts
into aau basketball doesn’t develop them fur-
ther as an overall athlete and many times doesn’t
improve their basketball play either. They fall

continually into a time commitment black hole
that is really only there to boost their ego. The
kid isn’t an all-conference player or even in the
top 20 in their area however their now inflated
sense of self still believes they have a shot at a
D1 or D2 basketball scholarship. 

even if the kid wanted to choose the school
event over the aau tournament or practice,
they can’t because they are “financially com-
mitted” to their aau teams. Their financial
commitment becomes an emotional commit-
ment to the “more is better” belief and the cycle
continues year after year for that player and his
family. as football coaches, we pretty much ask
our kids to do 2 things… commit to the weight
room which makes them a better athlete for all
sports and attend 5 summer “practices”. any
and all of these ‘team commitments’ come far
after the aau practice or game schedule…
whether the kid wants to be there or not. The
parents have paid good money for aau so that
always comes first. 

This becomes the gold standard for parents…
paying means better. We’ve often said we should
make kids ‘pay’ for track or ‘pay’ for our strength
and speed program in the summer. We’ve gener-
ally have gotten kids to move away from the paid
strength and speed programs that ran around our
area in the summer but it took years to get parents
to understand they were getting as good or better
quality without having to pay. 

Money
The average cost to play aau in the la

crosse area is $800 just to be on a team… that’s
$36,800 down the tubes based on our 46 non-
scholarship kids playing 1 year of aau. This
doesn’t count hotel, airfare, gas, food, admis-
sions, etc. that would easily run up over
$10,000/kid in a high school career for some of
these families. The parents of these kids get
caught in a system like a degenerate gambler. The
more they pay, the more they expect a payout…
no matter if it worked out for the same level kid
before them. The chase is on and there rarely is a
payout… in fact, there is a 1.8% chance of get-
ting a D1 or D2 college basketball scholarship.
so for 98%, things likely end up a disappoint-
ment and resultantly ends up someone else’s
fault. More often than not that disappointment the
kids and parents feel ends up being directed at
the high school coach. how many times have
you seen in the paper coaches walk away from
their teams after parents and kids mistreat them?
long-time coaches that have been in the game
for 30 plus years, won many championships, ap-
parently have forgotten how to coach (according
to the self-serving parent).

in nO way am i throwing our basketball
coach under the bus… he supports 3 sport ath-
letes and is a part of our summer strength and

GENERAL
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speed program. Our basketball team was 9 - 15
this season and we have at least 12 kids in our
school right now that play aau. We got beat
by a team that has possibly 3 D1 players on
their team by 50 in regionals. for a few of our
kids, they were at aau tryouts the next week-
end. believe me, our coach isn’t sending them
there. i’m also not undermining the fact that
kids may want to use aau as a chance to im-
prove, especially if they play on their school
team. however, many of our kids don’t im-
prove through aau… improvement takes self-
sacrifice and individual work time. Most aau
programs have diminished this fact by catering
to the elite but take time and money from all.  

What’s the answer?
The only thing i can come up with in this

situation is education… and honestly that prob-
ably isn’t enough. some lines have to be drawn
in the sand and maybe that’s individual to each
school, but it’s certainly time from my stand
point. The fact is aau has altered the mind-set
of interscholastic athletics as a whole and it will
continue to probably far past our careers. i can
agree for the very top level kids there is a place
for aau, however, the parents that are being
sucked in for their cash and the kids that are
being duped into playing something that has no
end game is far beyond what i could imagine.
The biggest point i can make is parents and kids

SELECTING CAPTAINS
By: Chuck Raykovich, Head Football Coach, Chippewa Falls High School

Chuck Raykovich

selecting captains had become a task i
dreaded. after 40 plus years of coaching i felt i
did not have a selection process that accom-
plished what we were aiming for; the leaders of
our team. in fact, for about the past 5 years we
let all of our seniors be honorary captains at one
of our games, each week different “captains”
representing our team at the coin flip. after see-
ing kids at the coin toss representing us who had
no captain attributes, and listening to team
members snickering at our “captains” who were
out there only because they were seniors, i knew
i had to implement a different selection process,
i also knew it would not be a simple endeavor
to come up with a plan.

if you read my last articles about our “Vet-
erans’ appreciation” night at chippewa falls
high school, or you know me, you know that
most of my “heavy” thinking happens when i
am sitting on a bucket ice fishing, riding my
zero turn mowing my 3 acre lawn, or sitting in
a tree stand bow hunting. Well, our new captain
selection process took all 3 of those activities
for me to finally come up with a plan that i was
ready to present to our team and coaches. 

The thing that really led me to our new
process was the all too often news of school vi-
olence. experts have told us that a common
cause of this violence is students who feel they
have little or no connection to their school or

are missing opportunities chasing gold at the
end of the rainbow… the numbers don’t lie, it’s
not there. 

My suggestion is to dig into the numbers at
your own school and let’s collectively put to-
gether some statistics that show the small per-
centage of athletes who actually get scholarships.
Maybe with some literature we can get these par-
ents to at least have a ‘moment of pause’ before
forking over their money and their son’s multi-
sport high school career for no reason. even
more importantly, maybe we can re-instill some
pride by giving back to their school teammates
before their high school career is over and they
end up looking back with regret. 
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anything connected to it. This led me to think
about the past 44 years of school involvement
and conflicts that were minor but could escalate.
Jocks vs. Rednecks, Jocks vs. music dept., Jocks
vs. nerds, one sport vs. another are some that
came to my mind. unfortunately football and
football players somehow were involved with
these conflicts and i didn’t like it!

finally, at the end of last february i was ready
to roll out the plan. i called a “senior” meeting on
a Thursday evening and with high hopes i laid it
out. it was unanimously agreed upon by all 27 jun-
iors to be seniors, so here it is:

TO BE A CAPTAIN ON THE CHIPPEWA
FALLS HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM
ONE MUST PLAN AND COMPLETE AN AC-
TIVITY THAT ATTEMPTS TO BRING OUR
SCHOOL, COMMUNITY, AND TEAM TO-
GETHER. PLAN MUST BE PRESENTED IN
WRITTEN FORM TO COACH RAYKOVICH
FOR HIS APPROVAL. AFTER THE ACTIVITY
IS COMPLETED A POST EVENT WRITE UP
MUST ALSO BE PRESENTED TO COACH
RAYKOVICH. ACTIVITY MAY INVOLVE 2 IN-
DIVIDUALS.

The results of this have exceeded my expec-
tations in every way possible. at the start of our
season we had 10 seniors who qualified to be cap-
tains. i had them meet weekly as a group and de-
termine who would be the 4 captains for the
upcoming game. i did not know who they were
until game time. i had them give me a piece of
paper with their names and numbers on which i
in turn handed to the officiating crew prior to the
coin toss. i am very proud of our captains and
their accomplishments and i would like to share
their projects with you – they arrived at their proj-
ect on their own:
Will & Joe:

The first captain’s project was a “fun Run”
which focused on suicide prevention. These two
boys organized and ran the event. This included
reserving our high school track for a saturday
morning, promoting the event, composing and
distributing entrance forms, collecting partici-
pants’ entrance forms and fee, designing and

distributing T-shirts to participants, and “run
day” organization. When all was said and done,
$5,200.00 was raised and donated to the
chippewa county suicide prevention program.
Rico & Sawyer:

We have something in our school called “The
cardinal landing”. This is a room with items
such as school supplies, clothing, and personal
hygiene items that students in need can have for
free so they have a fighting chance to succeed in
school. These items are all donated; nothing
comes from our school budget.

Rico and sawyer sat at the school entrance
for one entire week before school, after, and at
lunch and collected money for the “cardinal
landing”. TheY also decided that if they col-
lected $500.00 they would throw a pie in my
face at the spring school assembly. They col-
lected $1,650.00. every cent they collected went
to purchase items for the “lanDinG”. a huge
shot in the arm for that service!
Matt and Logan:

Our music department does a great job sup-
porting our football team on home game nights.
not only do they perform in the stands during
games, but they also form a tunnel for our team
to run thru as we re-enter the field after half
time. Our band also competes in marching com-
petitions. Games would not be the same without
our band!

Matt and logan reached out to our band di-
rectors and told them that our football team
would like to honor the band. so here is what
they did. They had the football team (in uniform)
form a tunnel as the band came on to the football
field for their “parents night” marching perform-
ance. The band was not aware this was going to
happen and was ecstatic as they entered the field.
The football team then watched the band’s entire
presentation applauding at appropriate times.
not only were the band members appreciative
but their parents were as well. i received this
email from a band parent: “coach Rayko, the
football team’s recognition of the band did not
go unnoticed by parents in the stands.”

JD and David:
Our “Veterans appreciation” game has grown

into one of the highlights of the year in our com-
munity. Thousands of clothing items have been
collected in the 5 years we have done this event.
We have an enclosed trailer parked by our sta-
dium all week where community members can
drop off items, all items are donated to homeless
veterans. JD and David sat at the entrance of our
school every day prior to our friday night game
making our student community aware of the
event and collecting items from our student body
for homeless veterans.
Nolan and Nate:

Our school was fortunate to have new
weight room equipment donated by a former
grad and his wife. nolan and nate gathered
teammates to remove our old equipment and
move in the new. a few weeks later these two
boys organized an evening in our weight room
where the donors were surprised by a thunderous
round of applause from our athletes and each
given a chippewa falls high school sweat shirt
and plaque. They then led a weight work out
showing our donors the new equipment being
put to use.

in conclusion, was this captain’s selection
process a success? absolutely 100%! Did every-
one who wished to be a captain become a cap-
tain? no, failure to complete their project
prevented it as it demonstrated that they were
not captain material. Will we use this again? ab-
solutely! i wish i had developed this process
years ago! and finally, as we were collecting
equipment at the conclusion of last season i had
many seniors thank me for this opportunity and
expressed hope that we would continue it, anD
i had several juniors ask when they could start
their captain’s project! 

if you would like to speak to me about this
process, here is my contact information:
raykovcj@chipfalls.org, 715-271-7593 cell,
715-568-4550 home. Good luck, you are very
important to the students you work with, and our
society in general – you are a coach!!

DON’T DO IT THE WAY I DID!
By: Adam Kowles, Head Football Coach, Hudson High School

Adam Kowles

When i looked into what i wanted to share
in an article for The Point after II, different top-
ics came to mind. What i kept coming back to
was to talk about mistakes that i’ve made as a
coach over the years that i don’t want to repeat.
as coaches, we need to correct mistakes in
order to continually get better. Yes, we celebrate
the positives with our players, but to move for-
ward as a program, we need to put an emphasis
on failures in order to improve.  

When i was fortunate enough to play for
John O’Grady at uW-River falls, i always no-
ticed a Vhs tape on a bookshelf in the football
office that was filled with countless other tapes
of games, cuts, and practice clips. The title was,
“Mistake Tape”, and i wondered why this would

be on a shelf next to other tapes of game film
and highlights.  as i soon found out, by looking
at plays that were not successful, such as plays
with penalties, turnovers, and plays that lost
yards, the coaching staff could make adjust-
ments if it was something that we did wrong and
was correctable.

as i begin my 20th season as a head football
coach, i looked back over some of the mistakes
that i have made in that time. We’ve been fortu-
nate to win a lot of games over the years, but
we’ve also lost some, too, and i wanted to high-
light some of the mistakes in the hope that you
can take something and learn from what we did
wrong.  some of them are program ideas and
some of them deal with offense since i spend
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most of my time on that side of the ball. This is
not an exhaustive list, as there probably are many
other things we’ve done wrong, but it’s a list of
some things that we have tried to correct to im-
prove our program.

Mistake #1: Not being prepared for your
first head coaching position

This one is really intended for first time
coaches. Going into my first head football job
at Delasalle high school in Minneapolis, i
thought i was thoroughly prepared. i spent so
many off-seasons writing and rewriting an of-
fensive playbook and thought i was ready in
that regard. i was previously an offensive coor-
dinator and had play-calling experience, so i
figured all that i needed to do was hire a defen-
sive coordinator and we would be all set. What
i failed to realize is that there is so much more
to being a head coach than calling plays. i
wasn’t prepared for all of the logistics that went
into practice organization, meeting schedules,
in-season weight training, team building, ad-
ministrative duties, eligibility rules, and so
many other things that are included. some of
this simply needs to be on-the-job training, but
i needed to be more prepared. What i should
have done is tried to talk to as many head
coaches as possible to fully understand every-
thing that goes into the job.

Mistake #2: Focusing too much on Xs and
Os and not enough on team building

This ties into mistake #1 but goes well be-

yond because we have made this mistake more
than once over the years. This mistake is usually
made when you have more talented teams and
think the talent will overcome any other short-
comings the team may have. When we’ve had
less talented teams, we seemed to focus more on
the little things because you want to squeeze
everything out of the players that you can in order
to have a successful season. The reality is,
though, each team will be more successful when
team building is a priority, and it’s something that
you need to work at.  Don’t assume that team
chemistry will just happen. instead, you need to
set up activities that build trust among players.

Mistake #3: Focusing on results instead of
the process

We all want to win, but making this the rea-
son to go to work every day isn’t the best way
to go about it. instead, understand that winning
is a byproduct of doing things the right way.
When we take the practice field and classroom
thinking about how to help every player become
better as players and as people, we can make
gains in the program that will translate to win-
ning on friday night. When we lose sight of the
process, we often fail to do those things that will
really make a difference in our program.

Mistake #4: Not allowing assistants to take
ownership in the program

as head coaches, many of us think that if a
job needs to be done right, it’s up to us to do it.
The problem with this line of thinking is that we

alienate our coaching staff by trying to take on
too much and not giving them a say in the pro-
gram. it is our job, or the administrations job,
to hire capable assistants, but it is also our job
to let them coach and take charge of part of the
program. We want our assistant coaches to take
pride in what they do and employ their time and
energy into something they believe in.  Don’t
tell them what to do every step of the way.  let
them coach.

Mistake #5: Doing too much schematically
and not hanging our hat on something

We all fall into the trap of doing too much.
The great thing about coaching is that when one
season is complete, we have the opportunity to
change and tweak things that didn’t work the
year before. We study film, talk to other
coaches, and attend clinics, all with the goal in
mind of getting better. The problem is, however,
when we find a new scheme that we want to use
in our program, we add it to the playbook with-
out taking something out. i can’t tell you how
many times i’ve left a clinic session telling my-
self we need to add this or that to what we al-
ready do, even though many times it didn’t fit
with our current system. There isn’t anything
wrong with having a variety of schemes in your
offense or defense, but we always need to hang
our hat on something. We need to have a go-to
play or concept that we are going to be great at
when it’s crunch time. There have been years
where i have made the mistake of doing too
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much, when we were average at many things but
not great at anything.

Mistake #6: Not anticipating injuries or
having a plan when they occur

in a perfect world the players who start the
season on our team would be able to play at the
end. even though the game of football is safer
than ever because of better equipment and
changes in rules, players still get injured and
will miss games. an injury to a star player can
make a huge difference in the final wins and
losses in a season, but we still need to have a
plan in case it happens. There have been seasons
where we have held our breath just hoping that
we wouldn’t get an injury at a certain position,
instead of having the best plan possible when
one happens. We make sure that we are 3-deep
at every position going into each game.  it does-
n’t need to be 3 different players at each spot,
but we need to have a plan if we have 2 injuries
at the same position in a game. What happens
if two centers get hurt in a game? Do you have
someone else who can snap? can you move
someone else over from guard to snap the ball?
You hope for the best, but a plan needs to be in
place for the worst.

Mistake #7: Not having set rules and ex-
pectations for players

i am a believer that fewer rules is better.  if
we have a list of a thousand rules, players will
be too busy trying to learn and understand the
rules instead of just playing football. but, not
having any rules can lead to problems too. Play-
ers need to have rules and expectations for
being on time, attending all practices and meet-
ings, etc. if they don’t, they will take advantage
of things and you will be dealing with every
player on a case by case basis. not only do you
need to have rules, but you need to enforce these
rules for everyone, whether it is a backup or a
starter who breaks the rules. if players see team-
mates getting away with something that others
don’t, you will lose credibility with your team.
On the other end, though, you don’t want to
back yourself into a corner having to enforce a
rule that doesn’t seem right.

Mistake #8: Changing the program phi-
losophy because of higher expectations

We’ve all had years with more talent than
other years where expectations within the team
and community are elevated. The mistake i’ve
made during these seasons is changing the way
we do things to somehow reach these expecta-
tions. in other years, when things may have not
been going as well, we’ve simply focused on
improving, sticking to the process, having fun,
and playing loose. something seems to happen
when expectations are higher, but the process
shouldn’t change. We tend to coach without
being loose and taking things too seriously, and
it filters down to the players, as well. Why don’t
we continue to follow the same process that we
normally do? Why don’t we play loose and have
fun like other years? We definitely should, but
there needs to be a conscious effort from the head
coach to continue to do things the right way.

Mistake #9: Not enjoying the day-to-day
involvement with the team

This mistake goes hand-in-hand with the
previous mistake. some of my most memorable
years have been the seasons where we have not
been as talented but we’ve gotten the most out
of our abilities - we overachieved. They may not
have been our best seasons from a win-loss
standpoint, but we had fun. as a head coach,
i’ve gotten caught up in our expectations at
times and was too concerned with high expec-
tations instead of what is really important -
going out each day and helping players be the
best they can be, on and off the field. it is criti-
cal to enjoy the moment and treat every practice
and game as an opportunity to help young peo-
ple, and through this, help yourself. focusing
on anything else is something that takes your at-
tention away from what really matters.

Mistake #10: Worrying about the next job
instead of the job at hand

i was extremely fortunate to begin my foot-
ball head coaching career where i attended high
school at Delasalle in Minneapolis. it was al-
ways a dream of mine to coach at the school
where i had an opportunity to play and to be
able to give back to the community. i always
knew, however, that i wanted to venture out on
my own and take on a new challenge that was
outside of my comfort zone and coach at a big-
ger school. i have no doubt that getting that first
head football job had something to do with my
time and experience there as a student-athlete.
even though i knew i wasn’t going to stay there
forever, i needed to do a better job of simply
doing the job at hand. The next job will come,
as long as you pour everything into your current
job. My point is simply this: be the best at what-
ever job you currently have and you will have
opportunities down the road.

Mistake #11: Not using practice film to
make adjustments

The game of football has come a long way,
and most of us are filming practice on a daily
basis. some of us just film team time while oth-
ers film group or even individual drills.  The
bottom line is you need to utilize every bit of
film to improve. if you’re not going to watch
the film and correct mistakes there’s really no
reason to do it. a few years ago we started film-
ing more and more portions of practice, but that
leads to more and more time off the field watch-
ing it. The best way to go about it is for players
to watch the film to see what they are doing
right and wrong, but at the very least, the
coaches need to watch every second of film in
order to make corrections, or else you are wast-
ing your time. Only film what you will be able
to watch and evaluate.

Mistake #12: Not preparing for all game
situations

since i coordinate the offense, i will explain
this from an offensive lens, but it would apply
to defense and special teams, too. i’m a believer
that if you are going to run something 50% of
the time in a game, you should spend 50% of

your time in practice on it. Playing wishbone
quarterback at uW-River falls, there were
games where we ran inside veer nearly 60
times, and we practiced it over and over in
drills, group, and team. i employ the same phi-
losophy for the play, or plays, that we hang our
hat on.  We better work on these plays the most
in practice. however, there are game situations
that arise that may need a different scheme or
play, or from a certain area on the field, and
even though we may only run it once or twice
in a game, we need to be prepared for those sit-
uations. Just as Thursday’s special teams script
has all situations, such as punting from the one
yard line, hands team, etc., offenses and defense
must prepare for obscure situations, too. and if
you only work on these situations once or twice,
it’s difficult to be great at them.  left hash, right
hash, long yardage, short yardage, 2-pt conver-
sion, last play of the half, etc., are all situations
that come up in games and you need to be ready
for them. even if you will be running the same
plays, work on the areas on the field and situa-
tions just like it’s your most important play, be-
cause it just might be.

Mistake #13: Not changing your game
plan based on your opponent

This may sound obvious, but there have
been times where we’ve kept a consistent game
plan week to week no matter who we are play-
ing.  “We run what we run, and it’s up to the de-
fense to try to stop it” is the attitude that we
have taken at times over the years.  This goes
with the idea of hanging your hat on something,
but you are short-changing your performance
when you don’t at least tweak what you do to
take advantage of the other team.  it could be a
certain scheme they do that leaves them vulner-
able, a certain player who isn’t as strong as the
rest of the team, or something else, but you need
to adjust what you do to maximize your per-
formance each week.  The other team might
have a tremendous player who is difficult to
block, and you need to change what you do to
double team or read those players in order to be
successful.  Don’t assume your scheme is invin-
cible no matter who you are playing.  improve
your chances by taking advantage of matchups
to help your team win.

Mistake #14: Not having closure on the
previous game, win or lose

We bring the guys in on saturday mornings
for a few reasons. One, we have the trainer
available for treatment and to look at new and
old injuries.  Two, we do a light run and stretch
to get the blood flowing and work through some
of the soreness they may have from the game
the night before. Third, and what i think is most
important, we watch film from the game, cor-
rect some mistakes, point out some of the posi-
tives, and have closure on that game.  Once we
leave school on saturday morning, the guys are
instructed to enjoy the weekend and forget
about the previous game.  When we return to
school for practice on Monday, we are ready to
hit the ground running on the next opponent. i
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don’t think it’s crucial to bring your players in
on saturday, because i definitely can see posi-
tives of giving players the entire weekend off,
but no matter what you do friday night, win or
lose, you need to look forward to the next game.

Mistake #15: Not shuffling your person-
nel to put the best players on the field after
injuries

We’ve run into this mistake a couple of
times over the years and need to get it corrected.
When we’ve had an injury at a certain position,
we’ve simply inserted the next person at that
position into the starting lineup. Maybe we had
another position where the starter and backup
are very close in ability but they both are better
than the new starter for the injured player. We
need to look at reshuffling the starting lineup to
put the best players on the field.  We pride our-
selves as a staff to make sure the best 22 are in
starting positions, but we haven’t done a great
deal to re-evaluate this when injuries arise, and
it’s something that needs to be done to make
sure you have your best players on the field.

Mistake 16: Going away from plays that
aren’t working without knowing why

This mistake is something that we’ve cleaned
up with the use of video on the sideline, but it
still could be a problem. i recall a playoff game
years ago when we ran a play that didn’t work
and we never came back to that play the rest of
the game. When looking at film after the game,

we realized the play was there but the runner
didn’t hit the hole. This could have changed the
outcome of the game if we would have contin-
ued to try this scheme, but since it didn’t work
the first time we went away from it. The moral
here is don’t give up on something too soon, es-
pecially if you don’t understand why it didn’t
work the first time.

Mistake #17: Running a system without
gearing it toward your personnel

This is something that we have done better
over the years, but i was very stubborn when i
first began coaching. i’m not saying that you
need to completely change your system based
on your personnel, because that would mean
changing your system year-in and year-out,
which i think is a bigger mistake. however,
tweaking your system to match personnel
makes sense. if you have a good running quar-
terback, add some option to your arsenal, if you
are great up front, pound the ball a little more
than you normally would. Whatever offense, or
defense, you run, don’t be afraid to make some
small adjustments to put your players in the best
position to be successful.

Mistake #18: Not countering your own
best plays

This really applies to the offensive side of the
ball, and it seems very obvious, but it’s some-
thing you need to be aware of. it sometimes takes
a few games in a season to see what your best

plays are, but once that happens, you need to find
ways to counter it. Opposing coaches are too
good to just continue to run exactly what has
been working all year.  They study film and they
know what they need to stop in order to beat you.
if you don’t focus on making adjustments, teams
will take away your best stuff and you won’t
have anything else to go to.  Maybe one of your
top plays is actually a counter of your best play,
or maybe a wrinkle to your best play gives it an
entirely different look, but whatever the case, you
need to be ready to adjust once a team takes your
best schemes away.

Mistake #19: Not knowing your team’s
personality to be able to motivate them

it’s a mistake to think each year the team
will be motivated by the same things.  i have
made this mistake, thinking something that
worked to motivate a team in the past would
work on another team. One year, after a good
start to the season, i was thinking the team
thought a little too highly of themselves after a
few wins and i needed to bring them back to
earth and focus. This paid off and we continued
to play well. a different year, i thought the play-
ers were thinking the same thing and i tried to
bring them back by challenging them, but i mis-
read the fact that they actually weren’t as confi-
dent as i thought. i used a motivational tactic
because it worked with a previous team, but since
each team is different, it is critical that you know
what the team, as well as individual players,
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needs to hear. coaching is a difficult job, be-
cause we must be teachers, coaches, counselors,
parents, and sometimes psychologists, in order
to maximize our talents.

Mistake #20: Treating offense and defense
as separate entities instead of one team

as a head coach who works with the of-
fense, i let the defensive staff have as much
freedom as they need in creating game plans,
practice plans, and calling the game on the field.
i don’t want to be a micromanager because as
stated in a previous mistake, i want coaches to
be able to take ownership in what they are
doing. however, this separation can go too far

and be detrimental to the team. We need to be
able to work together for a couple of reasons.
One, team building is so important and we need
players to trust each other. This isn’t an issue if
your players play both ways, but if they don’t,
it’s important that one unit doesn’t blame the
other unit for a loss. it’s good to have competition
with the groups, because that makes everyone
better, but once we step on the game field, we
need to be one. The other reason for being one
unit is game planning. Our offensive tempo
needs to fit with what the defense will be able to
do on friday night. if we are playing against a
prolific offense, maybe our offense needs to slow

the tempo to keep the ball away from them.  if
we feel good about our defense for the week,
maybe we can take more chances on offense or
go for it on fourth down in our own end. You
could throw special teams in there as well. even
though each group can be considered a stand-
alone unit, it’s important to put a game plan to-
gether that makes sense for the team as a whole.

Thank you for reading the article and to the
Wfca for giving me the opportunity to share
some thoughts about coaching. continue to do
great things for this game and for young people
by learning from your mistakes and striving to be
better tomorrow than you were the day before.

CHANGING PROGRAMS WITHOUT CHANGING
By: Jason Hagedorn, Defensive Coordinator, Shoreland Lutheran High School

Jason Hagedorn

in December 2016, i got a call from shore-
land lutheran in somers offering me a job as
the defensive coordinator for their football team
and the opportunity to teach in their math de-
partment. at that time i was in my 12th year of
teaching at luther high in Onalaska in their
math department and had held various jobs in
the football program from JV defensive coordi-
nator up to head varsity coach. as i contem-
plated the opportunity, many thoughts flooded
through my head:  “should i move my family
across the state?”, “Will it be a good fit for us?”,
“is this something i can do?” and the list could
go on. Then i thought: “am i willing to change
to a new program?” This is when i realized that,
even though Xs and Os are important, the three
major areas of change that i was looking at were
the parents, the coaches, and the players.  i like

to share my thoughts on changing programs
without changing by first looking at parents.

Just the mere word “parents” brings a multi-
tude of emotions to every coach’s mind. When
a parent says, “can we talk, coach?” your mind
goes into overdrive. What could they want?
What did i do? What did their kid do? These are
the questions that generally rush to my head. but
whatever it is i always try to remember that par-
ents are more often than not wanting to talk to
you because they want what’s best for their son.
so when i was contemplating this new opportu-
nity at shoreland i had to remember parents are
parents everywhere. so, if i could show the par-
ents at a new school that i really want what’s
best for their sons and that i will have what’s
best for them at heart, then it didn’t matter where
i coached.  being honest and transparent is the
best advice i can give when dealing with parents
because they will appreciate what you do and
trust you wholeheartedly with their sons.  next
i’d like to talk about the coaching staff.

as i was looking at becoming the “new
guy” on staff i really focused on whether or not
my addition would be good for the staff already
in place and could i add anything to it.  i got the
opportunity to talk to Paul huebner, the head
coach at shoreland, numerous times as i was
holding the job offer.  When we talked i got the
feeling that i would be good fit on the staff and
that, having already been a head coach, i would
be able to offer my two cents when Paul asked
or needed it. so i asked him’if i would be step-
ping on anyone’s toes jumping into the D-coor-

dinator role and he said no.  he had talked to his
staff prior to me getting the offer and they were
all happy to give it up to the “new guy”. at this
point i knew that being part of this staff would
be great given the chance. so the last major hur-
dle on my mind were the players.

as any coach can tell you with the players
it’s as much about attitude as it is about talent.
so i thought would they listen to me, would
they understand me and would they respect
me. Then i realized it isn’t about what the play-
ers are going to do for me but what am i going
to do for them. My attitude as a coach has al-
ways been one of support and love. i want
what’s best for them and want them to become
successful young men both on and off the
field.  One of my main coaching philosophies
has been to let the kids know i love them. Point
out a mistake but follow it up with “but re-
member, coach still loves you”. and after talk-
ing with Paul he verified that he felt the same
way when it comes to his players. “coach what
you know because kids will know if you
don’t”.  Well that was it. The last hurdle had
been cleared.  i sat my wife down and told her
to pack up because i was taking the job.

it’s been two years since i made my decision
and i’ve loved every minute of it. The change
has had its ups and down but it was exactly what
i needed. so i changed programs without chang-
ing who i was a coach, teacher, husband or fa-
ther. i just got to do it with a new group of
awesome parents and a wonderful staff and fam-
ily of young men as players. Thanks for reading
and good luck on your upcoming seasons.
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FINDING A SPOT FOR FRESHMEN ON FRIDAYS
By: Ron Frank, Head Football Coach, Sevastopol High School

Ron Frank

On behalf of the sevastopol community
and football program, we would like to thank
the Wfca for the opportunity to write this arti-
cle. We would also like to thank Wade labecki,
and the Wiaa staff, for implementing the first-
ever playoff system for eight-player schools. 

i have been at sevastopol teaching and
coaching for twenty-nine years and have seen
our enrollment decline. like many other small
schools that are vying for athletes to field teams,
sevastopol offers soccer, cross country as well

as football. it is difficult to build a football pro-
gram requiring 20 to 24 players year-after-year.
some other schools a bit larger in size, have been
able to field a freshman or junior varsity team.
This assures younger players quality playing
time and also adds to the team’s overall experi-
ence. sevastopol has not been this fortunate. We
have not been able to field a junior varsity team
in six years, and our coaches have needed to be
creative when finding playing time on friday
nights for our freshmen.  

This process begins during our summer
camp in July when we break into age-appropri-
ate groups for different drills and testing. i have
always been a firm believer in preseason testing
as it relates to strength, endurance, speed and
agility. some of the tests, that i’m sure you all
do as well, include bench press, forty-yard dash,
pro agility and the twelve minute run to name a
few. With the summer test results, we develop
a plan of finding a spot for our freshmen at the
varsity level. When we were playing traditional
eleven-man football, it was rare to actually have
a freshmen play quality minutes at the varsity
level. This is where special teams play a big part
in finding quality time for our younger athletes.

This past season we had only three fresh-
men out for football. Through the testing in July,

and as the season began, it was obvious where
we could find playing time for them on fridays.
One freshman played as a gunner on our kick-off
team as well as in the middle of our kick return
team. he also was a third team running back who
got more carries on the season than i thought he
would. another freshman was essentially our
third team quarterback, as well as our holder for
our point after touchdown team. he also saw
some varsity time at the defensive end position.
The third freshman was our back-up long kicker,
and our number one point after touchdown
kicker. he also played the linebacker position
throughout the year. 

Getting this valuable playing time at the var-
sity level was crucial to each of them. They
ended the season feeling good about their role
on the team, and more importantly are looking
forward to contributing again as sophomores.
every school and situation is different, but we
feel confident in the fact that we are doing
everything possible to get playing time on fri-
day nights for our freshmen. 

in closing, i would like to again thank the
Wfca for this opportunity and wish you all
good luck finDinG a sPOT fOR fResh-
Men On fRiDaYs!
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LEADERSHIP AND WHAT IT MEANS AT SUN PRAIRIE
By: Brian Kaminski, Head Football Coach, Sun Prairie High School

Brian Kaminski

first i want to thank the Wfca and all of the
coaches around the state of Wisconsin for making
football the best game around. We are always
working to make this game as safe as it can be
and i believe it’s in a great place right now.  

Today i am writing about leadership and
what we do in our program to promote and en-
courage it at all times. We feel leadership is
something that defines a program. You need to
help your players feel comfortable being un-
comfortable. Our goal is to get everyone to be-
lieve and strive for a common goal of making
their environment better each and everyday.
Year-after-year we emphasized the need for
leadership on the field and realized maybe our
players didn’t know what we meant when we
talked about leadership.

This hit home for us especially after one
tough season and as coaches, we blamed it on a
lack of leadership amongst our players. We dis-
cussed what we needed from our players as
leaders and realized that this was not something
that would happen on its own.

each player comes to our program with a
variety of life experiences and we knew we
would not get the leaders we wanted unless we
started with the basics and gave them tools to
be a leader, not only within our program, but at
school, and in the community.   

We came up with some ideas but also took
many ideas from different coaches in the pro-
fession. We spoke with Dave Keel from home-
stead and he shared with us what his leadership
team entails. We decided to implement it the
next year and it has been one of the best things
we do within our program.  The players need to
apply for this like they would a job.  They write
up a cover letter and resume and go thru an in-
terview process with the coaches. if selected,
we meet twice a month during the off season to
come up with new ideas to positively impact our
program. We also read a book together about
leadership. We have read urban Meyerś book
above The line (which i highly recommend).
Thru this book our players bought into the idea
of 4-6 a-b and e+R=O.  They took these ideas

from coach Meyer and made it a focal point for
the season and the seasons to come.  

We also read a book called culture Defeats
strategy. This book lead us to come up with
themes for each day at practice and has had a
big impact on what we do daily. Monday’s
theme is locked in and hungry. The players
that day need to come ready to work and want
to get better than the week before. Tuesday is
competition. We start off each practice that day
with a five-minute competition drill. it may be
wrestling a tackle ring from another player,
throwing a football, catching a punt, running
thru an obstacle course. Whatever we have that
day we call up one player and he calls out who-
ever he wants to challenge that day. We also re-
ally stress competition during practice.  We
keep a score during 7-on-7 and the losing side
has push ups. We will also do a goal line session
with our first offense vs our first defense.
Wednesday is energy.  We need to bring energy
to all that we do during that practice. This is our
last real in depth practice before the game. We
need to feel that enthusiasm to get better and
that they understand what it will take to win this
particular week. Thursday is focus and family.
We need to be sharp at practice and really dialed
in. Then we finish practice as a family together
with a meal provided by our quarterback club.
friday is payday. You work all week long to get
paid on friday, our payday is the game lets go
out and enjoy what we do.  it was great to see
the players come up with these ideas for the
days of the week. They bring it up each day at
practice and will even give me a little reminder
about energy Wednesday if i look a little tired.
The more things they can help create for your
program the easier the buy in will be. it really
gives them a sense of ownership and allows
them to leave their legacy.

We liked the idea of a “safe seat” and took
that from clemson. We put a chair in the front
of the meeting room and start off each day with
someone in the safe seat.  We expect our play-
ers to be honest and trust that everything that
is said in that room will stay in that room. We
have all players and coaches participate in the
safe seat. We ask them 4 questions. What is
your favorite memory involving youth sports?
Goals for the team? something you have had
to overcome in your life? Tell us someone who
inspires you and why?

When we are wrapping up practice we sim-
ply ask our players who made you better today?
it’s great to see and hear the team talk about
players that might not always get the credit they
deserve. This has been a way for us to make
sure everyone is recognized for their hard work.
not just the stars of the team, we all know we
need the scout team guys to make us better as
well. They really brighten up when someone
tells them that they were better today because
of them.  

bring a woman who has had a significant
role in your life to practice. We took this idea
from Dave hinkens at Xavier high school. We
ask all players, coaches, and managers to bring
a woman who has had a significant impact on
their life to practice. They follow whoever in-
vited them around practice that evening. We run
practice like we always do. This really gives
them a chance to see all of the hard work that is
involved at practice. after practice we split
everyone up into groups of ten or so.  We have
everyone share why they choose to bring this
person to practice and they give them a rose for
coming as well. Plain and simple one of the best
things we do at sP.

Our team also came up with the idea of vol-
unteering more in the community. This has re-
ally had a big impact on our community.  it’s
been great to see our players come together on
Tuesday’s at a park near a low income apart-
ment complex and set up activities to do with
the youth that live near the park. They choose
what they do that particular day and set up what
we need. To watch them mentor these young
kids has been amazing.  When we walk off the
field after a home game you will see these
young boys and girls walking holding our play-
ers equipment and talking to them about the
game. There are many other things our players
do in our community to volunteer their time.
i’m sure each community has more than enough
opportunity for your players to give back. The
rewards and lessons these young men can learn
from this is something that just can’t be taught
in a classroom.

These are just a few of the ideas  we have im-
plemented at sun Prairie in the last five years. i
know they may seem small but the impact it has
had on our program has been unbelievable. To
watch our players grow in their leadership, team-
work, and hold each other accountable has been
a very big positive for us on and off the field. We
are in this profession to impact young people in
a positive way, but i can tell you if you allow
them, they will also have a big impact on your
life and how you do things. When they feel a
sense of ownership they will buy in even more
and help you create a culture of accountability.
Thanks for taking the time to read this and if you
have any questions please feel free to reach out.

“Leadership must be
demonstrated, not 

announced.”

--Fran Tarkenton
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KNOWING YOUR ROLE AS A LOWER LEVEL COACH
By: Jon Chisholm Assistant Coach, Elk Mound High School

Jon Chisholm

i would like thank the Wfca for the oppor-
tunity to write this article. i would also like to
thank the elk Mound community and school
district for the great support while teaching and
coaching these past 8 years.

Throughout the past 8 years i have coached
football for elk Mound at a variety of levels. i
started with middle school football and have
since worked my way up to the high school with
coaching the JV team and c team for elk
Mound for the past 3 years. i also work with our
offensive and defensive line for the Varsity. un-
derstanding your role as a lower level coach is
pivotal in the success of your overall program.

Our goal at this level is to prepare these athletes
for not only varsity football, but life in general.

TEACHING THE BASICS OF YOUR
PROGRAM’S OFFENSE AND DEFENSE

My role in this area is teaching the termi-
nology and basic schemes of both offense and
defense. using the same terminology from the
time your athletes are at the 7th grade, all the way
up to high school provides continuity and com-
prehension, leading to success at the varsity level.
as a lower level coach it is my job to build a con-
crete foundation on which we can build  as they
progress through the program. understanding the
basic blocking schemes, coverages, pass protec-
tion, terminology, etc., allows for more time to
be spent on adding new components that will
supplement your offense or defense as they
progress at the upper level. consistency from
year-to-year is crucial to the individual’s overall
success as part of the team. Time needs to be
spent perfecting skills during practice, not learn-
ing new terminology, new offenses, or defenses
each year. at the lower levels you need to run the
basic offense and defense your varsity program
is operating with.
KEEPING KIDS OUT FOR FOOTBALL

One of the ways i judge my own success  as
a coach is seeing how many kids come back the
following year after coaching them. all kids de-
velop at different times so you never know

when an athlete is going to develop or what
skills they may provide for your team.  My goal
is to keep every athlete out from one year to the
next. building strong relationships with my ath-
letes is one area that helps in keeping them out
for football.  every athlete is unique but i enjoy
the challenge of finding different ways to con-
nect with them. competition breeds success, the
more athletes we have battling for positions, the
harder they want to work, which directly corre-
lates with our success as a program.

TEACHING GREAT CHARACTER
During my time with these athletes i want to

instill great character in them as well. at elk
Mound we spend time talking about how we are
sTuDenT-athletes. You are a student before you
are an athlete. We need to have great character in
the classroom and community before we can
focus on being the athlete. We want members of
the community to look at our program and see
how we are a beneficial part of the community.
Our athletes give back to the community by
coaching youth football teams and volunteering
with various community-based projects.

MAKING IT FUN
My last and most important role as a lower

level coach is to have fun! We all went into
coaching because we love this great sport! My
goal is that my passion and love for this sport is
portrayed to my athletes on a daily basis. i never
want practice or games to feel like a “job” for
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LEARN FROM THE BEST
By: David Crail, Head Football Coach, River Falls High School

David Crail

i have had the opportunity to learn the game
of football from a number of incredible coaches.
each one of these individuals, through observa-
tion and conversation, provided me a frame-
work for my own personal coaching philosophy.
as i write this, now going into my fifth year as
a head coach, my third here at River falls, i am
fortunate to have the opportunity to again learn
from one of the best that our state has to offer. 

bill forster began his coaching career here
in River falls in 1979. in that time he has
worked as both an assistant coach and head
coach. he has had a front row seat for the suc-
cesses and struggles of this program for as far
back as most in our community can remember.  

after taking the head coaching position
here i had the opportunity to sit down with
coach forster as i was putting our coaching
staff together.  The conversation was immedi-
ately engaging and it became evident that i

needed this individual to be a part of the cultural
change that we were going to bring to River
falls. i am grateful for his willingness to remain
with our program. Through his involvement, i
have been given an opportunity to learn and grow
as both a coach and an individual. What follows
are several of the key lessons that this man has
taught me over the last two seasons.

Invest In Relationships
it is enjoyable to watch a coach get the op-

portunity to coach the sons of his former play-
ers. in each of these situations, and there have
been multiple, the fathers of these players talk
about their experiences with coach so posi-
tively. They talk about the work, the practices
and the program as a whole in such a positive
way.  it shows that there was always an empha-
sis placed on the players. i see that same care
placed on our current players. The expectations
of coach forster are high, but the way he en-
gages the players shows them that he has their
best interests at heart. he invests in them, and
not just during the season. he actively engages
them so they know that he cares about them
well beyond the playing field. 

Servant Leadership
coach has been such an incredible example

of service for our program. it would be easy for
him to take a step back in this area. he has cer-
tainly put the time in and no one would blame
him if he left the smaller tasks to others on the
staff. That however is not the way he operates.
coach is the first to offer to assist on any and
all tasks. coach shows us all that leadership is
about service. leadership by his standard is
about doing things that will allow for everyone

to do their jobs to the best of their ability. What
an amazing lesson for me as a head coach, how
can i serve my assistants in a way that allows
for them to be successful at what they do? in
turn, the servant aspect of what coach does
passes from our assistants to our players and im-
pacts our entire program in a positive way. 

Be Open to Change
it would have been very easy for coach to

say “no thank you” to the changes that were
brought to our program when i took the job. i
know that i do things differently than many, and
coach certainly did not need to listen to someone
that wasn’t even alive when he started his coach-
ing career. his choice however was to be open to
the changes. he has embraced the changes to our
program and has made them a part of how he
works with our kids. i know there are things he
would do differently at times, as we have talked
about them, but in each and every situation,
coach has alWaYs supported our process. his
support has been vital to our success. 

as i consider the direction of my coaching
career i can only hope to have the same level of
success as coach forster. he has had success
on the field, but more importantly, this man has
impacted lives. for the last forty years he has
positively impacted the players that he has
coached and has built long-lasting relationships.
now as my assistant coach, he continues to
have that impact on me as i continue to grow in
this profession. i am so grateful to learn from
the best and i congratulate coach forster on his
well-deserved induction into the Wisconsin
coaches hall of fame. 

SORRY, WE DON’T HAVE A RESET BUTTON!
(GAME FILMS – OLD SCHOOL NOSTALGIA – AND TODAY’S CHALLENGES)

By: George Machado, Passing Game Coordinator and Quarterbacks Coach, Brookfield Central High School

George Machado

Despite the rumors, i have never personally
worn or coached athletes who donned leather
helmets. it’s true however, i have been coaching
high school football for a lot of years and have
witnessed tremendous changes. some good and
some, shall we say the jury is still in deliberation
on. i am sure all coaches today would agree that
hudl is one of, if not the biggest technological
advancement in our grand game. suffice it to say
that if this generation of hudl coaches knew what
it took to film games, scout, develop game
footage, and replay the final product, they would
wonder how there would have been time to do
anything else. 

i recall needing an entire room for cameras,
film reels, Kodak 16 mm projectors, cam-
corders, Vhs tapes, playback recorders, analyz-
ers, batteries, battery chargers, and a pile of
cords and adapters that resembled a big bowl of
spaghetti. as overwhelming as it sounds, it was
the system we had, and we made the best of it.
like the Wright brothers and their initial flying
machines, improvements and advancements
were as exciting and fast coming as the flights
themselves. 

back in 1984 as a head coach in blanchard,
Oklahoma, i remember how the process of de-
veloping your game films came about. after a
game (win or lose) my younger brother who

my teams. On any given Monday, Thursday, or
friday night i bring energy to our sideline by
getting excited with our teams on big plays! en-
ergy is contagious, if i have it, then our kids are
going to have it!

Our main goal is to prepare athletes for the
friday night lights, but sometimes coaches lose
sight of these 4 basics. Winning is fun, don’t get
me wrong, but at the lower levels not all success
will be gauged in wins and losses. Teaching the

basics of your program’s offense and defense,
keeping kids out for football, teaching great char-
acter and keeping it fun is how i gauge my suc-
cess. if you focus on these basics the scoreboard
will take care of itself in the long-run.  
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was my offensive coordinator, and i would fol-
low a rigorous routine to secure our game film.
We would drive the 41 miles to edmond to per-
sonally drop off our four 16mm yellow and
black film boxes to get a head start on the rest
of the area coaches. it was a first come, first
served business on friday night and we often
sat in a small waiting room area like expectant
fathers waiting for our game play documenta-
tion to be processed. bill lewis, of lewis sys-
tem head phones fame was the proprietor and
our gracious host every weekend in the fall. as
we waited, it was common to visit and share
war stories with the other “early bird” coaches
present. it was never hard to identify the win-
ners, and never easy to console the less fortu-
nate warriors of game night. The ones that
actually planted their foreheads up against the
plate glass window to watch every inch of their
celluloid strips snake through the gigantic de-
veloping and processing machine were usually
on the right side of a major upset or last second
victory. There were no cell phones, laptops, or
newspapers to bury your head in. There was
lively conversation, congratulatory banter, con-
ciliatory gestures, an early jump on next week’s
scouting report, and even some good old boy
braggadocios posturing. We even had to break
up a fight once. 

it was Oklahoma high school football at
its finest and it was in your face with the same
strength as the winds that blew across the west-
ern panhandle. it was a right of passage in a
very competitive profession and i was honored
to be on the journey. eventually, much like a
busy bakery your number was called when
your film was ready to pick up. it was not un-
usual to get the finished product at 2:00 aM
and many of the red-eye-faithful went off in
search of a twenty-four-hour Denny’s Restau-
rant or a Mom and Pop donut stand. it was a
ritual repeated a minimum of 10 times each
fall, and as many as 15 if it was your year. it
was old school, at times exhausting, always ex-
citing, and never disappointing.

i can still smell the developing chemicals,
see and hear the loud hum of the machine as it
pushed film endlessly through a labyrinth of
gears, the colorful school sweatshirts and coach-
ing polos, and the feel of raw anticipation as we
waited in line for the shiny silver canisters that
would affirm our labors. 

Today if you have the strength to open your
laptop or grab your phone, hudl will be at your
fingertips to display your game. You still have to
film your contest, but the process is light years
ahead of driving Oklahoma back roads or lug-
ging news-crew-size camcorders to every game.

back in the day, an end zone camera was the
coaches’ wife on a ladder in the back of a
pickup, and replay translated into playing the
entire film again in its entirety. and i would be
remiss if l didn’t point out the idiosyncratic fea-
tures of Kodak’s 16mm projector. it weighed
twenty-five pounds and produced more heat, il-
lumination, and noise than the nuclear reactors
at chernobyl’s power plant. i remember just let-

ting it run without film in it to heat my office on
a cold november morning prior to weight train-
ing. These babies should have come with a
warning to use at your own risk. anytime i read
medications that instruct you to refrain from
driving or operating heavy machinery, these
monsters come to mind. Thanks Kodak!

The point of this story is to emphasize how
things change. education, technology, social evo-
lution and other factors have made things easier,
streamlined and more efficient. some would say
things have improved greatly, while others would
argue that easier and faster doesn’t always guar-
antee us a better world! The challenges that a
coach face is different and, in some ways, more
complicated and demanding today. i am sure
many coaches would volunteer to ride along
with my brother and i to deliver game film
footage if it meant they could simplify and im-
prove the quality of their coaching life in other
areas. coaching kids today can be exhilarating,
exhaustive, rewarding and sometimes an exer-
cise in futility all at the same time. This gener-
ation of athletes first and foremost are more
than likely offspring of parents who possess an
advanced degree from esPn university. DVD
training films, internet instructional programs,
and recorded clinic talks have given mom and
dad just enough knowledge to be dangerous.
Parental involvement is the lifeblood of positive
and successful schools. conversely, parental in-
terference is the anathema of that same institu-

tional system. it is a fine line that separates
these two approaches and creates a very slip-
pery slope that needs to be maneuvered across.
My dad, who was a high school football coach,
gave me some profound insight into the coach-
ing profession by posing a question. he asked
me what my three pie-in-the-sky football dream
jobs were. i quickly peeled off notre Dame,
Oklahoma, and usc. he returned a wily smile
and informed me that the most attractive and re-
warding coaching jobs were actually in orphan-
ages. his “no parents, no problems,” moral was
dramatically brought home and his protective
heads-up, very much appreciated.

another unique characteristic of this gener-
ation is the immediate access to information and
their need to take on “the why,” of a thing. blind
obedience and faith in authority are no longer
the accepted modes of operation. a quick
Google search has put everyone on notice. To
their credit most kids today are eager to partic-
ipate and work at getting better once they know
that “why of a thing!” coaches, especially the
old school dinosaurs like myself must be willing
to change, grow, and adapt to keep up with the
wiz kids the yellow school buses drop off at our
front doors. The advancements in technology
and the never-ending social media saturation are
two of the examples of the generational chal-
lenges we confront daily. i wish i had a dime for
every time a bunch of veteran coaches at a clinic
expressed their relief that cell phone cameras
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and video recorders were not in existence in
their “hay day!” We all agree that some careers
would have changed quickly, and some may
have even ended. Questionable behavior and
questionable language are tough enough to deal
with, without having them documented on
YouTube, snapchat, instagram, or facebook.
speaking for myself personally, i would have
been a social media darling with an abundance
of hits and exuberant comments. i would also
probably be taking advantage of the huber law
statute or toiling full time on a chain-gang.
Tough love is not a method of discipline that
translates clearly through the video medium.
seeing the action but not the heart of the doer
is the chink in the armor. as they say one man's
discipline can be interpreted as another man's
abuse. it is not a subject matter to be taken
lightly nor is it a simple black and white reality.
Dna has convicted a host of criminals, but it
has also set many wrongfully convicted people
free. how we choose to use recorded informa-
tion is as important as the information itself. We
always need to take the higher road, give the
benefit of the doubt, and seek fairness and jus-
tice. it should further be noted that in this world
of “everyone knows your business,” people
have been held accountable, abuse has been dis-
covered and exposed, and the bad apples have
been plucked from the barrel. but we also need
to understand there is a reason why cell phones
are not allowed at military boot camps. Rational
thought trumps emotional over reaction! i al-
ways try to tell myself to slow down, think
clearly, and then act. Trust me it is easier said
than done!

This selfie-generation loves to see them-
selves on a screen. This group of kids have be-
come voyeurs, film critics, and border line
exhibitionists. They love extravagant behavior
that will attract attention. unfortunately, it has
also created a less empathetic, harder edge in-
dividual that worries more about the perform-
ance than the performer. i just see too many
feelings being hurt, too many people being
laughed at, and far too much poor decision mak-
ing. if a video or picture creates a visceral reac-
tion, its mission accomplished. The bar should
be set much higher than that. it is an area where
we as educators and coaches must exude some
positive and corrective influence. it is no longer
a behavior that can be ignored or laughed off.

There is just as much bullying behavior exhib-
ited in this arena as there is in the school build-
ing itself. in school we all knew the class clown
and appreciated and enjoyed his talent. Today
everyone aspires to be the class clown and this
overcrowded field has produced a diminished
product. More of a thing does not always guar-
antee us greater entertainment. in fact, it creates
more opportunity for misunderstanding, hurt
feelings, and flat out heart ache. There is no cell
phone referee or written rule book. it is a cyber-
space free-for-all and as close to the gunslinger
wild west as we have been in a long time. Wyatt
earp had visitors to Tombstone and Dodge city
check their guns at the gates of town. schools
would be wise in my opinion to have their stu-
dents check their cell phones at the door! Trust
me mom and dad, they would survive this bar-
baric seven-hour deprivation! it would be fun
to actually witness students talking to one an-
other at the lunch table and people rediscover-
ing eye contact and direct social interaction.
Wow, i am starting to sound like my own father!

in that vein, i recall listening to my father's
generation tell of their hardships and the trials
and tribulations of their upbringing. My dad told
stories of walking three miles in the snow just
to get a loaf of bread. i mean come on dad you
were born and raised in southern california! i
remember thinking that when i became the
older and wiser generation i would never preach
or spin a tale to those younger than me. how-
ever, it seems that it is a natural progression to
evolve from the student to the teacher and to uti-
lize one’s experience to inform and educate the
neophytes we encounter. i want to warn the
young people of today to spend more time out-
doors and less time in front of a computer
screen. Take the time to talk and have genuine
conversations instead of texting (rest your
thumbs). Pull off those head phones and ear
buds and listen to a rainfall, a freight train, or
wind blowing through a tree. Take a pen, a sin-
gle sheet of paper, an envelope and a stamp and
discover the excitement of writing a letter. i un-
derstand that email is more convenient, quicker,
and much easier. but trust me it is not better
than a real letter. holding it in your hand, lick-
ing the stamp and envelope and dropping it
through that red, white and blue squeaky door
of the mail box just makes the whole process so
much more meaningful! Read more books and

watch less television. start asking your parents
to tell you stories about themselves. You will be
amazed to discover how cool the adults in your
house really are. Volunteer to help someone or
to contribute in some way to improve your com-
munity. be a giver and not a taker. be a partic-
ipant and not a spectator. spend more time in
family functions and less time on your phone.
Protect and stand up for the weak and frightened
souls you encounter. Do what is right even if it
is hard and avoid always looking for the short-
cut and easy answer. hang out with good people
and discover the value of genuine friendship.
love to laugh, and never be afraid to laugh at
yourself. as hard as it is and as unrealistic as it
sounds, try to make everyday your masterpiece.
and always remember these ten (10) two (2)
letter words: if it is to be it is up to me.

if you have ever sat down and played a
video game with your child or a friend. Or if
you have just observed from a distance you will
notice one other thing that this generation has
come to rely on. no matter how poorly they per-
form, how badly they are getting beat, or how
frustrated they become, there is always a con-
venient reset button they can push to start over
with a clean and unblemished slate. it is an elec-
tronic check-hike, a cyberspace do-over, and a
Playstation restart that becomes an addictive
crutch to spare an individual's feelings. it is an
easy way out and an expectation. lt is that two-
foot trophy kids expect for simply showing up
and participating.

That's what i love about high school foot-
ball. it is hard! it is the last bastion of discipline
and the greatest producer of a genuine work
ethic. it is the perfect example of what we call
“The school of hard knocks.” it is the best
teacher of life and the greatest equalizer i know.
it only rewards those who work hard. it is a
team game that requires teamwork to be suc-
cessful. Knute Rockne said, “i never look for
the eleven best players but rather for the best
eleven players!” it is all about TeaM. football
will teach you to win with humility and lose
with dignity. it will teach you to get up after you
get knocked down. it will teach you to never
quit. and finally, no matter how great the dis-
appointment, or how bad the hurt, you will learn
to work through it and to become a better person
for having experienced it. sorry, we don’t have
a reset button.

THANK YOU to all of you who so generously submitted articles for 

“The Point After II.”
If you do not see your article in this issue, please look for it in a future issue! 

Articles may be emailed to the WFCA office at office@wifca.org, or send paper copy to:
WFCA, PO Box 8, Poynette, WI 53955. Please include the title of the article, and the name, school 

and title of the author, along with the author’s photograph. Again, our thanks!
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Thank you to the Wfca for The Point After
II and continually providing a great resource for
football coaches. i have learned much in the past
from other coaches, and am grateful for the op-
portunity to contribute to this edition.

in choosing a topic to write about, i decided
to write about something that has been a main
passion of mine in my previous and current
coaching positions. Maybe not everybody is ex-
cited about entering data and looking for statis-
tical tendencies, but being a stats teacher, i
really enjoy working with numbers and making

calculated decisions. it is all worth it when those
tendencies show up in an opponent on friday
night. any extra edge that we can gain to help
our team prepare to be able to make the crucial
stop or force the turnover is worth it.  The ability
to use hudl to filter breakdown data or make re-
ports is quite beneficial in finding tells in an op-
ponent’s tendencies in Dn/DisT, Formation,
Personnel, or Motions. breaking down data is
an art and each coaching staff has their own
methods and process, so i am not saying that
what i do is best, everybody has to adapt their

own system to fit them. My goal is to explain
my process and why i do it.  

The key to a good opponent scouting system
is to approach it scientifically and keep it concise
and usable. You can enter every single data point,
but you would inevitably get lost in the data. find
important data points to tag from each play that
will be of most benefit for your program. use ab-
breviations that make sense to everyone who will
be watching film. if you aren’t able to use your
tagging or codes to sort and identify information,
then what is the point?

LIFE LESSONS WISCONSIN TO TEXAS AND BACK AGAIN!
By: Tom Neuman, Head Football Coach, Denmark High School

Tom Neuman

There has been one constant in my life from
a very young age and that’s football. from back-
yard pick-up games with the neighborhood
gang, to high school ball in Wautoma, to college
ball in River falls, i played it. in 1993 i got the
opportunity to coach it and it, football, has been
the epicenter of some of my most memorable
experiences. it has taken me to many places and
given me so many things that i am grateful for.
i have had many great mentors along the way,
starting with Dennis Moon and Rollie hall, my
high school coaches and John O’ Grady, my
college coach. i’ve worked with some outstand-
ing professionals who have taught me so many
things about football and life. While coaching
at the college level i worked with Pat cerroni,
Kevin bullis and Tom Journell in Wisconsin
and Mark copeland and eddie Vowell in Texas. 

in 2003 i got the opportunity to coach
Texas high school football in carrollton

Texas (Dallas) i spent the next 15 years expe-
riencing “friday night lights”.  it was a lot of
fun and an incredible learning experience. at
newman smith high school, i worked under
Paul Ressa. coach Ressa is truly one of the
hardest working individuals i’ve ever been
around. he taught me that preparation is the key
to everything we do as coaches. We spent count-
less hours preparing practice plans and scripted
everything we did. The life lesson i learned
from coach Ressa was “Plan your work and
work your plan.” The school i worked in had
2000 students and was in an urban setting.
There were challenges everyday outside of foot-
ball, the Xs and Os of football were often times
secondary to teaching kids life skills and how
to deal with problems. This is where i learned
from coach Mark sullivan a phrase he said to
our athletes every day “Manage your problems
or your problems will manage you”. so often
young student athletes do not have the ability to
communicate problems they may be experienc-
ing, in class, at home or with life in general. The
kids i worked with dealt with violence, drugs,
absentee parenting and crime on a daily basis.
They needed coaches in their lives to give them
not only direction but hope. 

My takeaway from my time in Texas was
that you have to coach the person as well as the
athlete. Often times as coaches we get caught
up in scheming the Xs and Os and forget about
the Jimmies and Joes. 

Today i’m coaching in Denmark, Wiscon-
sin. a stark contrast to Dallas, but football is
football no matter where you go. i spent 25 of
my 26 years of coaching as an assistant, being

a head coach has given me a new perspective. i
believe you have to strike a balance between
coaching your coaches and leading your play-
ers. The challenge is getting everyone, top to
bottom, to move in the same direction with the
vision, goals and standards you have as team.
in my opinion having a guiding principal for
your organization is paramount. it should be de-
veloped by your team and refined by your staff,
we call these our core values. We actually sac-
rificed a full practice in august to go over these
and make sure everyone in the program new
them. We posted them throughout our meeting
rooms and locker rooms. Directly above our
core values we post our Team Goal. We revisit
these things on a weekly and sometimes daily
basis as a team and in our individual units. Our
goal gives us direction and our core values
guide us, any tough decision that needs to be
made becomes simple. Does it fit with our core
values and does it help us reach our goal? 

simple lessons from mentors i’ve had along
the way:
• coach O’Grady – “Keep moving forward,

never back down.”
• coach Moon – “Play for the guy next to

you”
• coach cerroni – “a defense becomes great

when they love one another.”
• coach Journell – “if you can line up, run,

and hit you can play defense.”
• coach Ressa – “a clear mind equals fast

feet”
• coach bullis – “if you hit the Qb enough in

the 1st quarter he’ll feel it in the 4th”

Mark Your Calendar Now! 
WFCA SPRING FOOTBALL CLINIC

April 2, 3 & 4, 2020  ~ April 8, 9 & 10, 2021
Marriott Hotel in Middleton, Wisconsin 
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MAXIMIZING PLAYERS USED
By: Mark LeCaptain, Assistant Coach, Luxemburg-Casco High School

Mark LeCaptain

istudies show that in Wisconsin, on aver-
age, about 18 varsity players will see the field
on any given friday night football game. These
are usually seniors and Juniors, with a few
sophomores sprinkled in depending on your
school size. freshmen are rare but some do
apply. This is something we have looked at in
many ways. for argument sake, let us look at
45 players. (15 per grade, soph, JR, sR.) if we
subtract the 18 from 45, we now have 27 play-
ers who will not see the field friday night. now
we understand, the J.V. game is for most of
these players. That being said, we have used a
few sets to get some of these players in the
game, without jeopardizing a favorable out-
come. Too many times, we have seen coaches
put inexperienced players in the game, primarily
on special teams. This is used to give top play-
ers a rest. We do not do this, as special teams
are way to important. special teams end up
being about 28% of the game. We try to keep
as many starters on special teams as possible.

some special teams, we replace bigger with
faster, but not lesser. Most of the time, a J.V.
kickoff team does not get the job done to expec-
tations. The following are ways we have used
to get more players involved and ultimately get
them ready for the games they will be playing
full time.
1. Pass rush specialist: This player is normally

a junior or sophomore, who is not a starter.
he knows that any time the down and dis-
tance is 3rd and 10 yards or greater, he is in
the game. One job, get the Qb. Replace a two
way player and get him a one or two play
rest. Your team maybe fortunate enough to
have two of these players. We have had this
a few times. in our experience, this player
takes his position very seriously and nor-
mally is fresh and ready to go.

2. Jumbo set: have a jumbo package for short
yardage. Take out wide outs and smaller
running backs. Replace with backup line-
men and maybe bigger full back. This for-
mation is best used in 2nd and short
situations, leaving third and fourth down if
needed. linemen are used in the backfield.
These players usually love the fact they are
now running backs. We also try to give them
a hand off or two per year. This is a great
way to keep your top backup linemen moti-
vated and ready to go.

3. Gunners on kickoff: The two gunners can
be fast, younger players that try to pin the
returner deep. These positions are won on
a week-to-week basis, depending on how
the players performed on the scout team
that week. competition becomes fierce for

these spots.
4. Wildcat formation: We replace our Qb and

run some direct snap. Primarily on first
down. This helps when our Qb is a two way
player. This gives us more time to speak with
him. This also leaves three downs, if first
down does not get us the results we desire.

5. Punt safe return: in this formation, the only
thing we are doing, is making sure the other
team does not fake the punt. We have no re-
turner. We replace bigger two way players
with younger linebackers. normally three.
This is done to rest the starters. no chance
of muffing the return all 11 players are tak-
ing away any fake.

6. holder for extra point: This may not seem
like much of a spot. We believe it is very
useful in getting our backup Qb involved.
again, this gives us more time with our
starting Qb before he goes out on defense.
This also gets our backup more reps as well
as playing with the first team. We set up our
fakes with this player calling the signals. We
have found, any chance we can get our
backup Qb some snaps, it helps. 
These are just a few things we have done

to get the numbers up from 18 to about 25 kids
playing on friday night. We know kids are
much more motivated when they are in a
game, that the outcome has not been decided.
i have primarily coached at the division 3 and
4 levels. i understand every level and every
team has different dynamics. These sets have
worked well for the teams i have coached. We
will continue to use them in the future. The
best thing we can do , as coaches, for our fu-
ture players, is keep them motivated and get

USING PERSONNEL PACKAGES TO GET FULL 
POTENTIAL OUT OF YOUR ROSTER

By: Nick Olson, Freshman Football Coach, Northwestern High School.

We have all heard about the school that runs
the same offensive scheme for the last 50 years
and they refuse to change for anyone or any-
body. Tradition is great and should definitely be
respected but just because you do things one
way one year doesn’t mean you can’t tweak
things the next. One of the ways i have been
able to utilize more players on our roster year-
in and year-out is through personnel groupings
or personnel packages. This isn’t sean McVay
type innovation, but it can be a powerful strat-
egy if done correctly. 

for example, you have an underclassman
who has talent but is maybe a year away from be-
coming a key player. You can get that athlete’s

feet wet by inserting him into a personnel
grouping, which allows him to get some time
on friday night. This way you are doing so
gradually and you won’t be throwing him to the
wolves all at once. 

in order for this to pay dividends you must
go all in with the strategy. Take a look at your
roster and based upon your offensive scheme
list all of the players that could potentially ben-
efit the team by inserting them into a grouping.
for example, one season we had fast skill play-
ers that could fly but were not physical enough
to play every down or block effectively. We
put them into a package we called “lightning”
and used them on clear passing downs. by
having this in place those players could rep a

set of plays in practice numerous times before-
hand and be ready when their number was
called.  This gave our opponents fits trying to
match our speed in these situations. You must
be organized and use a system to get packages
subbed in and out quickly. This can be done in
numerous ways, come up with a plan that
works best for you. 

Personnel packages are a win-win for every-
one. They obviously help the team by getting
the right players in the right situations. They
allow for more players to play quality reps, they
allow for your starters to be spelled when nec-
essary, and they boost overall team morale as
kids become more invested. 
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MAXIMIZE HUDL TO FIND YOUR OPPONENT’S TENDENCIES
By: Micah Adams, Defensive Backs Coach, Homestead High School, Mequon

Micah Adams

To climb to the top of the competition in any
athletic arena is an incredible accomplishment.
but any coach who has done so knows that it is
perhaps even more challenging to maintain the
greatness you’ve achieved over time. home-
stead football has seen incredible success. from
18 straight conference championships, to a 67
game conference win streak, 6 state champi-
onships and countless young men turned into re-
liable leaders for their community; there is no
debate that this program is one of Wisconsin’s
finest. however, in order to maintain that level
of success, the highlander staff has invested
themselves in learning how to best leverage 21st
century platforms to gain success. homestead
football partners with hudl and has been able to
use the technology hudl provides to ensure that
every possible advantage is found and exploited
on friday nights. This includes the products
hudl assist and hudl sideline. specifically, this
article will focus on the use of data within hudl
to demonstrate how the highlander staff finds
tendencies and uses them to simplify the game
plan for our players. 

Using Hudl Assist and 
Homestead’s Work flow

One of the key components to our success
in understanding our opponent’s tendencies has
been to employ the use of hudl assist. as any
defensive coach can attest, the data entry that
accompanies film study can be an enormously
time consuming task. hudl assist has helped us
immensely to this point. We started using hudl
assist during the 2017 season and found some
success in getting basic data like down and dis-
tance from the service. hudl improved the prod-
uct going into the 2018 season allowing us to
spend less time entering in data and more time
analyzing what we had.

led by a system put into place by our Defen-
sive coordinator Matt Wolf, the defensive staff
seeks to mitigate the amount of time spent on
data entry by dividing the workload as much as
possible. While hudl assist provides much of the
data we use, even a company as cutting-edge as

hudl makes mistakes. each position coach is
tasked with columns of data to check and ensure
that the system coded correctly. 

for example, i am responsible for checking
all of the offensive formation names which in-
cludes ensuring that all formation names are
properly named according to hudl’s diagrams.
This can be accomplished by going to the
“Team” tab at the top of the hudl website, se-
lecting the “Team settings” option on the bot-
tom of the drop-down menu and then clicking
on the “formation names” at the top of the page
(see diagram).

similarly, our linebackers coach, John bon-
ner, is responsible for coding the way the quar-
terback and running backs line up. he does this
by ensuring the diagrams are correct in hudl
using the same procedures as i do for the forma-
tions, but sorting for the “backfield” option by
clicking the box on the page in the diagram.
Other coaches check data such as the down, dis-
tance, and hash to ensure their accuracy.

Making the Data Useful
by tasking position coaches with much of

the data entry, coach Wolf is able to focus on
“the big picture” and taking that data to create
the beginnings of a game-plan. Much of his ini-
tial game-planning will be done on sunday
nights after the position coaches have had sat-

urday and early sunday to ensure the data is
correct. as he navigates the data, coach Wolf
keeps in contact with the staff via text and/or
email while the first steps of the game-plan are
being worked on. 

While he does this, my job is to work on cre-
ating notes on the strongest tendencies our oppo-
nent is giving us for that week. This is done
because our defensive staff has a meeting every
Monday morning at 6 am to discuss and finalize
our game-plan. With all of our data finished, an
initial game-plan constructed and tendencies
ready to support opinions, the defensive staff is

able to have an informed discussion on what the
best approach is.

Our staff meeting becomes less guess-work
and more data-driven dialogue that allows us to
draw on the experience of Defensive backs
coach and Wisconsin coaches hall of fame
member Dan Juedes, Defensive line coach Jim
schara with his 40+ years of service to an out-
standing program and fellow Defensive line
coach Tom fugate who has led the development
of 26 Division 1 and 2 nfl defensive linemen.

This incredible bevy of knowledge of the
game, the statistical confidence given by our
work on the data, and the leadership of coach
Wolf allow the homestead defensive staff to put
our players in a position to succeed constantly
on friday nights.
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The Data We Use
To ensure that we leave no stone uncovered in
our search for tendencies, we have put together
a data set that houses all statistics we will need.
This set is used by the defensive staff by going
to the “change columns” tab above the data
field on hudl.

The columns we include are listed below:
• Play #
• ODK
• Down (Dn)
• Distance (DisT)
• hash
• Yard line (YaRD ln)
• Yards Gained/lost (Gn/ls)
• Offensive formation (Off fORM)
• backfield
• Where’s #? (We will track where key play-

ers line up with this column)

• Play Direction (PlaY DiR)
• Offensive Play (Off PlaY)
• Play Type
• Routes (the pass routes that are run by the

receivers on a pass play are named)
• Opponent Receiver (OPP ReceiVeR – we

track receivers targeted on passes)
• Result
• Motion
• Motion Direction (MOTiOn DiR)
• Offensive strength (Off sTR)
• Personnel
• Quarter (QTR)

being able to have such a detailed under-
standing of an opponent would never be possi-
ble if it were not for the total commitment and
ego-less disposition of the defensive staff i work
with. everyone’s opinion is heard, valued and

respected and data analysis is able to be used to
justify any decision that ends up being made.
What has resulted from this process is truly the
best of both worlds; the new-school and old-
school approach to breaking down and under-
standing opponents.

i would like to personally thank my wife for
the countless hours she devotes to my football
career, the highlander coaching staff led by head
coach, Dave Keel and my parents who have sup-
ported me through 23 years of football and count-
ing. i am blessed to coach in an outstanding high
school, supported by an incredible community.
in addition, i’d like to thank the Wfca for put-
ting out an informative and engaging publication
along with their dedication to supporting the
growth and development of young men across
our state.

THOUGHTS ON PRACTICE ORGANIZATION
By: Ken Krause, Head Football Coach, Muskego High School

Ken Krause

i would like to thank the Wfca for asking
me to write an article for The Point After II. i
look forward to receiving The Point After II
each year and looking for ideas to incorporate
into our program. Without a doubt we have the
best coaching association, best clinic and best
publication in the country. if you have any
questions or would like to talk more on prac-
tice organization please contact me at ken-
neth.krause@muskegonorway.org

The topic of my clinic presentation was
Practice Organization. i have listed 20 ideas on
the subject:
1. Give the players the entire weekend off.

Keeps players mentally fresh. Players can
make college visits on saturday. coaches can
find some family time and go to youth games.

2. lift before practice on Monday and
Wednesday. squat on Monday’s so they are
fully recovered by game day.

3. When lifting treat it as a part of practice.
coaches watch their position groups lift and
make sure players are using proper tech-
nique and encouraging them just like you

would during individual football drills.
4. if your JV plays on a Thursday night have

JV lift on friday’s as well and get a 3rd
workout in for the week.

5. show 15 minutes of previous game on Mon-
day. highlight the most important items
from game. Maximize your time.

6. Do helmet checks every day at practice.
During dynamic warm up each coach has a
line and is checking to make sure helmets
are fitting properly.

7. Do special Teams at the beginning of prac-
tice. shows players you value these units.

8. extra Point/field goal practiced each day.
have 3 groups rotating from different hashes
and places on the field. have starting Qb off
extra point team and have him work with
WRs on individual routes with them. Dl
working on getting off chutes/running the
circle. Punt team rushers working on block-
ing punts, Dbs working read to-speed pedal
footwork.

9. Punt Team/Kickoff team - look to have as
many defensive players on this team. These
teams you want your best tacklers. There-
fore, use this time for offense to work extra
on drills, skelly, sled work. it always seems
that offense needs more time in practice and
here is a way to accomplish it.

10. Transition with a purpose. Jog from station to
station during practice. Moving from one
practice segment efficiently is very important.

11. Do drills that simulate game conditions.
12. avoid re running plays in practice. film

team O and D and show on film the mis-
takes rather then re-run a play. as a staff
each position coach watches there group
and either types up notes on hudl or shows
players there mistakes the next day.

13. seek out and film the effort plays in prac-
tice, then use it during film sessions the
next day.

14. fumble circuit done each day in practice.
15. Run the ball 70% of the time in a game prac-

tice run plays 70 % of the time in practice.
Don’t waste 30 minutes at practice on a play
you will run once a game

16. Work situational football: Goal line/short
yardage offense each day. Work on two-
minute offense during your practice week.

17. stretch after practice to avoid hamstring, hip
and groin injuries.

18. be Positive at Practice - Shout Praise and
Whisper Criticism.

19. have fun at practice - give players nick-
names, play music when players are slug-
gish, have a joke of the day each practice
after warming up.

20. Practice one night a week later at night under
the lights. allows players to see teachers
after school, players and staff can attend
home lower level game (JV or frosh always
home on Thursdays). Going under the lights
simulates game conditions when catching
the ball on punts, kickoffs and passes.

“Spectacular achievements

are always preceded by 

unspectacular preparation”

--Roger Staubach
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MAKING THE TRANSITION 
FROM COACHING OFFENSE TO DEFENSE

By: Jeremy Gemig, Defensive Coordinator, St. Francis High School

Jeremy Gemig

i would like to thank coach sarver, coach
Wallack and the Wfca for the opportunity to
share this article. i would also like to thank
some of the coaches who have helped mentor
me during my career brandon ehret, Jim
camerota, Mike bartholomew, Jed Kennedy
and George cwiklowski.

This year will be a significant change for the
st. francis football program with the retirement
of coach sarver and the transition of the pro-
gram under coach Wallack. One of the biggest
changes for me will be making the transition
from coaching the offensive line to coaching de-
fensive backs while also being the defensive co-
ordinator. The model of coaching we have used
here at st. francis the past two years has been
to platoon our coaches. being a smaller pro-
gram we have smaller numbers and have
needed to have many players go both ways. We
also only field two levels, the Varsity and JV. as
the offensive line coach, i was the offensive line

coach for the entire program. One day i’d work
with the Varsity and the next day would be with
the JV. and this was the case for our entire staff,
we had a dedicated coach for each position
group. Prior to switching to this model we ran a
separate Varsity and JV teams where i coached
both the offensive and defensive line at the var-
sity level. so while i have had some recent de-
fensive coaching experience the focus has been
on the offensive side of the ball. 

having been a varsity offensive coordinator,
i was excited for the opportunity to develop our
defensive system and work on an implementa-
tion and installation plan. i knew it was going
to be a challenge so it was important to get to
work right away. coach Wallack and i had
many conversations about what his expectations
for our defense would be and this led us to de-
cide to move forward with a 3-4 scheme. Once
we established that, i began researching differ-
ent variations of defense while asking the fol-
lowing question: Do we want to be a slanting
front? Where and how are we going to pressure?
What will our base coverage be? how will we
adjust that coverage to different formations or
looks based on game planning? how will our
personnel fit into the scheme? after working
through these questions we moved forward with
what our defensive philosophy would be. 

The next step was to meet with other defen-
sive coaches around the area in order to learn
from them about their schemes and techniques
in order to help finalize our defensive playbook.
luckily, i have been blessed with having
worked with and knowing some really outstand-
ing defensive coaches over the years. Our de-
fensive staff had the pleasure of sitting down

with coach Jim camerota, formerly of Kenosha
bradford and brookfield central, and go in-
depth about scheme and technique for the 3-4.
his insight helped us really refine our philoso-
phy, schematic concepts, pressure looks and po-
sitional techniques. The individual and group
drills we discussed will really help in our im-
plementation of the scheme. 

Once we had established what our base
scheme and rules were going to be, i changed
my focus to hudl. My purpose in this was to go
through all of our games from the 2018 season
and chart formations. Once i had a breakdown
of the formations that we will most likely see
from our conference opponents, it was time to
draw up our base defense against each of these
formations. My goal was to make sure  we
could line up against any formation and make
sure we would be fundamentally sound. This
included adjusting to shifts and motions while
making sure we’re able to adjust smoothly. 

The next stage is meeting with our head
coach to figure out for installation schedule dur-
ing both our summer contact days and working
into fall camp. Once we are able to get our actual
practice schedule laid out, we will schedule how
and when we will install the scheme while laying
out the drills for all of our positional groups and
aligning that to fit into the practice schedule. 

i know there is still a lot of work to be done
and there will be many more conversations with
other coaches to continually refine what we are
going to do and continue this transition for me
to the defensive side of the game. if you have
any questions, please feel free to contact me at
jgemig@sfsd.k12.wi.us and best of luck on the
upcoming season!

RECRUITING AT UW-LA CROSSE
By: Andrew McGlenn, Offensive Line Coach and Recruiting Coordinator, UW-La Crosse

Andrew McGlenn
Recruiting invokes peaks and valleys of emo-

tions for any high school student who is looking
to play in college. The sense of the need to wait

and see what happens causes unnecessary stress
to both the student and their parents. The forth-
coming guide I hope can educate and empower
students about the great unknown of recruiting. 

Please understand that some of the specifics
will be directly related to how we operate at
UW-La Crosse. Recruiting will start earlier at
the FCS and FBS levels. Recruiting in not an
exact science, as much as I wish it was. 

Marketing of a Recruit
Technology has made recruiting much easier

over the last decade. In 2008, Hudl had two
clients, the New York Jets and the Nebraska
Cornhuskers. Today Hudl is involved with al-
most every high school and small college foot-
ball team in the country. That same year Twitter
was less than two years old and was nothing
compared to Myspace. These two companies

allow recruits to publish all the information they
need to share with colleges for free. 

With minimal work, a recruit can compile a
highlight film on Hudl. We prefer highlight tapes
compared to full game so we can see a recruits
best while trying to evaluate thousands of play-
ers. A linked Hudl highlight film on a Twitter ac-
count is a great bio link or pinned tweet. Make
it easy for a coach to identify your page as a guy
looking to get recruited. Have a handle that
makes it possible to find you. In your bio, in-
clude your graduation year, high school, posi-
tion, GPA, ACT, height, and weight. We would
like to review film in the winter after a recruit’s
junior year. It is assumed that if you do not post
film at this time that playing college football is
not that important to you. 

In reference to recruiting services, we do use
some but block emails from many who send out
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HEADS UP! – FIRST EVER CONFERENCE-WIDE PRACTICE
By: Steve Lyga, Former Head Coach and Austin Mai, Assistant Coach, Cochrane-Fountain City Football

Steve Lyga

The  Dairyland conference joined together
on an august friday night to try something that
had never been done before in the united states.
That particular friday evening featured “usa
football’s heads up Tackling”. 

coaches worked together to implement
“heads up” (usa football) football techniques
across the entire Dairyland conference. 

cochrane-fountain city, blair-Taylor,
eleva-strum, and independence-Gilmanton,
Melrose-Mindoro, augusta, Whitehall and
Pepin-alma, make up the Dairyland conference
located in West-central Wisconsin. The schools
represent small communities like yours that
love their kids, are loyal to their schools and
heavily support local sporting events.

The Dairyland conference football coaches
meet annually to discuss what they can do to pro-
mote football in each of their individual schools,
but also around the state of Wisconsin (and be-
yond). The idea of a heads-up clinic was
hatched at that meeting last fall. in order to get
both high school and junior high coaches certi-
fied we asked for, and received donations from
area business’ to sponsor this event.   

coaches from all Dairyland conference
schools (junior high and high school) were
brought together friday afternoon to receive
training and certification from the heads-up
program before running team-only drills in the
early evening. 

Most of the Dairyland coaches were famil-
iar with heads-up football lessons and tech-

niques having had exposure including at the
Wfca clinic. for the coaches to go through the
training in the classroom and on the field,  they
have the additional knowledge and can be more
critical with the kids’ form and especially, their
safety. some of the information given was about
symptoms of concussions, proper tackling tech-
nique. The greatest difficulty in adjusting will be
retraining the upperclassmen.

The schools in the Dairyland conference
bussed their student-athletes to Whitehall Memo-
rial high school, centrally located in the confer-
nce. in order to train with their own coaches, an
eight station circuit was set up to accommodate
each individual school.  approximately 300 stu-
dent-athletes took part in this training, along with
50 coaches. Tents were donated for local health-
care professional and personnel. These local li-
censed athletic Trainers see our athletes during
the season, so it was important that they be avail-
able for parents to ask  questions. 

as we entered the football field at Whitehall
we had to walk by a table of equipment which
was sure to catch their eye. The table had a hel-
mets and shoulder pads dating from the 60s to
the present, it was really eye opening!

Communication
Communication is a two way street in re-

cruiting. Often recruits are nervous and guarded
because they don’t want to say something wrong
or provoke any sort of confrontation. What I
covet in communication is that recruits are gen-
uine and honest. If we don’t fit what you are
looking for, it is ok to tell me. If you are con-
cerned with an aspect of the school, let’s talk
about it. If you have no idea what you are doing,
ask us for help. 

Texting and direct messaging allow for con-
venient connection for both parties. One way
communication allows for schedules to still be
independent. Both parties should remember text
can be interpreted differently since tone is not
involved. When conversations become deeper
and more detailed, voice communication allows
for the clearest exchange.   

Honesty and directness will benefit both
coaches and recruits in this process. The execu-
tion by both parties often leaves room for im-
provement. When we evaluate seniors, if we feel
they will not have any shot of making our team,
we will tell them that. We take no gratification
in doing so, but do this out of respect for the re-
cruit. Leading them along causes greater
heartache in the end. We hope to recruit guys
who share this belief and are willing to have a
conversation that is more than superficial. No
college is nirvana, so don’t compare the search
for a school in the same light one would look for
the owner of a glass slipper. Dissect the flaws
you see and compare them to the strengths that
you value. 

The Right Fit
Recruits always tell me that they are looking

for the right fit. I understand what that means,
but don’t know what that means to an individual

recruit when first talking to them. Fit is simply
the collection of all the values and aspirations of
a recruit. Being able to verbalize these pieces
should affirm the thoughts of the recruits and
clarify understanding for the coaches.   

Role of the Parents 
I am shocked at how many parents tell us

that, “this is Billy’s decision and we are going
to stay out of it.” I would also be concerned with
a parent who tells their kid that they must attend
a place. The middle ground is where the parent
must stand. While it is the recruit’s college ex-
perience, estimated family contribution bring in
another dynamic. Parents should have conversa-
tions with their kids and ask them how they feel
about aspects of a university. Verbalizing this
should help bring clarity to everyone involved.
Recruits also need guidance to help understand
factors such as cost, where it can be hard to con-
ceptualize at times due to their lack of dealing
with money. I have often been told by parents
that their son won’t talk to them about what they
are thinking. If you only ask your child what
they are thinking, they will have no idea how to
attack the question. More specific questions
should lead to more specific answers. 

Summary
Choosing a college will always bring a level

of anxiety and second guessing to a recruit. A
majority of this stress can be relieved with re-
flection, discussion, and preparation. I challenge
any high school student who is making this eval-
uation to find what is important to them and sep-
arate that from what others think is important for
them. Find the intersection between what you
are skilled in and what you are interested in. 

bulk messages. Many of these services sell
dreams in the same way wedding services do.
Both can cause people to overspend. I know that
I would rather put in a couple hours work mak-
ing my own film and Twitter account rather than
pay someone else to do it. 

Research and Invest
While marketing yourself online, it is also

important to start your evaluation on school.
While you may not know what a staff thinks
about you yet, you can see if the school fits into
what you value. Looking at these values inde-
pendently can help a recruit to not become over-
whelmed with looking at the school as a whole.
The values I see that are the most common to re-
cruits include:
• Cost
• Majors/programs offered
• Size and make up of campus
• Distance from home
• Community make up
• Reputation of the school
• Reputation of the football program

All of these aspects can be researched before
visiting a campus. Doing this research should
help with targeting the type of place a recruit is
looking for. If a recruit values a mid-sized cam-
pus in a suburban setting with a specific field of-
fered, why would they visit a small rural campus
that does not offer that program?

I am often asked questions about parking on
campus, dorm room size, cafeteria selection as
the opening question on a visit. It concerns me
to hear these questions early because it often rep-
resents a lack of preparation. If those are the
main reasons a recruit would choose a campus,
it is a huge turnoff for us. We would much rather
discuss what you believe in. 
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PROGRAM BUILDING
By: Mark Stein, Head Football Coach, Martin Luther College 

Mark Stein

i want to thank Paul huebner (shoreland
lutheran), and the Wisconsin football coaches
association for the opportunity to be a part of this
association for 15 years and now to share my
humble work at Martin luther college with the
Wfca.  i am currently the head football coach
at Martin luther college in new ulm, Mn.  We
are a ncaa, D3 college football program.

in 2011, i left shoreland lutheran high
school for Martin luther college (Mlc).  after
11 years at shoreland and five years at Wiscon-
sin lutheran high school before that, the good
lord took me to Martin luther college to serve
as admissions Director.  i was done coaching
football.  i was comfortable with that decision
because i was going to spend more time with
my kids and wife.  i coached girls high school
basketball in the summer and youth football
while my kids went to school, it was awesome!  

in august 2015, President Mark Zarling of
Mlc walked into my office ten days before
the 2015 season was supposed to start and
asked me to be the head coach at Mlc.  it
was something i did not expect, but after talk-
ing to my wife that night, i accepted the oppor-
tunity and the stein football family kicked
back into work.

The day i accepted the position at Mlc,
there were 28 players committed to playing foot-
ball at Mlc.  We opened camp with 35 players
after recruiting current students to play football.
for a D3 football program, that is “barely breath-
ing” status.  We only won 2 games that year and
none the next (0-10). We had great kids and sup-
port, but we had a long way to go!  from the be-
ginning, we preached to our kids the importance
of committing to the process. as our team bought
in and our culture improved, we started to find
more success on the field and in 2018 we finished
the season 9-1, won the uMac conference
championship and received our program’s first-
ever ncaa Playoff berth!  

so what is our process? The process started
with Mlc fb Goals:
1. SERVE.
2. TRUST.
3. WIN!

Please notice the punctuation.  The periods
are significant; they mean there is no excuse,
there is nothing to add, they are a standard.
You have to be able to serve one another in
football and in more importantly in life.  if you
can give the best of yourself without looking
for anything in return, you will be successful
in football and life. 

Trust is easy to explain but difficult to exe-
cute.  You know it when you see it and know
when it is missing. You have to trust your buddy
in football to be successful. Trust in a team
builds a foundation that everyone can buy. in
life, you have to trust your teammates, if there
is no trust in your team as an adult, the business,
the school, the parish, or the family will fail.
Trust. no more, no less!

Win! Win every day! Win every drill!
Win every play. again, these are paramount to
the success of a program! They are also para-
mount in life. bad days are not an option, work
through it, fake it, make it a great day by the
grace of God!

PROCESS = PASSION + PURPOSE
Passion is necessary to be successful in

football.  You have to love the game, love the
grind, love the kids, love to learn.  Passion has
to come from the head coach and coaching
staff.  if you are just cashing checks, your kids
will see it and sense it easily.  if you as a head
coach work smart and have the passion, your
staff and players will sense it, and the passion
will be contagious. being a lifelong learner is
also necessary.  football does not change nec-
essarily in the basics of running the ball and
playing defense. You need to do those things
to be successful and always will, but technol-
ogy, tempo, teams change.  

The Purpose is something to use as a guide.
in other words, your scheme should not change
easily.  coaches that change scheme week-to-
week or year-to-year jumping on the next great
fad will fail.  have a purpose to corral your ath-
letes, be true to it and teach it perfectly.  The
system will win if you know it perfectly and can
teach it effectively. The last thing, your players
should be able to teach the system when they
are upperclassmen. Teaching is the best way to
learn.  Your players can then take that system
with them when they begin to coach, no matter
what level. 

CULTURE 
culture is created all year long. from the

weight room to the classroom to the field, the

culture of your program will dictate success. We
all have different rules in the offseason, from
the college game to high school and youth foot-
ball.  Play within those rules but set a culture
that is accountable for your players and coaches
to improve every day. culture is created by ac-
countability. accountability is created by the
head coach, staff, and players, in that order.
Player development in the offseason is often
neglected in struggling programs. if you want
to have success, you need to sell the offseason
weight room program and speed training and
your coaches need to be willing to learn in the
offseason to improve.

coaching your coaches during the offseason
is crucial. Your staff needs to understand your
priorities and methods. The more you teach
them, the more they will have your back and sell
your program to the kids.  

The coach and his staff will set expecta-
tions.  What you believe to be achievable as a
team will be the standard. it is amazing to me
to hear coaches sell their programs short. They
have excuses for every problem and excuses in
their head. This will make you mediocre at best.
Mediocre programs talk about being excited
about the freshman class; they ignore the kids
they have now and developing them.  

i heard a head coach say this at the begin-
ning of my coaching career; he said, “make the
big time where you are at.” it does not matter if
it is youth football or college football or the
nfl. successful coaches build a culture on pos-
itive accountability and high expectations right
away with no excuses and hard work. That cul-
ture will survive and be successful!  
EFFORT, TOUGHNESS AND ASSIGN-

MENT
effort, toughness, and assignments are

daily practice and in-season personal goals. We
can control that every day in practice. Your ef-
fort is personal; it is tangible.  Toughness you
can see and admire. Knowing your assignment
gets you on the field. i do not care how tal-
ented you are; if you do not know what you are
doing, you will not play. These three words are
on top of the practice plan every day so we can
focus on them.  

That is our process at Martin luther col-
lege.  Thanks for allowing me to share our pro-
gram at Mlc. We are blessed beyond our
imagination.  every day we get to work with
young men who are considering the public
ministry and sharing their savior with others
while working as pastors, teachers and staff
ministers. This program is about them and
preparing them for the next step in life. They
are not perfect, but they grow every day. We
want them to take the Mlc fb Process with
them in life to serve others, trust their team-
mates and Win every day!  

The Wiaa was invited and had a person in-
volved to ensure that all schools followed Wiaa
protocol. as per Wiaa rules, the teams were un-
able to practice together by position assignment,
but all of the teams’ coaches were present to

work with the certified coaches on fundamental
drills working toward creating the proper tack-
ling form while promoting muscle memory
and speed. The Wfca also had a representative
at the workshop. 

When called upon, choose to lead!   The
Dairyland conference made the effort to be a
leader!  now, it’s your turn.  Please do what you
can for the safety of the game.
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YOUTH FOOTBALL: A CASE FOR FLAG FOOTBALL
By: Jim Matthys, Head Football Coach, Brodhead-Juda High School

Jim Matthys

i would like to the thank the Wfca for the
opportunity to contribute to this great organiza-
tion and “The Point After II”. it’s been great to
read the articles and learn from the great
coaches around the state of Wisconsin.

in the past 22 years i have had the opportu-
nity to see football from several angles as a
coach, athletic director, principal, parent, and
former coach, then back to coach again! i have
seen the days when football thrived and num-
bers were high enough where every school in
our conference had three levels of football every
year. since then we have seen a steady decline

of participation in our sport. The nfhs reports
a 6% decrease in the past 10 years of participa-
tion in football nation wide. These numbers still
continue to increase. i also reflect on the past 20
years of coaching and see the number of kids
starting younger and younger at various sports.
Playing 50 baseball or basketball games a sea-
son when our varsity sports are playing 20 - 25.
This philosophy has spilled into football as well.
“The younger we start them the better they will
be in high school” philosophy.

i hear some of the following from other
coaching friends the issues they battle with
youth tackle football in their communities:
1. it’s hard to find good youth coaches who

keep the game in perspective.
2. Kids change and develop a lot from 4th to

7th grade. Your 4th grade Qb might be your
best lineman by 8th grade but he’s played
Qb for four years!

3. Techniques are executed poorly and kids get
hurt and don’t come back.

4. burn out. Kids are sick of football by high
school.
i was approached about 10 years ago about

starting a youth tackle football program here
in brodhead. i thought about it for about 10
seconds and politely said “nO” we have better

areas in our program to spend the money. some
parents didn’t like the response but i want kids
to be excited about football in high school. Our
program already starts tackle football in 7th
grade with coaches hired by our school district
to coach them within our program. We have had
a flag football program for 20 years for students
in grades 4 - 6 where i see over 100 kids partic-
ipate on 14 - 16 different teams and at their
grade level on saturday mornings with our var-
sity players refereeing their games. i see boys
and girls having fun playing football with flag
football anyone can play. i see parents coaching
their kids and yes… having fun. Most recently
our Park and Rec. department got involved with
the nfl flag football program. Our kids get
jerseys, flags, and a football from the program.
They love it!

as i have stated above, our participation in
football is declining. i am not blaming it all on
youth tackle football but it is definitely a con-
tributing factor. Our program has been a playoff
team for 25 of the last 27 years without a youth
tackle football program in place. You can be suc-
cessful playing flag football at the youth levels.
it’s worth the consideration for your program.

for more information: nfl flag football -
nflflag.com

JOIN THE WFCA TODAY
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE BENEFITS:

  •  $2,000.000.00 LIABILITY INSURANCE POLICY (details on page 63)
   •  Three issues of The Point After II newsletter
   •  All-Star games, nomination rights and free attendance
   •  All-State nomination rights
   •  Scholarship nomination rights
   •  Hall of Fame nomination rights
   •  All-State Championship rings
   •  Annual awards and recognition including Regional
   and State Coaches of the Year.
   •  WFCA membership enhances professional growth and gives you

the opportunity to
   contribute to the improvement of your profession
   •  A professional network of new contacts, a line of communication and a forum for the
   exchange of ideas and information within your profession.
   •  www.wifca.org, our professional website with the latest information about football in
   Wisconsin which provides unlimited resources to meet the needs of member coaches.
  •  Eligibility to participate in the WFCA Grant Program

REMEMBER TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP
REGISTRATION ON LINE AT WWW.WIFCA.ORG
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